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Zusammenfassung
Die Forschungsergebnisse der letzten Jahre haben gezeigt, dass das Universum bei weitem nicht nur
aus baryonischer Materie besteht. Tatsa¨chlich scheinen 72% aus sogenannter Dunkler Energie zu
bestehen, wa¨hrend selbst vom verbleibenden Teil nur etwa ein Fu¨nftel baryonischer Materie zuge-
ordnet werden kann. Der Rest besteht aus Dunkler Materie, deren Beschaffenheit bis heute nicht
mit Sicherheit gekla¨rt ist. Urspru¨nglich in den Rotationskurven von Spiralgalaxien beobachtet,
wurde die Notwendigkeit ihrer Existenz inzwischen auch in elliptischen Galaxien und Galaxienhaufen
nachgewiesen. Tatsa¨chlich scheint Dunkle Materie eine entscheidende Rolle in der Strukturbildung im
Universum gespielt zu haben. In der Fru¨hzeit des Universums, als die Materieverteilung im Weltraum
noch a¨ußerst gleichma¨ßig war und nur sehr geringe Inhomogenita¨ten aufwies, bildeten sie die Kon-
densationskeime fu¨r den gravitativen Kollaps der Materie. Numerische Simulationen haben gezeigt,
dass der heute beobachtbare Entwicklungszustand des Universums erst durch die zusa¨tzliche Masse
Dunkler Materie ermo¨glicht wurde, die den strukturellen Kollaps erheblich beschleunigte und nur
dadurch zur heute beobachtbaren Komplexita¨t der Strukturen fu¨hren konnte. Da Dunkle Materie
nicht elektromagnetisch wechselwirkt, sondern sich nur durch ihre Schwerkraft bemerkbar macht,
stellt der Gravitationslinseneffekt eine ausgezeichnete Methode dar, die Existenz und Menge an Dun-
kler Materie nachzuweisen. Der schwache Gravitationslinseneffekt macht sich zu Nutzen, dass die
intrinsischen Orientierungen der Galaxien im Weltraum keine Vorzugsrichtung haben, gleichbedeu-
tend mit ihrer statistischen Gleichverteilung. Die gravitationsbedingte koha¨rente Verzerrung der Hin-
tergrundobjekte fu¨hrt zu einer Abweichung von dieser Gleichverteilung, die von den Eigenschaften
der Gravitationslinsen abha¨ngt und daher zu deren Analyse genutzt werden kann.
Diese Dissertation beschreibt die Galaxy-Galaxy-Lensing-Analyse von insgesamt 89 deg2 optischer
Daten, die im Rahmen des CFHTLS-WIDE-Surveys beobachtet wurden und aus denen im Rah-
men dieser Arbeit photometrische Rotverschiebungs- und Elliptizita¨tskataloge erzeugt wurden. Das
Galaxiensample besteht aus insgesamt 5× 106 Linsen mit Rotverschiebungen von 0.05 < zphot ≤ 1
und einem zugeho¨rigen Hintergrund von insgesamt 1.7× 106 Quellen mit erfolgreich gemessenen
Elliptizita¨ten in einem Rotverschiebungsintervall von 0.05 < zphot ≤ 2. Unter Annahme analytischer
Galaxienhaloprofile wurden fu¨r die Galaxien die Masse, das Masse-zu-Leuchtkraft-Verha¨ltnis und
die entsprechenden Halomodellprofilparameter sowie ihre Skalenrelationen bezu¨glich der absoluten
Leuchtkraft untersucht. Dies geschah sowohl fu¨r das gesamte Linsensample als auch fu¨r Linsensam-
ples in Abha¨ngigkeit des SED-Typs und der Umgebungsdichte. Die ermittelten Skalenrelationen wur-
den genutzt, um die durchschnittlichen Werte fu¨r die Galaxienhaloparameter und eine mittlere Masse
fu¨r die Galaxien in Abha¨ngigkeit ihres SED-Typs zu bestimmen. Es ergibt sich eine Gesamtmasse
von Mtotal = 23.2+2.8−2.5×1011 h−1 M⊙ fu¨r eine durchschnittliche Galaxie mit einer Referenzleuchtkraft
von L∗ = 1.6×1010 h−2 L⊙. Die Gesamtmasse roter Galaxien bei gleicher Leuchtkraft u¨berschreitet
diejenige des entsprechenden gemischten Samples um ca. 130%, wa¨hrend die mittlere Masse einer
blauen Galaxie ca. 65% unterhalb des Durchschnitts liegt. Die Gesamtmasse der Galaxien steigt stark
mit der Umgebungsdichte an, betrachtet man die Geschwindigkeitsdispersion ist dies jedoch nicht
der Fall. Dies bedeutet, dass die zentrale Galaxienmateriedichte kaum von der Umgebung sondern
fast nur von der Leuchtkraft abha¨ngt. Die Belastbarkeit der Ergebnisse wurde von zu diesem Zweck
erzeugten Simulationen besta¨tigt. Es hat sich dabei gezeigt, dass der Effekt mehrfacher gravitativer
Ablenkung an verschiedenen Galaxien angemessen beru¨cksichtigt werden muss, um systematische
Abweichungen zu vermeiden.
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Abstract
The scientific results over the past years have shown that the Universe is by far not only composed of
baryonic matter. In fact the major energy content of 72% of the Universe appears to be represented by
so-called dark energy, while even from the remaining components only about one fifth is of baryonic
origin, whereas 80% have to be attributed to dark matter. Originally appearing in observations of
spiral galaxy rotation curves, the need for dark matter has also been verified investigating elliptical
galaxies and galaxy clusters. In fact, it appears that dark matter played a major role during structure
formation in the early Universe. Shortly after the Big Bang, when the matter distribution was almost
homogeneous, initially very small inhomogeneities in the matter distribution formed the seeds for the
gravitational collapse of the matter structures. Numerical n-body simulations, for instance, clearly
indicate that the presently observable evolutionary state and complexity of the matter structure in the
Universe would not have been possible without dark matter, which significantly accelerated the struc-
ture collapse due to its gravitational interaction. As dark matter does not interact electromagnetically
and therefore is non-luminous but only interacts gravitationally, the gravitational lens effect provides
an excellent opportunity for its detection and estimation of its amount. Weak gravitational lensing
is a technique that makes use of the random orientation of the intrinsic galaxy ellipticities and thus
their uniform distribution. Gravitational tidal forces introduce a coherent distortion of the background
object shapes, leading to a deviation from the uniform distribution which depends on the lens galaxy
properties and therefore can be used to study them.
This thesis describes the galaxy-galaxy lensing analysis of 89 deg2 of optical data, observed within
the CFHTLS-WIDE survey. In the framework of this thesis the data were used in order to create
photometric redshift and galaxy shape catalogs. The complete galaxy sample consists of a total num-
ber of 5× 106 lens galaxies within a redshift range of 0.05 < zphot ≤ 1 and 1.7× 106 correspond-
ing source galaxies with redshifts of 0.05 < zphot ≤ 2 and successfully extracted shapes. Assum-
ing that the galaxy halos can be described by analytic profiles, the scaling relations with absolute
luminosity for the galaxy masses, their mass-to-light ratios and the corresponding halo parameters
have been extracted. Based on the obtained scaling relations, the average values for the correspond-
ing halo parameters and the mean galaxy masses for a given luminosity were derived as a function
of considered halo model, the galaxy SED and the local environment density. We obtain a total
mass of Mtotal = 23.2+2.8−2.5× 1011 h−1 M⊙ for an average galaxy with chosen reference luminosity of
L∗ = 1.6×1010 h−2 L⊙. In contrast, the mean total masses for red galaxies of same luminosity exceed
the value of the average galaxy about 130%, while the mass of a blue galaxy is about 65% below the
value of an average fiducial galaxy. Investigating the influence of the environmental density on the
galaxy properties we observe a significant increase of the total integrated masses with galaxy density,
however the velocity dispersions are not affected. This indicates that the central galaxy matter density
mostly depends on the galaxy luminosity but not on the environment. Simulations based on the ex-
tracted scientific results were built, verifying the robustness of the scientific results. They give a clear
hint that multiple deflections on different lens galaxies have to be properly accounted for in order to
avoid systematically biased results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past few years we came to learn that the Universe is not as simple as we thought it to be. We
had to discover that the luminous baryonic matter, the matter component we ourselves are built of,
only represents a very small fraction of the energy content of the Universe. First, a few decades
ago the rotation curves of spiral galaxies gave a hint to an additional invisible mass component, the
so-called dark matter, which only interacts by its gravity, leading to the significantly higher rotation
velocity values on large scales than expected. Then, only 15 years ago, the distance and luminosity
measurements of distant supernovae type Ia taught us, that the main ingredient with a fraction of
about 72% is neither baryonic nor dark matter, but that our Universe is dominated by a mysterious
phenomenon called dark energy.
Dark energy makes itself noticeable by causing an accelerated expansion of the Universe instead
of a decelerated expansion due to gravitational interaction of the matter in the Universe. Although
representing by far the largest fraction of the energy content in the Universe, the existence of dark
energy only became obvious in the recent past, when the expansion of the Universe reached a certain
level. But even looking at the remaining fraction of the cosmological energy content, the baryonic
matter fraction only makes about a fifth of the total matter content. Both, the nature of dark energy
and the nature of dark matter are not really understood, leaving us with the knowledge that our world
is dominated by phenomena we do neither see nor fully understand. Although dark energy and thus
the cosmic acceleration could be seen as the consequence of a non-zero vacuum energy ground state,
a concept for a direct detection does not exist yet. The only way to trace it are large-scale-structure
and cosmological studies which are trying to determine constraints on cosmological parameters in
order to infer implications for dark energy. The situation for dark matter is significantly better as
there are several concepts to unravel its mystery. Several candidates for these hypothetical dark
matter particles have been suggested, from axions to weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs)
as supersymmetric particles. In the latter case the most probable candidate is the neutralino, as the
dark matter particle is required to be uncharged in order to not interact electromagnetically and to
be optically invisible. This led to the development of several concepts to measure dark matter, from
detectors on Earth trying to directly trace them, to astrophysical observations measuring the dark
matter content via its gravitational interaction. Dark matter does not only appear in spiral galaxies,
its necessity has also been detected investigating early type galaxies, galaxy clusters and large scale
structure. As a matter of fact, dark matter even appears to have played a key role during structure
formation in the early Universe. Looking back to the time of recombination (z∼ 1100), measurements
of the CMB power spectrum tell us that the matter distribution was almost homogeneous, showing
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only very small inhomogeneities of the order of ∆T/T ∼ 10−5 (see Smoot et al. 1992). Nonetheless,
as small as they might have originally been, it is exactly these initially tiny inhomogeneities that
represent the seeds from which all presently visible structure, galaxies, galaxy clusters and the
presently forming galaxy superclusters arose. Regions with slightly higher local density, thus having
higher gravity, attracted additional matter, which led to an enhancement of the density contrast and
a further increase of the gravitational attraction. Above a certain threshold these inhomogeneities
could continuously grow and eventually form the known extended structures, while the regions
of underdensity bled out, becoming the large, almost empty regions in the Universe called voids.
However, numerical simulations have shown that the amount of baryonic matter is not sufficient in
order to explain the presently observable advanced complexity and inhomogeneity of matter structure
in space. It appears that originally structure formation was driven by larger amounts of neutral dark
matter, which had decoupled from the photon plasma on an earlier timescale. This significantly
accelerated the collapse of the matter structures and led to the creation of dark matter halos whose
centers eventually were populated by those baryonic cores representing the well-known luminous
galaxies. We see that in order to understand structure formation, galaxy formation and evolution,
one cannot avoid to learn about the origin, the properties and the distribution of dark matter in the
Universe.
As dark matter only interacts via its gravitational attraction, the gravitational lens effect is pre-
destined for detection and quantification of the dark matter content. The gravitational deflection
of the light of a background source on a foreground lens leads, due to tidal effects, to a coherent
distortion of the original source image shape called gravitational shear, which carries the imprint
of the lens matter distribution. However, measurements of gravitational shears are complicated by
the fact that in weak gravitational lensing these distortions are quite small and galaxies in general
are not intrinsically round but elliptical. As the distortion of the source galaxy image on average is
only of the order of a few per cent of the intrinsic galaxy ellipticity, it is impossible to disentangle
the induced gravitational shear from the intrinsic ellipticity for an individual galaxy. Yet in this case
statistics is a helpful tool. The basic cosmological assumption is that we live in an homogeneous and
isotropic Universe, which also means that the orientation of the major axes of the galaxy ellipticities
are not supposed to show a preferred direction but should be randomly distributed (at least on average
over a large enough volume). This means, considering a sufficiently large number of source galaxies
and averaging their measured apparent ellipticities, the ellipticity contributions should cancel out,
leaving a zero-signal if there is no gravitational imprint from lens galaxies. This implies that values
deviating from zero in theory are to be caused by gravitational lensing. The comparison of the
statistical properties of the gravitational lensing distortions with predictions of theoretical models
then gives us information about the amount and distribution of the dark matter. In principle weak
lensing is capable of tracing any matter foreground distribution as long as there is a sufficient number
of background galaxies carrying the gravitational lens imprint. Galaxy clusters, due to their high
masses, provide the strongest observational weak lensing signals, making it quite easy to analyze,
as the number of background galaxies does not need to be particularly high. Anyhow, background
galaxies with too small projected separations from the cluster centers have to be omitted, as above a
certain signal strength the basic weak lensing assumptions start to break down and a proper strong
lensing analysis needs to be done. The weakest signal is introduced by lensing of the large scale
structure, the so-called cosmic shear, significantly raising the requirements in galaxy number and
precision of the ellipticity extraction from imaging data. In a cosmic shear analysis no specific lens
3sample is considered, but the auto-correlation of the lensed galaxy shapes is analyzed in order to infer
foreground properties and cosmological parameters. The galaxy lensing signal magnitude finally lies
in between, raising the requirements on the background galaxy number, but still high enough to not
be too excruciatingly sensitive to small systematic errors in the ellipticity estimation. While in the
more central parts of galaxies mass measurements still can be derived with dynamical methods, weak
gravitational lensing is an important mass estimator when observing larger scales, considering the
lack of other mass tracers, besides the rare case of dynamical tracing of satellite galaxies. However,
when investigating very large scales, multiple deflections on neighboring lenses need to be properly
taken into account, as they additionally influence the lensing signal on those scales, leading to a bias
in the measurements if ignored.
Due to the small magnitude of the lensing signal the weak lensing analysis of a single lens
galaxy is hardly possible. Therefore it is necessary to analyze a larger sample of galaxies in order
to extract their properties. Galaxy-galaxy lensing (GGL) is the application of the weak gravitational
lens formalism on lens galaxies, analyzing larger samples of galaxies in order to obtain the mean
properties of the investigated galaxy sample or to estimate the galaxy properties for a fiducial galaxy,
assuming basic scaling relations of the halo parameters with galaxy mass or luminosity. The selection
of specific galaxy samples provides the opportunity to derive the halo properties as a function of
luminosity, galaxy SED or the environment the galaxies populate. The first attempt to detect GGL
was already made in the 1980s by Tyson et al. (1984), who used scans of photographic plates and
searched for an excess of background galaxy images tangentially aligned to brighter candidate lens
galaxies. However, it took more than ten years until the first actual detection could be reported.
Since then several GGL analyses have been performed on ground-based (e.g., Brainerd et al. 1996 or
Hoekstra et al. 2002, 2004), but also on space-based observations (e.g., dell’Antonio & Tyson 1996,
Griffiths et al. 1996 or Hudson et al. 1998), giving some first constraints on velocity dispersions,
galaxy sizes and thus masses. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) finally provided the first large
dataset applicable for GGL studies, covering a large area of more than 8000 deg2, that forms the basis
of the analyses of, e.g., McKay et al. (2001), Sheldon et al. (2004) or Mandelbaum et al. (2006a,c).
However, the distance estimates for the source galaxies contained large uncertainties, being diced
according to statistical principles, as either there was no multi-band photometry available, or, as in
the case of SDSS, the depth of the observations was not sufficient to obtain reliable photometric
redshifts. Precise photometric redshift knowledge is crucial in order to properly select foreground
and background objects without mismatch and to disentangle intrinsic alignments between galaxies
due to physical associations as for nearby galaxies from actual gravitational lensing. Further it
allows to translate angular separations into physical lengths without a mixing of scales. In addition,
photometric redshifts significantly facilitate the investigation of galaxy evolution with redshift and
thus time, as the lens samples can be explicitly selected for their redshifts. The CFHT Legacy Wide
Survey (CFHTLS-Wide) is the first survey to provide a reasonable depth in order to estimate precise
photometric redshifts on a larger area (over 190 deg2), allowing a detailed GGL study for several
specific galaxy samples.
The aim of this thesis is to measure the galaxy halo properties as a function of luminosity,
galaxy SED, and galaxy environment. Further we want to derive scaling relations for the basic
halo parameters with luminosity for a general galaxy sample, but also discriminating early and late
type galaxies. We analyze the galaxy properties for the cumulative halos, composed by individual
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neighboring galaxy halos, but also for the individual galaxy halos themselves, applying maximum
likelihood analyses.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we give a basic introduction to the cosmological
framework, including the definition of cosmological distances, as they are required in the gravitational
lensing analyses. Chapter 3 gives an overview over the weak lensing theory, including GGL and
the theoretical and technical estimation of galaxy ellipticities from imaging data. A theoretical and
technical introduction to the estimation of photometric redshifts, representing the basis for the galaxy
distance estimation in our lensing analysis, and a short overview about galaxies in general is given
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains the description of our CFHTLS-Wide dataset, including object
extraction, catalog creation, photometric redshift estimation and galaxy shape extraction and the
characterization of our galaxy samples. In Chapter 6 we then present our GGL analyses, comprising
of measurements of the dark matter halo properties and their scaling behavior with luminosity or
mass, respectively, also as a function of galaxy SED. Finally we conclude this thesis in Chapter 7.
Throughout this work we adopt a cosmology with ΩM = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and a dimensionless
Hubble parameter h = 0.72, unless explicitly stated otherwise. All referred apparent magnitudes and
colors are given in AB, all rest-frame magnitudes are calculated in Vega system, assuming a Hubble
constant of H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1.
Chapter 2
Cosmological Framework
This chapter gives a small overview over the cosmological framework and widely follows Schneider
(2006a) and Bartelmann & Schneider (2001). An extended review can be found there or also in
Schneider (2006b).
According to the Big Bang theory our Universe arose from a dense and very hot state. The
Big Bang, occurring about 13.7 billion years ago, builds the starting point for the cosmic expansion
history which is still observed at present time. During the expansion, the temperature cooled from
values over 1030 K down to below 2.73 K, passing through an inflationary phase that stretched all
scales to cosmic dimensions, the recombination neutralizing the Universe when atoms formed, the
formation of the first stars, inducing the reionization, before larger structures like galaxies, galaxy
clusters and presently super-clusters started forming.
2.1 The Homogeneous Universe
The basic assumption of cosmology is that our Universe is homogeneous and isotropic at every point
without any preferred location. Considering large scales (> 200 Mpc), observations do justify this
assumption. For the appropriate description of gravity in a curved space-time, General Relativity
(Einstein 1914) is needed. On the other hand in a homogeneous Universe, as no section can be
distinguished from another, any considered section is a valid representation of the Universe. We
therefore start the description from a Newtonian vantage point and then later account for relativistic
corrections (see Schneider 2006a).
2.1.1 Newtonian Ansatz
Firstly we introduce comoving coordinates
x =
r(t)
a(t)
, (2.1)
canceling out the dependence on the scale radius a(t) and hence on the cosmological expansion. The
scale radius is normalized to the value of a(t0) = 1 for the present time. The velocity of a particle in
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Fig. 2.1: Illustration of the cosmic evolution in the Universe since the Big Bang. (Credits for the
image: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/ Rx3psh1zpCY/THe27LIxjjI/AAAAAAAAARo/uQwodUCgzag/s1600/
Evolution+of+universe.jpg)
the expanding Universe is then given by
v(t) =
dr(t)
dt =
da(t)
dt x = a˙ x =
a˙
a
r = H(t)r , (2.2)
where the expansion rate of the Universe is defined as
H(t) :=
a˙
a
. (2.3)
This leads to a relative velocity of two particles between r and r +∆ r of
∆ v = v(r +∆ r, t)− v(r, t) = H(t)(r +∆ r)−H(t)r = H(t)∆ r . (2.4)
We now address the dynamics of the expansion and consider for that purpose a spherical shell with
comoving radius x for time t0 and radius r(t) = a(t)x for any arbitrary time. The mass within the shell
is then given by
M(x) =
4pi
3 ρ0 x
3 =
4pi
3 ρ(t) a
3r3(t). (2.5)
Due to the conservation of mass, the mass density ρ(t) then decreases with
ρ(t) = ρ0 a−3 . (2.6)
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Calculating the gravitational acceleration of a particle on this spherical shell we obtain
r¨(t) =
d2r(t)
dt2 =−
GM(x)
r2
=−4piG3
ρ0 x3
r2
. (2.7)
If we replace r¨ with a¨x:
a¨(t) =−4piG3
ρ0
a2(t)
=−4piG3 ρ(t) a(t) , (2.8)
multiply both sides of the equation with 2a˙
2a˙(t)a¨(t) =−8piG3 ρ0
a˙(t)
a2(t)
,
and integrate the whole equation over time using
d
dt a˙
2(t) = 2a˙(t)a¨(t) and ddt
1
a(t)
=− a˙(t)
a2(t)
,
we receive
a˙2(t) =
8piG
3 ρ0
1
a(t)
−Kc2 = 8piG3 ρ(t) a
2t−Kc2 , (2.9)
with Kc2 being a constant of integration. We will see later that the constant of integration can be in-
terpreted as the curvature of the space in General Relativity. We rewrite equation (2.9) by multiplying
with x2/2. With
v(t) = r˙(t) = a˙(t)x
we obtain
v2(t)
2
− GM
r
=−Kc2 . (2.10)
The left side of this equation is the sum of kinetic and potential energy of a particle and is therefore
conserved. We see that the future behavior of the Universe concerning expansion depends on the
value of K. For negative K the right side of equation (2.9) is always positive, which means that the
derivative of the scale factor a(t) with respect to time is positive at all times and the expansion of
the Universe will never stop. The same conclusion follows for K = 0. If K is positive the right side
of equation (2.9) vanishes for a = amax = (8piGρ0)/(3Kc2), for larger values of K the Universe will
eventually recollapse. In the special case of K = 0, the present value of the density of the Universe is
called the critical density
ρc :=
3H0
8piG . (2.11)
2.1.2 Relativistic Extension
General Relativity modifies the Newtonian theory in several aspects. Matter with pressure changes
the equations of motions. Further Einstein’s field equations (2.12) (see Einstein 1915) introduce the
cosmological constant Λ . Finally, the interpretation of expansion of the Universe is changed as it is
not the particles in space which move apart, but it is the space itself which is expanding. The Universe
is now described, as already mentioned, by Einstein’s field equations
Gµν =−8piG
c4
Tµν −Λgµν , (2.12)
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with Gµν being the Einstein Tensor that represents the geometry of space-time, Tµν the energy-
momentum tensor which describes the energy content, the cosmological constant Λ and the metric
tensor gµν . The space-time in a homogeneous and isotropic Universe is described by the Robertson-
Walker metric
ds2 = c2dt2−a2(t)[dχ2 + f 2K(χ)(dθ 2 + sin2θdφ 2)] , (2.13)
which solves the field equations as has been shown independently by Robertson (1935) and Walker
(1937). The coordinate system is given by the spherical coordinates (χ,θ ,φ) with χ being the comov-
ing radial coordinate and θ and ϕ being the angular ones. The factor fK(χ) is called the comoving
angular diameter distance and depends on the curvature K:
fK(χ) =


K−1/2 sin
(
K1/2χ
)
K > 0
χ K = 0
(−K)−1/2 sinh
[
(−K)1/2 χ
]
K < 0 ,
(2.14)
where 1/
√
K can be interpreted as the curvature radius of the space. For vanishing curvature K = 0,
the Robertson-Walker metric (see equation 2.13) describes the metric of a plane, for positive curvature
K > 0 it describes the metric of a sphere and for negative curvature K < 0 it describes the metric of a
pseudosphere with negative curvature which can locally be approximated by a hyperboloid. Inserting
the Robertson-Walker metric (equation 2.13) into the field equations of General Relativity the energy-
momentum tensor is restricted to the form of a perfect fluid with density ρ(t) and pressure p(t). The
solution of the equation then leads to the generalization of the previously derived equations (2.9) and
(2.8) to (
a˙
a
)2
=
8piG
3 ρ−
Kc2
a2
+
Λ
3 (2.15)
and
a¨
a
=−4piG3
(
ρ + 3p
c2
)
+
Λ
3 . (2.16)
Equations (2.15) and (2.16) are called the Friedmann equations (see Friedmann 1924). These two
equations can be combined to obtain the adiabatic equation:
d
dt
[
a3(t)ρ(t)c2
]
+ p(t)
da3(t)
dt = 0 . (2.17)
What does this equation tell us about the characteristic behavior of the matter content? For pressure-
less matter (dust), the derivative of the product of density and scale radius to the third power vanishes,
implying the conservation of mass. This confirms the decrease of mass density with
ρm = ρm0 a−3 (2.18)
as already derived in equation (2.6) in the Newtonian ansatz. For matter with pressure the adiabatic
equation (2.17) implies that the variation of energy is equal to the product of pressure and variation of
volume
d
dt(c
2 ρ a3) =−pda
3
dt . (2.19)
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In the limiting case of relativistic particles with velocities close to or equal c (radiation), the pressure
is given by
p =
ρc2
3 . (2.20)
If we insert this relation into the adiabatic equation (2.17), we see that the energy density for radiation
evolves with
ρr = ρr0 a−4 . (2.21)
Since the photon number density decreases with a−3 but the energy density decreases with a−4, it is
obvious that the individual photon energy must decrease with a−1. This accommodates the fact that
the photon is redshifted due to the expansion of space.
If we now consider a component which can be interpreted as vacuum energy and whose den-
sity is independent of time, the adiabatic equation gives us
pv =−ρvc2 . (2.22)
This means that the matter density and pressure in the Universe are composed by the sum of these
three components
ρ = ρm +ρr +ρv = ρm0 a−3 +ρr0 a−4 +ρv and p =
ρrc2
3 −ρvc
2 =
ρr0c2
3a4 −ρvc
2 . (2.23)
If we insert this result into the Friedmann equations (2.15) and (2.16), we see that the form of the
ρv-term corresponds to the Λ -term, therefore Λ can be interpreted as a vacuum energy density with
c2ρv =
c2Λ
8piG . (2.24)
Based on the derived densities we define the density parameters
Ωm =
ρm0
ρc
, Ωr =
ρr0
ρc
and ΩΛ =
ρv
ρc
=
Λ
3H20
. (2.25)
Using these definitions we can rewrite the expansion equation (2.15) as
H2(t) = H20
(
a−4Ωr +a−3Ωm−a−2 Kc
2
H20
+ΩΛ
)
. (2.26)
As for the present time, Ωr ≪Ωm, we obtain for the curvature
K =
(
H0
c
)2
(Ωm +ΩΛ −1) . (2.27)
If we reinsert this result back to the expansion equation (2.26) we derive following expansion equation:
H2(t) = H20
[
a−4Ωr +a−3Ωm +a−2 (1−Ωm−ΩΛ )+ΩΛ
]
. (2.28)
We see that for small scale radii a the first term is dominating, which means that the Universe is
radiation-dominated. For larger values, the second term is eventually dominating, the Universe is
then matter-dominated. For a not vanishing curvature and even larger values of a the third term, the
curvature term is dominating and for very large values of the scale radius the cosmological constant
becomes dominant. The evolution of the expansion rate H(z) starting at redshift z = 9 is shown in
Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2: Evolution of the expansion rate H(z) with redshift up to z = 9. The chosen cosmological param-
eters are H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73.
2.1.3 Cosmological Redshift
The expansion of the Universe leads to a redshift of the light emitted by distant sources. The redshift
z is defined as
z :=
λa−λe
λe
=
a(ta)
a(te)
−1 , (2.29)
with λe being the wavelength at the emission time te and λa being the wavelength at the absorption
time ta or
z = a−1−1 (2.30)
for present time t = t0. This energy loss for the individual photon has already been predicted in
equation (2.21).
2.1.4 Distances
In the following we have to define a concept of distances. Given the fact that our Universe in general
might be curved and that the light speed is finite, which can lead to a remarkable time shift between
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the two final points of the distance measurement, the term distance is not unambiguous anymore but
depends on our definition.
Comoving Distance
The comoving distance describes the distance of two points on the spatial hypersurface of the Universe
at present time t = t0. The underlying grid follows the expansion of the Universe, therefore the
comoving distance between two events is fixed and does not depend on time, i.e., the expansion of the
Universe. The comoving distance is defined in the following way:
c dt =−aχ or χ =
∫ t1
t2
c
a
dt , (2.31)
with t2 being the emission time and t1 the absorption time. This leads to
χ(z1,z2) =
c
H0
∫ z2
z1
dz′
[
Ωr (1+ z)4 +Ωm (1+ z)3 +(1−Ωm−ΩΛ )(1+ z)2 +ΩΛ
]−1
. (2.32)
A special case is given by the proper distance, which is only mentioned for reasons of completeness.
The proper distance gives the distance observers at a certain redshift would measure themselves using,
e.g., rulers. It is given by
Dprop(z1,z2) = a(z1) [χ(z1,z2)] . (2.33)
At present time the proper distance is identical to the comoving distance.
Angular Diameter Distance
A further very important concept of distance is given by the angular diameter distance. It gives us the
relation between the physical size of an object (2R) and the angle δ under which it is observable on
the sky:
Dang =
2R
δ = a(z) fK(χ) . (2.34)
The angular diameter distance between two redshifted objects is given by
Dang(z1,z2) = a(z2) fK [χ(z1,z2)] . (2.35)
An interesting aspect about the angular diameter distance is that it does not increase infinitely with
redshift but reaches a maximum beyond which it starts decreasing again. For a cosmology with
Ωm = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1 this maximum is at a redshift of z≈ 1.6. This can
be seen in Fig. 2.3.
Luminosity distance
Finally the luminosity distance gives the decrease of flux with increasing distance. While in Euclidean
space the flux decreases with the inverse square of the distance, in a curved or expanding space this is
not the case in general for the comoving or the angular diameter distance. The luminosity distance is
given by
Dlum(z) =
√
L
4piS
, (2.36)
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Fig. 2.3: Different distances as a function of the redshift for a cosmology with Ωm = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and
H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1. The red line shows the angular diameter distance with maximum value at z≈ 1.6,
whereas the green line shows the comoving distance and the blue line shows the luminosity distance.
with L being the luminosity and S the Flux. Etherington (1933) showed that in general the luminosity
distance is related to the comoving and the angular diameter distance in the following way:
Dlum(z) = (1+ z)2Dang(z) = (1+ z) fK(χ) . (2.37)
This relation is only correct for bolometric quantities. If fluxes at specific wavelength ranges are
considered, a K-correction depending the spectrum of the sources needs to be applied to account for
the cosmological redshift.
Distance Modulus
Another important quantity is represented by the distance modulus which describes the difference
between absolute magnitude (defined as the magnitude in a distance of 10 pc) and apparent magnitude,
representing the application of the luminosity distance if magnitudes are used instead of fluxes. The
distance modulus is given by
DM = 5 log
(
Dlum
10 pc
)
. (2.38)
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2.2 The Inhomogeneous Universe
The previous section described the homogeneous characteristics in the Universe present on large
scales. But as we observe, the Universe is far from being homogeneous on shorter scales. Other-
wise there would be no galaxies, stars and other structures. The question is now how the matter could
collapse and structure, transforming the initially almost homogeneous Universe into the cosmos we
observe today. A possible answer is given by the inflation theory. It gives an explanation to flatness
and homogeneity over large distances and the correlation of fluctuations on causally disconnected
scales on the sky and further provides a source for the primordial density fluctuations. According
to inflation theory the visible Universe was initially small with causal contact between the presently
visible regions before an exponential expansion set in, enlarging the Universe by many orders of
magnitude. The homogeneity of the Universe is therefore explained by the circumstance that the
observable Universe initially was only of small size in causal contact. The origin of the inhomo-
geneities eventually rising to the structure we observe today is then given by quantum fluctuations
which have been stretched to cosmic scales during the inflationary expansion. The smallness of the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy (∆T/T ∼ 10−5, see Smoot et al. 1992) suggests
that the density inhomogeneities were still very small at the time of recombination (z ∼ 1100). The
density contrast is defined as
δ (r, t) = ρ(r, t)− ρ¯(t)ρ¯(t) , (2.39)
with ρ¯(t) being the mean density of the Universe. In underdense regions the density contrast is
−1≤ δ < 0, in overdense regions the density contrast is δ > 0. In overdense regions the gravitational
self-attraction will lead to a slower expansion than in the average regions. This causes the density
contrast to increase even further. On the other hand, the lower self-gravity in underdense regions re-
sults in faster expansion and hence in a decreasing density contrast in these regions. This gravitational
instability builds the starting point for structure formation.
2.2.1 Linear Structure Formation
As we have seen in Section 2.1 the matter in the Universe can be described as a perfect fluid. It is
characterized by the density ρ(r, t) and the velocity field v(r, t) and is described by the following
equations. The continuity equation
∂ρ
∂ t +∇ · (ρv) = 0 (2.40)
indicates that mass is conserved. If the fluid has a divergent velocity field, meaning that particles are
streaming out, the density decreases. On the other hand, if the fluid has a convergent velocity field
with particles streaming in, the density has to increase. Further the fluid follows the Euler equation
∂v
∂ t +(v ·∇)v =−
∇p
ρ −∇Φ . (2.41)
The left side is the derivative of the velocity with respect to time as it is perceived by an observer
flowing with the current. It is influenced by the pressure gradient and the gravitational potential Φ
which is described by the Poisson equation
∇2Φ = 4piGρ . (2.42)
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As we only consider non-radiative matter the pressure vanishes p≡ 0. In general these three equation
cannot be solved, but it can be shown that the homogeneous expanding Universe represents a solu-
tion to this system of equations for a homogeneous density distribution ρ decreasing with a−3 (see
equation 2.18) and a velocity field v(r, t) = H(t) r. We now apply the ansatz of linear perturbation
theory, adding a small perturbation δρ , δv and δΦ to the unperturbed quantities in order to obtain
the perturbed equation system. If we now subtract the unperturbed equations from the perturbed ones,
neglecting all terms of higher than first order, we get the following system of equations:( ∂
∂ t +v0∇
)
δ +∇ ·δv = 0 , (2.43)
with δ ≡ δρ/ρ0. The Euler equation then becomes( ∂
∂ t +v0∇
)
δv+ ∇δ pρ0
+∇δΦ +Hδv = 0 , (2.44)
and the Poisson equation becomes
∇2δΦ = 4piGρ0δ . (2.45)
It is now convenient to continue in comoving coordinates. The coordinates are then described by
x =
r
a(t)
and
v(t) =
a˙
a
r+u
( r
a
, t
)
,
with u being the peculiar velocity. The subsequently transformed equations can be used to eliminate
the peculiar velocity u and the gravitational potential Φ . We then obtain a differential equation of
second-order in δ :
∂ 2δ
∂ t2 +
2a˙
a
∂δ
∂ t = 4piGρ0δ . (2.46)
As equation (2.46) does not contain spatial derivatives, the solutions can be factorized in the following
way:
δ (x, t) = D(t) ˜δ (x) . (2.47)
We then get a solution of the form
δ (x, t) = D+(t)δ+(x)+D−(t)δ−(x) , (2.48)
with D+ representing a growing and D− representing a decaying mode. As the decaying mode D− is
decreasing with time, eventually the growing mode will be dominating and the decaying mode can be
neglected. Therefore we only consider the growing mode, following
δ (x, t) = D+δ0(x) , (2.49)
where D+, also called the growth factor, has been normalized to D+(t0) = 1. The actual form of
the growth factor depends on the cosmological density parameters. It can be explicitly calculated for
different cosmologies. In an Einstein-de Sitter (EdS) universe (Ωm = 1 and ΩΛ = 0), for instance, the
growth factor is identical to the scale factor a(t).
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2.2.2 Correlation Function and Power Spectrum
As the Universe is not homogeneous on shorter scales anymore, the probability of finding galaxies
at certain points is not uniform, as due to matter collapse and structure formation the matter in the
Universe started to cluster. The clustering properties and the probability of finding objects like galax-
ies in the neighborhood of other galaxies can be described by the two-point-correlation function or
equivalently by the power spectrum.
The Correlation Function
The correlation function describes the distribution of matter in the Universe. For instance, let the
probability to find a galaxy in the volume dV at position x be given by P1. As the Universe is sta-
tistically homogeneous this probability does not depend on position. Consequently the probability to
find this galaxy and another galaxy in the volume dV at position y simultaneously would be P 21 if
the probabilities were independent. Due to structural collapse matter started to cluster and therefore
its distribution is correlated. To account for this increased probability a (two-point-)correlation func-
tion has to be introduced, correcting the probability P 21 to P 21 [1+ ξg(x,y)]. The correlation functionξ (x,y) can be defined for the complete matter distribution by the following equation:
〈ρ(x)ρ(y)〉= ρ¯2〈[1+δ (x)] [1+δ (y)]〉= ρ¯ [1+ 〈δ (x)δ (y)〉] =: ρ¯ [1+ξ (x,y)] , (2.50)
with ξ (x,y) being the correlation function. Because of homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe
the correlation function does not depend on the explicit values of x and y but only on their spatial
separation r = |x−y|.
The Power Spectrum
The power spectrum provides a description of structure in the Universe which is equivalent to the two-
point-correlation function. It can be calculated from the two-point-correlation-function by Fourier
transformation:
P(k) = 2pi
∫
∞
0
dr r2 sin krkr ξ (r) . (2.51)
Having a look at the primordial power spectrum originally there was no natural characteristic length
scale given in the Universe. This suggests that the primordial power spectrum can be written in the
form of a power law Pk ∝ kn as this is the only mathematical function which does not depend on a
characteristic scale.
Dark Matter
As already mentioned, CMB shows an anisotropy of only about ∆T/T ∼ 10−5 (Smoot et al. 1992),
displaying the conditions at the time of recombination (z∼ 1100). Having a look at the inhomogene-
ity which is observable at present time and assuming only baryonic matter one would expect a much
higher anisotropy of ∆T/T ∼ 10−3. A solution to this discrepancy is provided by the introduction of
dark matter. CMB only mirrors the anisotropies present in radiative matter and matter coupling to it
(this means photons and electromagnetically interacting particles). Uncharged dark matter particles
could have decoupled from the photon plasma at earlier times and already started to cluster before re-
combination. After recombination the baryonic matter then fell into the potential well already formed
by the dark matter.
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2.2.3 Non-Linear Structure Growth
The linear structure formation theory is based on perturbation theory and is only valid for small pertur-
bations. If the density contrast exceeds a value of |δ | ∼ 1 the linear structure formation theory breaks
down and the neglected terms of higher order cannot be ignored anymore. In general the problem can
no longer be treated analytically and needs to be addressed by numerical simulations.
The Spherical Collapse Model
We consider a spherical region in the Universe with increased matter density
ρ(t) = [1+δ (t)] ρ¯(t) , (2.52)
with respect to the mean density of the Universe and with δ (t) as defined in equation (2.39). For small
times t the perturbation is still small so we can treat its growth linearly. We consider an early point in
time ti where
δ (ti)≪ 1 and δ (ti) = δ0D+(ti) , (2.53)
with δ0 being the extrapolated linear value for δ at present time (actually δ0 6= δ (t0) because non-
linear effects will change the evolution of the structure!). The initial comoving radius Rcom of the
overdense region will remain nearly unchanged as long the perturbation is still small (δ ≪ 1). The
mass within this sphere is then given by
M =
4pi
3 R
3
comρ0 (1+δi)≈
4pi
3 R
3
comρ0 , (2.54)
with physical radius R = aRcom and ρ0 = a−3ρ¯ . The sphere will expand slower than the average
Universe due to its own gravity, enhancing the density contrast δ and therefore further decelerating
the expansion. Due to symmetry reasons the expansion of the sphere can be described equivalently
to the cosmic expansion using the Friedmann equations (2.15) and (2.16) but with different density
parameters. Depending on δi, the critical density can be exceeded, eventually leading to a halt of the
expansion of the sphere and resulting in its recollapse. In an ideal theory the sphere would recollapse
into a single point but in practice the particles inside the sphere do not follow purely radial trajectories
due to small scale fluctuations in density and gravity. The collapse will therefore lead to an overdense
virialized structure with characteristic radius rvir and a mean density of
〈ρ〉= (1+δvir) with (1+δvir)≃ 178 Ω−0.6m . (2.55)
For this reason the r200, defined as the radius of a structure with mean density ρ¯ = 200ρc is used as
an approximate value for the virial radius rvir. In the special case of an Einstein-de Sitter universe
every sphere with δ0 > 0 represents a ‘closed Universe’ that will eventually recollapse. Nonetheless
a threshold has to be exceeded to make the collapse happen before a given time t1. This threshold is
given by
δ0 ≥ δc (1+ z) = 320 (12pi)
2/3 (1+ z)≃ 1.69(1+ z) (2.56)
for the collapse to occur before redshift z.
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Press-Schechter Model
The spherical collapse model (see Press & Schechter 1974) provides the opportunity to estimate the
number density of dark matter halos. The starting point is a density fluctuation field δ (x) with fluctua-
tions on all scales corresponding to the power spectrum P0(k). We now smooth this density fluctuation
field by convolving it with a filter function with a comoving filter scale of R. Linearly extrapolated
to present time we receive the smoothed density fluctuation field δR(x) without fluctuations on scales
. R. Therefore any maximum of the density fluctuation field goes along with a characteristic scale
of & R and a corresponding mass peak M ∼ (4pir3/3)ρ0 according to equation (2.54). For sufficient
amplitude δR a sphere with comoving radius R around the peak will decouple from linear structure
growth and start growing non-linearly. The following growth and subsequent recollapse can be ap-
proximated by the spherical collapse model. For Gaussian characteristic properties of the density fluc-
tuation field its attributes are described by the power spectrum P(k) and the number density of density
maxima with δR ≥ δmin and therefore the number density n(M,z) of relaxated dark matter haloes with
respect to mass M and redshift z can be calculated. The number density depends on several variables.
Firstly, it depends on the amplitude of the density fluctuations, i.e., it depends on the normalization
of the power spectrum P0(k) which can be determined by comparison of the Press-Schechter predic-
tion with the observed number density of galaxy clusters. This is called ‘cluster-normalized power
spectrum’. Further the number density n(M,z) decreases exponentially with increasing mass M, as
larger masses correspond to higher smoothing lengths and the number of maxima with fixed ampli-
tude δmin decreases with increasing smoothing length. The number density of massive galaxy clusters
with M ≥ 1015M⊙ is therefore quite low (10−7 Mpc−3) corresponding to a mean distance of 100 Mpc
between two clusters. The redshift dependence of the number density n(M,z) depends on the consid-
ered cosmology. The general minimal density contrast is given by δmin = δc/D+(z) (see Einstein-de
Sitter universe in equation 2.56) with δc and D+ depending on the cosmology. As D+ is larger for
lower Ωm at fixed z with z > 0, the ratio in number density n(M,z)/n(M,0) increases with decreasing
Ωm. We now consider the case where the power spectrum can be described with a power law P0 ∝ kn.
In this case the mass function can be written in a closed form:
n(M,z) =
ρcΩm√
pi
γ
M2
(
M
M∗(z)
)γ/2
· exp
[
−
(
M
M∗(z)
)γ]
, (2.57)
with the redshift-dependent mass scale
M∗(z) = M∗0 [D+(z)]
2/γ
(
= M∗0(1+ z)−2/γ for an Einstein-de Sitter universe
)
(2.58)
and γ = 1+n/3. The characteristic mass scale is increasing, describing the mass scale where a mass
distribution starts to grow non-linearly. The mass spectrum well below M∗(z) is basically a power law
while masses above the characteristic mass scale are cut off exponentially. Although being a rather
simple model the Press-Schechter model agrees surprisingly well with the prediction of numerical
simulations. More sophisticated Press-Schechter models based on elliptical collapse models are even
able to compete against the latest numerical simulations.
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Chapter 3
Lensing Theory
This chapter gives a short overview over the lensing and weak lensing theory and widely follows
Schneider (2006b) and Bartelmann & Schneider (2001). An extended review can be found there or,
e.g., in Schneider et al. (1992).
3.1 Gravity
Gravity is the most noticeable of the four fundamental interactions in daily life, it explains why the
apple falls to the ground, why we are bound to Earth, why Earth orbits sun and why stellar systems
form galaxies or even larger structures. But does it not only affect matter, also light rays are deflected
by gravitational attraction. In 1914/15 Albert Einstein introduced General Relativity (see Einstein
1914, 1915) replacing the theory developed by Isaac Newton and correcting the deflection by a factor
of 2. For a spherically symmetric mass distribution, General relativity in the weak field limit predicts
the deflection angle αˆ to be
αˆ =
4GM
c2ξ , (3.1)
where G is the gravitational constant, M is the total mass of the mass distribution and ξ is the im-
pact parameter. As long as the impact parameter ξ is much larger then the Schwarzschild radius
RS ≡ 2GM/c2, leading to a small value for the deflection angle αˆ ≪ 1, the gravitational field strength
is small and the field equations of general relativity can be linearized. This means that the deflection
angle of an ensemble of mass points can be described by the vectorial sum of the deflection angles
caused by the individual mass points. The deflection angle αˆ of a light ray described by the spatial
trajectory (ξ1(λ ),ξ2(λ ),r3(λ )), propagating along r3, caused by a mass distribution
M = ∑dm = ∑ρ(r) dV (3.2)
is therefore described by
αˆ (ξ ) = 4G
c2 ∑dm(ξ ′1,ξ ′2,r′3)
ξ −ξ ′
|ξ −ξ ′|2 =
4G
c2
∫
d2 ξ ′
∫
dr′3 ρ(ξ ′1,ξ ′2,r′3) ξ −ξ
′
|ξ −ξ ′|2 . (3.3)
Using the definition of the surface mass density
Σ(ξ )≡
∫
dr3 ρ(ξ1,ξ2,r3) (3.4)
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and the independence of the last factor from r′3, we carry out the r′3-integration and obtain
αˆ (ξ ) = 4G
c2
∫
d2 ξ ′ Σ(ξ ) ξ −ξ
′
|ξ −ξ ′|2 . (3.5)
3.2 The Lens Equation
A typical situation for a (single) gravitational deflection is shown in Fig. 3.1. An object at distance
Ds and redshift zs (source plane) emits light rays. The light rays traveling in direction of the observer
pass close to a mass distribution at distance Dd and redshift zd (lens plane) and are deflected. Source
and lens plane are defined to be perpendicular to the line of sight. Assuming that the extent of the
deflecting mass is much smaller than the distances Dd and Dds, the trajectory of the light rays can be
replaced by two straight lines with a sharp bend in the lens plane. In this figure η stands for the two-
dimensional position of the source in the source plane. The corresponding angle would be β . Due
to the gravitational deflection the image appears under an angle θ which corresponds to the impact
vector ξ in the lens plane. αˆ is the deflection angle in the lens plane. Making use of the smallness of
the deflection angle αˆ we derive from geometrical considerations (intercept theorem)
η +Ddsαˆ (ξ )
ξ =
Ds
Dd
or
η = Ds
Dd
ξ −Ddsαˆ (ξ ) .
If we translate this equation into an angular coordinate system using
ξ = Dd θ and η = Ds β
we obtain
β = θ − Dds
Ds
αˆ (Ddθ )≡ θ −α (θ ) , (3.6)
defining α (θ ) as the scaled deflection angle.
Introducing the dimensionless surface mass density or convergence
κ(θ ) := Σ(Ddθ )
Σc
(3.7)
with the critical surface mass density
Σc =
c2
4piG
Ds
DdDds
(3.8)
we can transform equation (3.5) into
α (θ ) = 1
pi
∫
R2
d2 θ ′κ(θ ′) θ −θ
′
|θ −θ ′|2 (3.9)
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Fig. 3.1: Typical situation for a gravitational lens system. An object in the source plane emits lights rays
and would be visible under an angle of β . On their way to the observer the light bundles are deflected by
a mass distribution in the lens plane by an angle of αˆ and finally appear under an angle of θ .
in order to express the scaled deflection angle in terms of the surface mass density.
Now we can make use of the identity ∇ ln |θ | = θ /|θ |2, which is valid for any two-dimensional
vector θ . Consequently the scaled deflection angle can be written as the gradient of a deflection
potential ψ :
α (θ ) = ∇ψ(θ ) (3.10)
with
ψ(θ ) = 1
pi
∫
R2
d2θ ′ κ(θ ′) ln |θ −θ ′| . (3.11)
Furthermore if we use the identity
∇2 ln |θ |= 2δ (θ ) , (3.12)
with δ (θ) being the Dirac delta function, we obtain
∇2ψ(θ ) = 2κ(θ ) , (3.13)
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the Poisson equation in two dimensions.
As the light bundles are deflected differentially, in general the shapes of source and image will
differ. If the source is much smaller than the scale where the lens properties change, the mapping
from source to image plane can be locally linearized. The distortions are then described by the
Jacobian Matrix (Schneider 2006b, Seitz et al. 1994)
A (θ ) = ∂β∂θ =
(
δi j− ∂
2ψ(θ )
∂θi∂θ j
)
=
(
1−κ− γ1 −γ2
−γ2 1−κ + γ1
)
, (3.14)
introducing the shear γ ≡ γ1 + iγ2 = |γ |ei2ϕ with the components
γ1 =
1
2
( ∂ψ
∂θ 21
− ∂ψ∂θ 22
)
, γ2 =
∂ψ
∂θ1∂θ2
. (3.15)
Defining the reduced shear
g≡ γ
1−κ =
|γ |
1−κ e
i2ϕ , (3.16)
we can rewrite the Jacobian Matrix as
A (θ ) = (1−κ)
(
1−g1 −g2
−g2 1+g1
)
. (3.17)
We see from equations (3.13) and (3.15) that the convergence κ and the gravitational shear γ are
directly related to each other via the gravitational deflection potential φ . Kaiser (1995) showed that
∇κ =
( ∂γ1
∂θ1 +
∂γ2
∂θ2∂γ2
∂θ1 −
∂γ1
∂θ2
)
. (3.18)
This means that ∇κ can be derived from shape measurements in the weak lensing limit κ ≪ 1.
For the more general case relations can be found in Kaiser (1995), Schneider & Seitz (1995) and
Seitz & Schneider (1995). These relations were used, e.g., in Kaiser et al. (1995), Seitz & Schneider
(1996) and Seitz & Schneider (2001) to obtain κ-maps from local shape estimates.
Kaiser (1995) showed that the mean tangential shear 〈γt〉 can be written as the difference between the
mean convergence ¯κ within a circle of radius θ and the convergence κ on the edge of this circle
〈γt〉(θ) = ¯κ(θ)−〈κ〉(θ) . (3.19)
Multiplying this equation with the critical surface mass density Σc, we then obtain the excess surface
mass density
Σc 〈γt〉(R) = ¯Σ(R)−〈Σ〉(R)≡ ∆Σ(R) . (3.20)
3.3 Weak Lensing
In general the shear caused by mass distributions can be quite large. Close to the Einstein radius,
sources can be distorted into giant arcs or, under almost symmetrical conditions, into a ring. In this
thesis we do not deal with such large distortions. We only consider the weak lensing regime where the
Jacobian matrix is close to the unity matrix, leading to small distortions and therefore small shears.
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3.3.1 Shape Measurement
In order to apply the theoretical formalism we still need to connect it to the observational data. There-
fore we need to derive how observable quantities of the surface brightness distribution change under
shear. For a brightness distribution I(θ ) we define
¯θ ≡
∫
d2θ I(θ ) qI[I(θ )]θ∫
d2θ I(θ ) qI[I(θ )]
(3.21)
as the center of the light distribution with qI(I) being a suitably chosen weight function. From the
second brightness moments
Qi j =
∫
d2θ I(θ ) qI[I(θ )] (θi− ¯θi)(θ j− ¯θ j)∫
d2θ I(θ ) qI[I(θ )]
(3.22)
two different complex ellipticities can be defined:
χ = Q11−Q22 +2iQ12Q11 +Q22 = χ1 + i χ2 (3.23)
and
ε =
Q11−Q22 +2iQ12
Q11 +Q22 +2(Q11Q22−Q212)
1
2
= ε1 + i ε2 . (3.24)
For r being the axis ratio of the elliptical isophotes of an object we obtain
|χ |= 1− r
2
1+ r2
and |ε |= 1− r
1+ r
. (3.25)
The ellipticities in the source and in the lens plane are related via
χ (s) = χ −2g+g
2χ ∗
1+ |g|2−2ℜ(gχ ∗) , (3.26)
which was derived by Schneider & Seitz (1995). The transformation in terms of ε is given by
ε (s) =
{
ε−g
1−g∗ε |g| ≤ 1
1−gε ∗
ε ∗−g∗ |g|> 1 ,
(3.27)
derived by Seitz & Schneider (1997). To obtain the inverse relations χ and χ (s) (ε and ε (s)) need to be
interchanged and g needs to be replaced by -g in equations (3.26) and (3.27).
3.3.2 Statistical Ansatz
The major problem of weak lensing is the smallness of the distortion, since the measured ellipticities
do not represent only the gravitational signature. In general galaxies are not intrinsically round but
elliptical, so the observed ellipticity is composed of both intrinsic ellipticity and gravitational shear. It
is not possible to disentangle these two quantities for an individual source, but looking at an ensemble
of galaxies, it is possible to extract a gravitational signal. The basic assumption in weak lensing is the
random orientation of the intrinsic ellipticities. Therefore without gravitational influence the mean
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Fig. 3.2: The shapes of images with corresponding ellipticities ε1 and ε2. Objects with ε1 = ε2 = 0 are
circular, objects with ε1 =±1 are aligned along the x- respectively the y-axis while objects with ε2 =±1
are rotated by 45◦.
ellipticity of an ensemble of background sources should vanish. Applying the averaging on a sheared
source sample then provides an estimate for the gravitational shear
〈ε 〉= 〈ε (s)〉+ 〈γ 〉= 〈γ 〉 . (3.28)
The shear components γ1 and γ2 are defined in Cartesian coodinates but as gravity is a conservative
force and does not produce curls, the induced signal should only show imprints tangentially to the
lens. This projected shear is called the tangential shear γt. Its counterpart is called cross-shear γc and
is measured by rotating the ellipticities of the source sample by 45◦. These quantities are calculated
from the shear γ in following way:
γt =−ℜ[γ e−2iΦ ],γc =−ℑ[γ e−2iΦ ] . (3.29)
The cross-shear provides an excellent estimator for systematics as gravity cannot contribute. Analo-
gously to electrodynamics tangential and cross-shear are called E- and B-modes. Any signal showing
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up in the B-mode indicates a contamination of the lensing signal, possibly by distortions introduced
by the telescope optics or atmospheric turbulences (PSF). Vanishing B-modes do not guarantee that
the observed sample is systematic-free, but their presence is a strong indicator for systematic errors.
3.3.3 Estimation of Object Shapes with the KSB Pipeline
Measuring image ellipticities in practice is not as easy as it looks in theory. Unfortunately the ellip-
ticities which are extracted from observational data in general cannot serve as unbiased estimators,
since they suffer from different contaminations such as atmospheric, telescope optics and camera dis-
tortions. Kaiser et al. (1995) (extended by Hoekstra et al. 1998) developed a formalism to estimate
the reduced gravitational shear
g = g1 + ig2 =
γ
1−κ (3.30)
and correct for the contamination distortions introduced by PSF and instrument. The KSB+ pipeline
used in this thesis, which was kindly provided by Thomas Erben and Tim Schrabback, is well de-
scribed in Erben et al. (2001) and Schrabback et al. (2007). The ellipticities in this formalism are
defined by
ε = ε1 + iε2 =
Q11−Q22 +2iQ12
Q11 +Q22 (3.31)
where
Qi j =
∫
d2θ Wrg(|θ |) θiθ j I(θ ) (3.32)
are the quadrupole moments of the light distribution, with Wrg(|θ |) being a circular Gaussian weight
function with filter scale rg. The principle of KSB+ is based on the assumption that the PSF P can be
decomposed into an isotropic part Piso (the ‘smearing’ which makes the galaxies larger) and a small
anisotropic part described by the anisotropy kernel q∗ (which distorts the galaxies). The observed
ellipticities are described by
εα = ε
s
α +P
g
αβ gβ +P
sm
αβ q∗β , (3.33)
with the intrinsic source ellipticity εs and the reduced shear g. The ‘pre-seeing’ polarizability intro-
duced by Luppino & Kaiser (1997)
Pgαβ = P
sh
αβ −Psmαγ
[
(Psm∗)−1γδ P
sh∗
δβ
]
(3.34)
describes how the image ellipticity responds to shear in the presence of the PSF smearing. Psm,
the smear polarizability tensor, describing how the image ellipticity responds to the presence of PSF
anisotropy and Psh, the shear polarizability tensor, are calculated from higher-order brightness mo-
ments as described in detail in Hoekstra et al. (1998). As the trace-free part of the tensor is much
smaller than the trace (Erben et al. 2001), the calculations of the ‘pre-seeing’ polarizability and its
inversion are approximated by
[
(Psm∗)−1γδ P
sh∗
δβ
]
≈ Tr
[
Psh∗
]
Tr [Psm∗]
δγβ , (Pg)−1αβ ≈
2
Tr [Pg]
δαβ . (3.35)
The anisotropy kernel can be extracted from stellar objects. As stars have no intrinsic ellipticity and
are not gravitiationally sheared, we obtain
εs = 0 and γ = 0. (3.36)
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This leads to
εα = Psmαβ q∗β (3.37)
or
q∗β = (Psm∗)−1αβ εα . (3.38)
The anisotropy corrected ellipticity is defined as
εaniα = εα −Psmαβ q∗β , (3.39)
the fully corrected ellipticity as
ε isoα = (P
g)−1αβ ε
aniβ . (3.40)
Under the assumption of randomly oriented intrinsic source ellipticities εs, the so obtained ellipticity
can serve as unbiased shear estimator. For weak gravitational distortions, the convergence is very
small (κ ≪ 1) and therefore
〈eiso〉= g≃ γ . (3.41)
As the STEP simulation has shown (see Heymans et al. 2006) a significant bias remained after the
correction. Therefore a shear calibration factor was introduced and applied:
〈γα〉= ccal 〈eisoα 〉 (3.42)
with ccal = 1/0.91.
3.4 Theory of Galaxy-Galaxy Lensing
3.4.1 Lens Profiles
In the following we give a short introduction to several analytic galaxy halo profiles.
Singular Isothermal Sphere
A very simple lens profile is represented by the singular isothermal sphere (SIS). This mass distri-
bution is very famous as it yields flat rotation curves as observed in spiral galaxies. The spherically
symmetric spatial mass density distribution is described by
ρSIS(R) =
σ2
2piGR2
, (3.43)
with σ being the velocity dispersion. To obtain the surface mass density, we integrate the 3D-mass
density distribution along the line of sight:
ΣSIS(ξ ) =
∫
∞
−∞
dz ρ(ξ ,z) =
∫
∞
−∞
dz σ
2
2piG
· 1
z2 +ξ 2 =
=
σ2
2piGξ
∫
∞
−∞
dz′ 1
1+ z′2
=
σ2
2piGξ · [arctan(z
′)]+
pi
2
− pi2
=
=
σ2
2Gξ . (3.44)
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As defined in equation (3.7), the convergence κ is the ratio between surface mass density Σ and critical
surface mass density Σc:
κSIS(θ) =
Σ
Σc
= 4pi
(σ
c
)2 Dds
Ds
· 1
2θ =
θE
2θ (3.45)
with θE being the Einstein angle:
θE = 4pi
(σ
c
)2 Dds
Ds
. (3.46)
By integrating the Poisson equation (3.13) we derive the scaled the deflection angle
α SIS(θ ) = θE
θ
|θ | (3.47)
and the deflection potential
ΨSIS(θ ) = θE |θ |. (3.48)
If we calculate the derivatives of the deflection potential according to equation (3.15) we obtain
γSIS(θ) =
θE
2θ (3.49)
for the shear of a singular isothermal sphere. By multiplying the tangential shear γt with the critical
surface mass density Σc and applying the definition of the Einstein angle θE with θ = R/Dd, we
receive the excess surface mass density
∆ΣSIS(R) = Σc γt,SIS =
c2
4piG
Ds
DdDds
· 4pi
(σ
c
)2 Dds
Ds
Dd
2R
=
σ2
2GR
. (3.50)
The line-of-sight projected mass within a sphere of radius R is given by
MSIS(< R) =
2σ2
G
R , (3.51)
which means that the total SIS mass diverges.
Truncated Isothermal Sphere (BBS)
Being a very simple and easily calculable profile the singular isothermal sphere, as mentioned, un-
fortunately also has a big disadvantage: the total mass does not converge but is infinite. Therefore a
more sophisticated and physical profile was suggested by Brainerd et al. (1996), the truncated isother-
mal sphere (BBS profile), introducing the truncation radius s. The spatial mass density distribution is
described by
ρBBS(R) =
σ2
2piGR2
· s
2
R2 + s2
=
σ2
2piG
·
(
1
R2
− 1
R2 + s2
)
. (3.52)
In the inner part the profile corresponds almost to that of an SIS, but in the outer part the density
decreases much faster (at the truncation radius the mass density is only half the value of an SIS). For
a diverging truncation radius (s → ∞) the BBS profile asymptotically transforms back into an SIS.
Integrating along the line of sight we find for surface mass density Σ of a BBS profile
ΣBBS(ξ ) =
∫
∞
0
dz ρ(ξ ,z) =
∫
∞
0
dz σ
2
2piG
·
(
1
z2 +ξ 2 −
1
z2 +ξ 2 + s2
)
=
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=
σ2
2piG
(
1
ξ ·
∫
∞
0
dz′ 1
1+ z′2
− 1√ξ 2 + s2 ·
∫
∞
0
dz′′ 1
1+ z′′2
)
=
=
σ2
2piG
·
(
1
ξ −
1√ξ 2 + s2
)
· [arctan(z′)]+ pi2− pi2 =
σ2
2G
·
(
1
ξ −
1√ξ 2 + s2
)
(3.53)
and subsequently for the convergence
κBBS(θ) =
Σ
Σc
= 4pi
(σ
c
)2 Dds
Ds
· 1
2θ ·
(
1
θ −
1√
θ 2 +θ 2s
)
=
θE
2θ ·
(
1
θ −
1√
θ 2 +θ 2s
)
(3.54)
with
θs =
s
Dd
.
Integrating the Poisson equation (3.13) for the BBS profile we receive for the scaled deflection angle
α BBS(θ) = θE ·
(
1−
√
θ 2 +θ 2s −θs
θ
)
(3.55)
and the deflection potential
ΨBBS(θ) = θE ·
[
θ −
√
θ 2 +θ 2s +θs · ln
(
1
θs
√
θ 2 +θ 2s +1
)]
. (3.56)
Applying equation (3.15) we derive
γBBS(θ) =
θE
2θ
(
1+
2θs
θ −
θ 2 +2θ 2s
θ
√
θ 2 +θ 2s
)
(3.57)
for the shear γ of a truncated isothermal sphere. Analogously to equation (3.50), we obtain the excess
surface mass density for the BBS profile
∆ΣBBS(R) =
σ2
2GR
(
R+2s
R
− R
2 +2s2
R
√
R2 + s2
)
. (3.58)
By integrating the BBS mass density distribution (see equation 3.52) we obtain
MBBS(< R) =
2σ2s
G
arctan
(
R
s
)
(3.59)
for the mass within a radius R and
Mtotal,BBS =
piσ2s
G
=
7.3×1012 h−1 M⊙
( σ
1000 km s−1
)2( s
1 Mpc
)
(3.60)
for the total mass.
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Universal Density Profile (NFW)
Another more sophisticated profile with two free halo parameters was motivated by the results of
dark matter simulations. The so-called universal density profile or NFW profile was introduced by
Navarro et al. (1996, 1997). The spatial mass density distribution is described by
ρNFW(R) =
δc ρc
R/rs +(1+R/rs)2
(3.61)
with the scale radius rs, the critical density of the Universe at redshift z
ρc =
3H(z)2
8piG (3.62)
and the density contrast
δc =
200
3
c3
ln(1+ c)− c/(1+ c) . (3.63)
The density contrast itself is a function of the concentration parameter
c =
r200
rs
, (3.64)
the ratio between the ‘virial radius’ r200 and scale radius rs, describing the distribution of matter inside
and outside the scale radius, literally describing the matter concentration. The physical meaning of the
radii is the following. The r200 is defined via the spherical region with mean density being 200 times
the critical density of the Universe while the scale radius rs marks the transition point of the density
from declining with first to third order with distance. Subsequently the virial mass M200 is defined as
the mass contained within a radius of r200:
M200 =
800pi
3 ρcr
3
200 . (3.65)
In order to calculate the mass enclosed by an arbitrary radius we integrate the spatial NFW mass
density distribution (see equation 3.61):
MNFW(< R) =
=
∫ R
0
dr′ 4pir′2 ρNFW(r′) = 4piρcδc
∫ R
0
dr′ r
′2
r′/rs (1+ r′/rs)2
=
= 4piρcδcrs
∫ R
0
dr′ r
′
(1+ r′/rs)2
= 4piρcδcrs
[
r2s ln
(
1+
r′
rs
)
+ r2s ·
1
1+ r′/rs
]R
0
=
= 4piρcδcr3s
[
ln
(
1+
r′
rs
)
+
1
1+ r′/rs
]R
0
. (3.66)
Thus the enclosed mass at an infinite radius does not converge but is also infinite. Although the
NFW-M200-mass only gives the part of the mass which is already virtualized and does not specify
the the mass associated with this structure outside this radius, it therefore does not make sense
to integrate this profile for much larger radii. A modification which is NFW-like inside r200 and
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describes a cutoff relative to the original NFW profile for larger radii similar to the BBS cutoff
was presented by Baltz et al. (2009). In this case the total mass of the truncated NFW halo then
is similar in interpretation as the total BBS mass, i.e., it equals the total mass associated with this halo.
The corresponding rotation velocity at the virial radius (also called circular velocity) is given
by
v200 =
√
GM200
r200
=
√
800piρcG
3 r200 . (3.67)
The following formulae for the surface mass densities and shears of the universal density profile are
taken from Wright & Brainerd (2000) and were derived by Bartelmann (1996). For convenience, a
dimensionless radius x = R/s is adopted. It has been shown, that by integrating equation (3.61) along
the line of sight the surface mass density can be expressed by
ΣNFW(x) =


2rsρcδc
(x2−1)
[
1− 2√
1−x2 artanh
√
1−x
1+x
]
x < 1
2rsρcδc
3 x = 1
2rsρcδc
(x2−1)
[
1− 2√
x−2
arctan
√
x−1
x+1
]
x > 1
. (3.68)
The shear of the universal density profile is described by
γNFW =


rsδcρc
Σc g<(x) x < 1
rsδcρc
Σc
10
3 +4 ln
1
2 x = 0
rsδcρc
Σc g>(x) x > 1
(3.69)
with
g<(x) =
8 artanh
√
(1− x)/(1+ x)
x2
√
1− x2 +4 ln
( x
2
)
− 2
(x2−1) +
4 artanh
√
(1− x)/(1+ x)
(x2−1)(1− x2)1/2
(3.70)
and
g>(x) =
8 arctan
√
(x−1)/(x+1)
x2
√
x−12 +4 ln
( x
2
)
− 2
(x2−1) +
4 arctan
√
(x−1)/(x+1)
(x2−1)3/2
(3.71)
being functions independent from cosmology and only depending on the dimensionless radial
distance x. Analogously to equations (3.50) and (3.58), the excess surface mass density for an NFW
profile is given by
∆ΣNFW =


rsδcρc g<(x) x < 1
rsδcρc
( 10
3 +4 ln
1
2
)
x = 0 .
rsδcρc g>(x) x > 1
(3.72)
3.4.2 Scaling Relations for the Galaxy Halo Models
In general considering galaxies over a wider range of luminosities, the question about the dependence
of the halo parameters on the galaxy luminosity is raised. We therefore have a look on the scaling
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relations for the free parameters of the previously described halo profiles. Firstly we consider a very
basic parameter, the halo mass M, where M can be the total halo mass of the BBS profile or the virial
mass M200 of the NFW profile: ( M
M∗
)
=
( L
L∗
)ηM
, (3.73)
with ηM being the characteristic the slope of this scaling relation in logarithmic space. Dividing the
total mass by the luminosity L, this directly leads to
( M/L
(M/L)∗
)
=
( L
L∗
)ηM/L
, (3.74)
with
ηM/L = ηM −1 . (3.75)
In principle the scaling indices for MBBS and M200 do not necessarily need to be the same but can
be different. Further the luminosities in these equations do not describe the bolometric ones but the
fluxes in a specific filter, in the following to be chosen the r′-band.
These relations build the starting point for the estimation of the following scaling relations.
Considering the SIS and the BBS profile, we notice that the SIS can be described as a special case
of the BBS profile, consisting of an infinite truncation radius. Therefore the scaling relations for the
velocity dispersion in both profiles are identical. Faber & Jackson (1976) and Tully & Fisher (1977)
found that the scaling relation for σ is described by a power law( σ
σ∗
)
=
( L
L∗
)ησ
. (3.76)
In order to derive the scaling relation of the second free parameter of the BBS profile, the truncation
radius s, we can combine equations (3.73) and (3.76) to obtain( s
s∗
)
=
( L
L∗
)ηs (3.77)
with
ηMBBS = 2 ·ησ +ηs . (3.78)
We now discuss the values for the scaling indices of the corresponding scaling relations. Considering
the mass, Guzik & Seljak (2002) found, analyzing the GGL signal in g′-band SDSS data, a scaling
index of ηM = 1.2±0.2 for the mass-luminosity relation, being the same scaling behavior which has
already been found for the dynamical mass-to-light ratio for the centers of elliptical galaxies, the so-
called fundamental plane (see, e.g., Bender et al. 1992 or Saglia et al. 2010). Considering the velocity
dispersion, the exact value for ησ is still under debate. The original measurements of the Faber-
Jackson (Faber & Jackson 1976) and the Tully-Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher 1977) suggested a
value of ησ = 0.25, but various measurements applying data from different filters and different galaxy
samples (see, e.g., Davies et al. 1983 analyzing faint early type galaxies and Matkovic & Guzma´n
2007 analyzing dwarf early type galaxies, both in B-band, or Nigoche-Netro et al. 2010 analyz-
ing SDSS early type galaxies in g- and r-band for the Faber-Jackson relation and analyzing the
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Tully-Fisher relation for disk galaxies, e.g., Bamford et al. 2006, Miller et al. 2011 in B-band and
Pizagno et al. 2005, Ferna´ndez Lorenzo et al. 2009 or Reyes et al. 2011 in I-band) showed possible
variations in dependence of wavelength range and galaxy morphology, also including Cappellari et al.
(2012) separately investigating the properties of fast and slow rotating early type galaxies (S0s and
Es) or Williams et al. (2010) for early type spiral and S0 galaxies. In the past when assuming or
attempting to measure the scaling behavior of the velocity dispersion in GGL analyses, different
assumptions were made and different results were obtained. Measuring the B-band slope of the
Tully-Fisher relation, e.g., Verheijen (2001) found a value of ησ = 0.3. Further Seljak (2002) applied
a classical Faber-Jackson relation for his sample while Hoekstra et al. (2004) assumed a scaling
behavior of σ ∝ L0.3 for his mixed SED sample. On the other hand Kleinheinrich et al. (2006)
obtained values for ησ between 0.3 and 0.4, depending on the considered maximum separation
between foreground and background objects. We will see in our later analysis, that the scaling
relation indeed strongly depends on the properties of the examined galaxy sample, as galaxy SED, in
particular on whether a pure or mixed SED galaxy sample is considered.
Assuming ηM = 1.2 and ησ = 0.3 (which corresponds best to the measured value of a mixed
SED sample, as we will see in Sections 6.2 and 6.4.1) this leads to value of ηs = 0.6 for the
truncation radius. From these three values a generic model can be built to analyze a combined galaxy
sample and obtain the velocity dispersion and galaxy halo size for a fiducial galaxy with luminosity L∗.
The last discussed halo profile, the NFW profile, also consists of two free parameters, the
virial radius r200 and the concentration parameter c. The virial radius is directly linked to the virial
mass M200 via equation (3.65). If the virial radius scales with( r200
r200∗
)
=
( L
L∗
)ηr200
, (3.79)
we directly obtain
ηM200 = 3ηr200 , (3.80)
leading to a scaling parameter of ηr200 = 0.4 for ηM200 = 1.2. However, with virial radius and thus
virial mass being a function of the critical density ρc (see equation 3.62), the zeropoint of this equation
changes with redshift.
Finally we have a look at the last remaining parameter, the concentration parameter c. As the previous
equations do not provide a direct estimate for a scaling relation, we therefore consider the results of
Duffy et al. (2008), who found the following relation between concentration parameter and halo mass:
c ∝ M−0.084±0.006 (1+ z)−0.47±0.04 . (3.81)
Already previous measurements of the concentration-mass relation showed a slight decrease of the
concentration parameter with increasing mass (see, e.g., Bullock et al. 2001 or Shaw et al. 2006).
Further concentration-mass relations also have been discussed by, e.g., Bhattacharya et al. (2013),
finding a scaling relation very similar to Duffy et al. (2008), but with slightly higher amplitude or
Klypin et al. (2011), reporting an even higher amplitude and shallower decrease of the concentration
with increasing mass. Recently Prada et al. (2012) presented a new concentration-mass relation, in-
troducing a novel feature looking at virial masses higher than 1015 h−1 M⊙, not showing a further
decrease but an increase of concentration with increasing mass.
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The concentration-mass relation can be translated into a concentration-luminosity relation using the
scaling relation between mass and luminosity. Applying equation (3.73) we obtain the following
dependence of concentration on the direct observable L:
c ∝ Lηc , (3.82)
with
ηc =
−0.084±0.006
ηM
(3.83)
being the scaling parameter for the halo concentration.
Most mentioned values for the scaling parameters assume a mixed galaxy sample, showing a
transition from red SED dominated for bright massive galaxies to blue SED dominated for fainter and
thus less massive galaxies. The later sections will show that this transition introduces a modification
in the parameters for the scaling relations, accounting for the different mass of red and blue galaxies
for given luminosity, thus leading to deviating values for pure and mixed galaxy SED samples. In
particular we will further investigate the halo parameter scaling relations in Sections 6.2.2, 6.4.1 and
6.4.3.
3.4.3 Maximum Likelihood Analysis
The analyses of the tangential shear signal γt and the excess surface mass density ∆Σ draw a picture of
the cumulative halo profile, presenting a composition of many halos, including central halos, but also
neighboring halos and therefore the contribution of the nearby galaxies or galaxy group or cluster halo.
In order to investigate and quantify the properties of the individual galaxy halos we further perform
a maximum likelihood analysis as introduced by Schneider & Rix (1997). This method derives the
best-fitting parameters for the individual galaxy for given luminosity, by comparing the prediction for
specific profiles as the BBS profile or the NFW profile with observed values of the galaxy shapes. The
log-likelihood is given by the equation
logL =−∑
i, j
(ei, j−Pγj gmodeli, j
σej
)2
, (3.84)
with ei, j being the PSF corrected polarizations for the j-th galaxy, Pγj the shear polarizability and gi, j
the analytic shear values for the investigated halo profile. The values for σej are given by the scatter
of source ellipicities, quantifying the shape noise and the shape measurement errors. The best-fitting
profile parameters are those, which best reproduce the observed galaxy polarizations, thus leading to
a maximal log-likelihood value. In order to properly treat a sample of lenses distributed over a certain
range of luminosities it is necessary to define a fiducial point and to scale the lenses to this fiducial
point. As fiducial luminosity we choose L∗r′ = 1.6× 1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙ (corresponding to an absolute
magnitude of Mr′ ∼ −21.7). The applied scaling relations for the maximum likelihood analyses and
the performed analyses themselves will be discussed in the Sections 6.2.2 and 6.4.
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3.4.4 3D-LOS-Projected Lensing Signal Simulations
The proper interpretation of GGL results requires a well understood system and knowledge to which
limitations this system is valid. We therefore create two 3D-line-of-sight(LOS)-projected lensing
signal simulations without shape noise, one assuming a truncated isothermal sphere (BBS) and the
other assuming a universal density profile (NFW) for the galaxy halos. For the simulation we keep
positions, luminosities and redshifts of all lenses and sources but analytically calculate and assign
the theoretical shear values as ‘measured’ polarizations to the simulated source sample. As profile
parameters for the fiducial luminosity we adopt the best-fitting values from our maximum likelihood
analyses, explicitly distinguishing between red and blue lens halos and therefore for the different halo
mass at given same luminosity. Firstly considering the BBS profile, we adopt a velocity dispersion
of σ∗red = 149 km s−1 and a truncation radius of s∗red = 337 h−1 kpc for red lens galaxies and for the
blue lens galaxies we adopt a velocity dispersion of σ∗blue = 118 km s−1 and a truncation radius of
s∗blue = 84 h−1 kpc. Secondly considering the NFW profile we adopt a concentration parameter of
c∗red = 6.4 and a virial radius of r∗200,red = 160 h−1 kpc for the red lenses and a concentration parameter
c∗blue = 7.0 and a virial radius of r∗200,blue = 115 h−1 kpc for the blue lens galaxies. We further apply
the scaling relations obtained in the maximum likelihood analyses. The in this way created lens-
source samples, consisting of observed lenses and simulated sources, are then used to calculate the
expectable tangential shear profiles γt and excess surface mass densities ∆Σ and to compare them to
the observational results in the Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
Chapter 4
Photometric Redshifts
The cosmic expansion of the Universe provides an excellent opportunity to estimate distances on a
cosmic scale. As we already have seen in Section 2.1.3, the expansion does not only result in an
elongation of space but also leads to a redshift of emitted photons by stretching the spectrum with
the same factor as the space. The most accurate method to determine the redshift of an object is to
observe its spectrum, to analyze the spectral energy distribution (SED) and further to identify features
in it as well known absorption or emission lines and to compare their wavelength with the wavelength
in the rest-frame. Unfortunately, the observation and analysis of spectra is very time-consuming and
not feasible for faint and distant objects, which is why especially in wide-field surveys it is impossible
to take spectra of all objects. Therefore already Baum (1962) suggested the photometric redshift tech-
nique, observing objects in several filters and consider the observed fluxes as a kind of low resolution
spectra.
4.1 Techniques
In principal there are two different approaches for determining photometric redshifts: the template-
fitting method and empirical methods. Empirical fitting methods derive a relation between observa-
tional fluxes and redshift, for instance via polynomial fitting or by application of machine learning.
The application of artificial neural networks (e.g., ANNz, see Collister & Lahav 2004) can lead to
very accurate results. For these empirical methods a training sample with known redshifts is required
to estimate the photometric redshifts. In general this represents the major problem. In order to be
perfectly applicable, the properties of the training set should precisely correspond to the properties
of the complete investigated sample, which is difficult to realize, especially for deep surveys. Fur-
thermore, spectroscopic surveys require higher photometric signal-to-noise ratios than photometric
surveys, leading to a lower limiting magnitude. Objects observed in photometric surveys beyond the
spectroscopic limiting magnitude might populate regions in color-space which are not spectroscopi-
cally covered. Further, deeper observations are able to trace higher redshifts, possibly introducing an
SED-variety which is not present in the spectroscopic sample. These effects can lead to significant
systematic errors when not taking them into account. Therefore it is indispensable to ensure the proper
applicability of the training sample to the complete sample.
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4.2 The Template-Fitting Method
4.2.1 Principle
The template-fitting method follows a different philosophy (see, e.g., Bender et al. 2001,Benı´tez 2000
or Bolzonella et al. 2000). The basic idea of template-fitting methods is that all galaxy SEDs shifted to
their rest-frame can be described by a certain variety of SED templates. These template sets comprise
artificial spectra which are derived from stellar population models, from empirical templates extracted
from spectroscopic observations or from combinations of both. Most template-fitting methods operate
on a discrete redshift grid onto which the templates are redshifted. For a given filter set the photometric
throughput of the model is calculated in every redshift grid point. The calculated model fluxes are then
compared to the observational data to derive the best-fitting parameter set. The best-fitting models and
redshifts are determined by maximum likelihood calculation
χ2(z,Model) =
Nfilter∑
i
[
Fobs,i−a ·Ftemp,i(z)
σi
]2
, (4.1)
with Nfilter being the number of considered filters, Fobs,i the observed object fluxes, Ftemp,i(z) the model
fluxes as a function of redshift, a a scaling parameter to scale the model fluxes and σi the uncertainty
in the flux measurement. A two-dimensional matrix with redshift- and template axes is created from
which the pair with the lowest χ2-value is selected. Template-fitting codes can be run either with
fluxes or magnitudes. However, the flux being the basic physical quantity, the usage of magnitudes can
have some significant disadvantages. Very low fluxes in one filter (e.g., in case of a drop-out) below
the detection limit can lead to an extracted magnitude value of 99. Therefore, in general, this filter
will be ignored for the photometric redshift estimation, losing the information in this filter. In contrast
when fluxes are used instead, even negative values still can be considered (which in general is only
reasonable as long as the flux is consistent with low positive or zero values within the uncertainties),
being of tremendous advantage when dealing with, e.g., drop-outs, as already mentioned.
4.2.2 Subtleties
A well determined magnitude zeropoint is necessary to minimize systematical shifts in color-
space. Inaccurate zeropoint determination can easily increase the bias in redshift estimation so that
〈zphot− zspec〉 6= 0. Also a further photometric calibration might be necessary, in order to match the
used template set to the used filter set. This calibration can be done by comparison of the photometric
redshift output to the spectroscopic redshift predictions and iterative zeropoint corrections in order to
minimize the difference between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts. A further major problem of
photometric redshifts is that the investigated wavelength range is quite limited. As no spectral features
like absorption or emission lines can be resolved, the shape of continuum of the SED-template has to
serve as estimator. Especially if only optical data are considered, this can easily lead to degeneracies
between different templates or redshifts, for example a mismatch between Lyman break and Balmer
break or 4000 A˚ break (D4000), respectively, leading to an increased value of catastrophic outliers.
These degeneracies can in general only be broken by extending the wavelength range, for instance
by including near-infrared (NIR) information. Another approach to break these degeneracies is the
application of a priori knowledge in form of priors. Possible choices for the prior are the SED-prior
restricting the redshift space for specific models. Other choices would be the limitation of absolute
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Fig. 4.1: Classification scheme of galaxies as introduced by Edwin Hubble. On the left side we see
the elliptical galaxies classified according to their projected ellipticity from E0 to E7, in the middle the
lenticular galaxies (S0/SB0), consisting of a more or less structureless disk but showing a spectrum typical
for elliptical galaxies, while on the right side we see the two branches of spiral galaxies, normal and barred
spirals. Spiral galaxies are classified from Sa to Sc and SBa to SBc for barred ones, depending on how
pronounced their bulge is. The classification scheme is completed by irregular galaxies (Irr I and II), which
in general show hardly or no structure (credits for the image: http://www.galaxyzoo.org).
magnitude to physical values which are observed in nature or applying a probability distribution for
templates with respect to apparent magnitudes.
4.2.3 Galaxy Types
The best-known example for a galaxy classification is the so-called Hubble sequence (see Fig. 4.1),
based on optical imaging. The basic scheme distinguishes between so-called early type galaxies,
represented by elliptical (E0-E7) and lenticular galaxies (S0, SB0), and late type galaxies, represented
by spiral (Sa-Sd) and barred spiral galaxies (SBa-SBd). The term early and late type is of pure
historical origin and does not mirror the evolutionary state of the described galaxy. Further there are
galaxies which do not show strong regularities in structure. Thus, these galaxies are called irregular
galaxies (Irr I and Irr II).
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Early Type Galaxies
Early type galaxies, comprising elliptical (E) and lenticular galaxies (S0 and SB0), do not show strong
signs of structure. Until the late 1970s elliptical galaxies were believed to be rather simple systems.
It was assumed that they are disk-free rotationally flattened systems. Being dominated by very old
red stellar populations and showing a lack of recent star formation, they were further assumed to be
gas-free. Most of these assumptions emerged to be crude approximations and had to be adjusted.
Elliptical galaxies are in fact not gas-free but contain extremely hot gas with temperatures about
1010 K, preventing significant star formation. The lack of young and massive blue stars also leads to
a pronounced 4000 A˚ break (D4000), which is a dominant feature in the elliptical’s spectrum. Only
low mass elliptical galaxies seem to contain intermediate age stellar populations. Massive elliptical
galaxies are further not flattened by rotation but by an anisotropic velocity distribution. Elliptical
galaxies are characterized by their projected ellipticity and classified as E0 ... E7 where the number
stands for 10 ·(1− b
a
), with b
a
being the axis ratio of the galaxy (see also Fig. 4.1 ). In general elliptical
galaxies are triaxial ellipsoids. The apparent ellipticities do in general not trace exactly the ellipticity
of the ellipsoid as they depend on the orientation and the inclination of the galactic ellipsoid towards
the observer. The surface brightness is described by the de Vaucouleurs profile (see de Vaucouleurs
1948, 1953)
I(r) = Ie exp
[
−7.667
(
(r/re)
1/4−1
)]
, (4.2)
where the effective radius re contains half of the projected light and Ie is the surface brightness at
the effective radius. Faber & Jackson (1976) found a relation between the total blue luminosity of
elliptical galaxies and their velocity dispersion
LB ∝ σ4 , (4.3)
the so-called Faber-Jackson relation, connecting the mass via velocity dispersion with the absolute
luminosity. Elliptical galaxies show signs of a violent evolution history, as several ones with a counter-
rotating core have been observed, indicating an elapsed galaxy merger.
As the term elliptical galaxy already indicates, the isophotes of elliptical galaxies are described by
almost perfect ellipses. The deviation from the elliptical shape is described by the boxiness parameter
a4 (see Carter 1978) which is obtained by expanding the distance R(θ) of the isophote from the
galactical center,
R(θ) = a0 +a2 cos(2θ)+a4 cos(4θ)+ ... , (4.4)
thereby assuming an orientation of the major axis along the x-axis for θ = 0 and a2 ≥ 0. For a2 = a4 =
0 the isophote is described by a circle, with the radius depending on the distance of the isophote. For
a2 6= 0 and a4 = 0 the isophote is described by a perfect ellipse with axis ratio a2/a0. The parameter
a4 describes the deviation of the isophote from a perfect ellipse. For a4 > 0 the isophote appears disky,
for a4 < 0 the isophote appears boxy. The typical deviations of the isophotes of an elliptical galaxy
are rather small, being of the order of a4/a0 ∼ 0.01. Surprisingly, a correlation between the boxiness
and the kinematical properties of elliptical galaxies have been observed. While the flattening of boxy
galaxies originates in the anisotropic velocity distribution, the ratio of circular velocities and velocity
dispersions in disky galaxies indicate that disky galaxies are at least partially flattened by rotation (see
Bender 1988).
Showing a similar SED as classical elliptical galaxies the so-called lenticular galaxies (S0 and SB0)
are also counted to early type galaxies and form a transition type between classical ellipticals and the
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early spiral type galaxies (Sa and SBa). It is assumed that lenticular galaxies are former spirals with
quenched star formation rate and thus relatively old stellar populations, leading to the spectral early-
type-like characteristics. This is also confirmed by the observation that lenticular galaxies in general
show stronger rotation than classical elliptical galaxies.
Late Type Galaxies
Spiral galaxies apparently consist of two major components, a central bulge and an extended flat disk
with more or less pronounced spiral arms. Spiral galaxies are discriminated from early type spirals
(Sa) to late type spirals (Sd) (see Fig. 4.1), based on their bulge-to-disk ratio Lbulge/Ldisk and the
opening angles and brightness structure of the spiral arms. However, this classification is of pure
historical origin and does not describe an evolutionary path. The typical bulge-to-disk ratios span a
range of Lbulge/Ldisk = 0.3 for Sa galaxies to Lbulge/Ldisk = 0.05 for Sd galaxies, the opening angles of
the spiral arms increase from ∼ 6◦ to ∼ 18◦ from Sa to Sc and the stellar distribution along the spiral
arms becomes less smooth but clumpier for later spiral types (see the lecture books of Carroll & Ostlie
1996 and Schneider 2006a). The properties of the bulge are very similar to those of an elliptical galaxy.
In general it is dominated by old stellar populations and the surface brightness profile follows the de
Vaucouleurs law (see equation 4.2). Further, the amplitude of rotation velocity and velocity dispersion
are of about the same order. The disk consists of metal-rich stars, HI and H2 gas, molecular clouds,
dust and hot gas and shows a much higher rotation velocity than velocity dispersion. Due to the
ongoing star formation it is also populated by young stars and therefore shows a much bluer spectrum
than the bulge or elliptical galaxies. The surface brightness profile of the disk is in general exponential
(see de Vaucouleurs 1958; Freeman 1970),
I(r) = I0 exp
(
− r
r0
)
, (4.5)
with r being the cylindrical radius, r0 the scale length of the disk and I0 the central surface brightness.
The disk is usually dominated by extended spiral arms, populated by young blue stars and HII-regions.
This is also the reason for the increasing brightness contrast when observing the spiral structure in
bluer filters. It is highly unlikely that the spiral arms are actual ‘solid’ structures rotating around the
galactic center as the rest of the disk, as the differential rotation would have led to a much stronger
wind-up of the spiral arms than observed. It is assumed that spiral arms are created by density waves,
mildly compressing the local gas to a slightly higher density by about 10-20%, thus inducing a higher
star formation rate and leading to an enhanced formation of young blue stars. This also explains
the bluish color of spiral arms, dominated by those young blue stars which are born and also die as
supernovae in exactly these spiral arms.
The baryonic halo consists of very metal-poor stars with metallicities of a factor 10-1000 lower than
solar metallicity.
A similar relationship to the Faber-Jackson relation for ellipticals has been found by Tully & Fisher
(1977) for spiral galaxies
L∼ v 3 ... 4c , (4.6)
connecting the absolute luminosity with the circular velocity. The Tully-Fisher relation represents
an important tool for distance determination of spiral galaxies. By measuring the circular velocity,
the rest-frame luminosity can be calculated and compared to the observed apparent luminosity.
The magnitude difference directly relates to the luminosity distance (see equation 2.36) or distance
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modulus (see equation 2.38) of the considered galaxy. Considering the rotation curve of spiral
galaxies it becomes obvious that the kinematics do not only trace the luminous matter. On large
scales the rotation velocity does not decrease but remains almost constant along all kinematically
traceable scales, implying an increase of galaxy mass directly proportional to the enclosed radius. As
this cannot be easily explained only with baryonic matter the observed rotation curves were one of
the first hints to non-luminous and non-baryonic matter, so-called dark matter.
Beside the ordinary spiral galaxy types there is a further type where the spiral arms do not
arise from the galaxy centers but from the ends of a central bar, which goes through the galactic
center. These galaxies are called barred spiral galaxies, classified in an analogous way as the normal
spiral galaxies from SBa to SBd.
Finally, when extending the Hubble sequence at the late type end there are low mass galaxies which
do show hardly (Irr I) or do not show (Irr II) show regular structures. These galaxies appear in much
bluer colors and consist of a higher fraction of massive young blue stars and molecular clouds.
4.2.4 PhotoZ
To estimate photometric redshifts we use the PhotoZ code of Bender et al. (2001). The PhotoZ
code was successfully applied in a variety of contexts, e.g., in Gabasch et al. (2004a, 2006,
2008), Feulner et al. (2005, 2006), Drory et al. (2001), Brimioulle et al. (2008), Lerchster et al.
(2011), Spinelli et al. (2012) and recently Gruen et al. (2013). The template set was developed
by Bender et al. (2001) and was composed from Mannucci et al. (2001), Kinney et al. (1996) and
semi-empirical templates constructed by fitting combinations of theoretical SEDs from Maraston
(1998) and Bruzual A. & Charlot (1993) with variable reddening (Kinney et al. 1994), as described
in Gabasch et al. (2004a,b). Some of these SEDs actually were made to match galaxies at redshifts
between 3 and 4, and between 4 and 5, respectively, which are a minority in the CFHTLS-Wide data.
We therefore replace some of these SED templates and complete the sample by templates taken from
the LePhare code (Ilbert et al. 2006), based on models from Coleman et al. (1980) to better match the
colors of local, star-forming blue galaxies.
We run the PhotoZ code, assuming a ΛCDM-universe with values of Ωm = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and a
Hubble constant of H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1. We fit a redshift range of 0 ≤ z ≤ 9 with a step size
of ∆z = 0.01. The code accepts both magnitudes and fluxes as input. We use fluxes in units of nJy
( fν ). The χ2-value for a given model at a certain redshift is calculated according to equation (4.1).
However, in order to avoid unphysical solutions as early type galaxies at unreasonably high redshifts
or galaxies with unphysical high or low rest-frame luminosities, the PhotoZ code has implemented a
redshift prior and an absolute luminosity prior. The redshift prior is defined as
Pz(z) = exp
[
−0.693 ·
( z
a
)b]
. (4.7)
The value of a indicates the redshift where the redshift prior drops down to a value of 50%. This
means, the lower the value of a, the sooner the considered SED-template ‘dies out’. Therefore the
value of a is smaller for early type galaxies (0.5≤ a≤ 1) than for late type galaxies (2≤ a≤ 5). The
value of b gives the steepness of the prior profile, the larger b, the steeper the profile becomes. For
models with prior values of a ≤ 2 we use values of b = 4, for models with a > 2 we use b = 2. The
redshift prior is also illustrated in the upper panels of Fig. 4.3 for different values of a and b.
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Fig. 4.2: Applied template set. The upper panel on the left side shows the early type templates set. The
upper right panel shows the transition galaxies between the early type sample and the strongly starforming
galaxy sample derived from semi-analytic models (lower left panel). The lower right panel shows the
templates chosen from Ilbert et al. 2006.
The second prior, the luminosity prior, suppresses solutions with unphysical absolute luminosity val-
ues and is defined as
PL(M) = exp
[
−0.693 ·
(
M−M∗
σ∗
)p]
. (4.8)
M∗ indicates the magnitude, the luminosity prior is centered on. We choose as central value a
magnitude of MB = −19 in the B-band. The value of σ∗ defines the width of the luminosity prior,
i.e., the larger σ∗, the larger the window of allowed absolute luminosities around the central value
M∗. Finally, the value of p determines the steepness of the luminosity prior. The larger the value of
p, the steeper the profile becomes. For low values of p, the luminosity prior resembles the shape of
a Mexican Hat, while for infinitely large σ∗ the luminosity prior becomes a top hat function. This
is also illustrated in the lower panels of Fig. 4.3 for different values of σ∗ and p. For the luminosity
prior we use values of M∗ =−19, σ∗ = 6 and p = 6 in B-band.
Thus, including both priors, the total probability of an SED-template for a certain redshift is given by
P(z,Model) = Pz ·PL · exp
(−χ2/2) . (4.9)
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Fig. 4.3: Priors used in the PhotoZ code. The upper panels show the redshift prior, the lower panels the
luminosity prior. Parameter a indicates the redshift, where the redshift prior for the considered redshift
drops down to 50%. The upper left panel shows the redshift prior for values of a = 1 (red), a = 2 (blue)
and a = 4 (black). Parameter b gives the steepness of the redshift prior. The upper right panel shows the
redshift prior for values of b = 2 (red), b = 4 (blue) and b = ∞ (black), for identical parameter a = 1. We
see, the higher the value of b, the steeper the profile.
Regarding the luminosity prior, the value of M∗ gives the center of the luminosity prior, the value of σ∗
gives its width. The lower left panel shows the luminosity prior for values of σ∗ = 7 (red), σ∗ = 6 (black)
and σ∗ = 5. The value of p indicates the steepness of the luminosity prior. The lower right panel shows
luminosity prior for values of p = ∞ (red), p = 2 (blue) and p = 6 (black). The higher the value of p, the
steeper the profile. The luminosity priors in the lower panels are centered at a magnitude of M∗ =−19.
Chapter 5
Data
This chapter describes analyses and results which have been submitted (Brimioulle et al. 2008 and
Brimioulle et al. 2013).
Data acquisition and data reduction (imaging and spectroscopic data) described in the following sec-
tions have been performed by Mike Lerchster.
5.1 Imaging Data
This work uses public CFHT Legacy Survey1 Wide (CFHTLS-Wide) and Deep (CFHTLS-Deep) data.
The CFHTLS maps over 190 deg2 in Wide and 4 deg2 in Deep, covering the fields in u∗g′r′i′z′-band
observations with the MegaPrime camera. MegaPrime (see Boulade et al. 2003) is an optical
multi-chip instrument, consisting of a 9 × 4 CCD array with 2048 × 4096 pixels in each CCD, a
pixel scale of 0.186 arcsec/pixel and a total field of view of ∼ 1◦×1◦. The CFHTLS-Wide comprises
four large tiles W1 (72 deg2), W2 (49 deg2), W3 (49 deg2) and W4 (25 deg2).2 The survey is de-
scribed in various publications (e.g., Hoekstra et al. 2006; Semboloni et al. 2006; Coupon et al. 2009;
Astier et al. 2006). Our photometric analyses are restricted to an area of 124 deg2 (W1: 49 deg2, W2:
25 deg2, W3: 30 deg2 and W4: 20 deg2), representing the publicly available imaging data in February
2009 with completed five-band-photometry. Additionally we include the significantly deeper (∼ 70
hours exposure time in i′ for the Deep fields in comparison to 1-2 hours exposure time in i′ for the
Wide fields) CFHTLS-Deep fields D1 and D3 for comparison, as they overlap with W1 and W3. The
layout of the analyzed CFHTLS pointings is shown in Fig. 5.1. An overview of the observed filters is
given in Fig. 5.2.
The Elixir (see Magnier & Cuillandre 2004) preprocessed single-frame imaging data are down-
loaded from the Canadian Astronomical Data Centre (CADC)3. The Elixir preprocessing includes
bias and dark subtraction, flatfielding, fringe correction in the i′- and z′-band data, as well as photo-
metric calibration and a preliminary astrometric solution. We then use the THELI -pipeline 4 (see
also Erben et al. 2005 and Erben et al. 2009) to improve the astrometric solution, remap and finally
stack the single exposures. The reduction procedure is described in detail in Erben et al. (2009). The
1 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHTLS
2 http://terapix.iap.fr/cplt/oldSite/Descart/summarycfhtlswide.html
3 http://www1.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/cadc/
4 http://www.astro.uni-bonn.de/˜mischa/theli.html
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Fig. 5.1: Layout ot the CFHTLS-Wide, W1 (upper left panel), W2 (upper right panel), W3 (lower left
panel) and W4 (lower right panel). The individual field names and boundaries are marked in blue, the
spectroscopic data used for photometric redshift calibration are shown in red and the green symbols show
the overlap with spectroscopic SDSS data. The yellow areas in W1 and W3 indicate the locations of the
CFHTLS-Deep fields D1 and D3.
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Fig. 5.2: Filter transmission curves for the CFHTLS u∗,g′,r′, i′ and z′. The filter transmission curves have
been corrected with respect to atmospheric extinction.
original approach for astrometric calibration uses reference catalogs from the United States Naval
Observatory (USNO) (see also Erben et al. 2009). A better astrometric solution can be fitted if refer-
ence catalogs from the Sloan Digital Survey Data Release 6 (SDSS-DR6, Adelman-McCarthy & et al.
2007) or, where not available, from the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS, Jarrett et al. 2000) are
used instead. This reduces shape artefacts in the remapping to the astrometric solution, which is rele-
vant in the anisotropy correction of the point spread function (PSF) of the objects used in the lensing
analysis later on, but only plays a minor role for photometric issues. We therefore use stacked i′-
band images with SDSS- and 2MASS-based astrometry for the shape determination and analysis and
USNO-based astrometry u∗g′r′i′z′-band images for the photometric extraction. The mean limiting
magnitudes of the CFHTLS-Wide images are 25.3, 25.6, 24.5, 24.6 and 23.6 (5σ detection within a 2
arcsec diameter aperture for a point source) for u∗,g′,r′, i′ and z′. The PSF full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the i′-bands is close to 0.8 arcsec for all fields. The reduced imaging data consists of
coadded science frames and the corresponding error frames (weight files) and image masks.
The subsequent analyses are carried out strictly on a one square degree base, not coadding or mixing
data from neighboring pointings. The investigations for the individual CFHTLS-Wide fields are then
combined to a global conclusion.
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5.2 Spectroscopic Data
The dataset is extended by several spectroscopic samples which overlap with our photometric data.
These are the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (VVDS)-Deep (Le Fe`vre et al. 2005) on W1 and VVDS-
F22 (Le Fe`vre et al. 2004, 2005; Garilli et al. 2008) on W4, the Deep Extragalactic Evolutionary
Probe (DEEP) 2 survey (Davis et al. 2003, 2007; Vogt et al. 2005; Weiner et al. 2005) on the W3
and VIsible Multi Object Spectrograph (VIMOS) spectra from the ESO Program ID 082.A-0922(B)
(PI: Mike Lerchster) on the W2. The data reduction of the W2-spectra follows the description on
the zCOSMOS release webpage5 and Lilly et al. (2007). While the VVDS-Deep and DEEP2 con-
tain spectroscopic redshifts down to i′ ∼ 24, the spectroscopic redshifts from VVDS-F22 and ESO
Program ID 082.A-0922(B) are limited to i′ ∼ 22.5. Additionally several pointings in the W1, W3
and W4 have overlap with spectroscopic objects from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). In total
we obtain 3 562, 960, 7 986 and 3 746 high quality spectroscopic redshifts in the W1, W2, W3 and
W4, summing up to a total number of 16 254 spectroscopic redshifts (not including SDSS spectra), of
which 10 025 are for objects brighter than i′ = 22.5.
5.3 Photometric Catalogs
5.3.1 Creation of Multicolor Catalogs
The calculation of colors appears to be a quite simple task at first look, as it just means the measure-
ment of fluxes of an object in different filters and the calculation of their ratio. In practice there are
some complications. In order to obtain meaningful colors it is necessary to consider the light fraction
from the same galaxy area. To ensure this we use aperture photometry to measure the fluxes. Unfor-
tunately this approach is not sufficient, as the photometric conditions as PSF, i.e., mainly the seeing in
the observations in different filters, are in general not identical. The light of objects in an image with
worse PSF is distributed over a larger area than the light in an image with better seeing. Therefore
for the creation of the multicolor catalogs we need to adjust the PSF of the different filter images to
the same value, i.e., the value of the worst filter. This is in most cases the u∗-band with seeing values
spanning a range between 0.63 and 1.22 arcsec with a median of 0.9 arcsec. For this we perform a
convolution with a Gaussian kernel on each one square degree pointing. The simplest approach is a
global convolution with a constant convolution kernel. Under ideal circumstances this kernel can be
calculated with the formula
FWHMkernel =
√
FWHM2bad−FWHM2good , (5.1)
FWHMgood indicating the original seeing and FWHMbad the seeing which is to be accomplished.
We cross-check the accuracy of this method by considering the colors of stellar objects in circular
apertures of different diameters from 8 to 18 pixels (i.e., 1.5 to 3.3 arcsec). Stars appear as point-like
sources on the sky, being smeared out by the PSF of atmosphere and telescope optics. Therefore we
should observe identical colors in the different apertures if the PSF profiles in all filters are the same.
Unfortunately this is not the case. As the PSF profile in general is not an analytic Gaussian and due
to anisotropy of the PSF pattern, variation over the field of view and differing PSF profiles in the
different filters, this approach turns out not to be sufficient. Especially the PSF turns out not to be
5 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/spectra/z-cosmos/Z-COSMOS INFO.html
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Fig. 5.3: Example of the PSF behavior shown on the i′-band observation of the W1p2p3. The blue symbols
show the region with FWHM < 0.7, the green symbols the region with 0.7 ≤ FWHM ≤ 0.8 and the red
symbols the region with FWHM > 0.8. The empty region in upper middle has been masked due to a
broken chip of the CCD during the observation time of this specific pointing.
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Fig. 5.4: Stellar colors after convolving to equal PSF. The five minor panels within each of the four major
panels show the stellar colors in aperture 1 (8 pixels diameter) against the color difference to aperture 2, 3,
4 and 5. The major upper left panel shows the u−g-color, the major upper right g− r, the major lower left
one shows r− i and the major lower right one shows i− z. The green symbols show the stars which have
been used to estimate the deviation in color (added in red to every single panel).
constant over the whole field, simply speaking, the seeing deteriorates with increasing distance from
the image center. The convolution to exactly matching PSF patterns is a difficult and delicate task
(see for example Darnell et al. 2009 or Hildebrandt et al. 2012), but fortunately the PSF variations
from image center to image border in most filters happen to be almost self-similar, so that convolution
with an adjusted constant Gaussian kernel delivers satisfactory results. An example for the PSF
behavior on the field of view of one pointing is shown in Fig. 5.3. As the analytic approach does
not properly apply, we derive the best-fitting convolution by empirical investigation. We run a series
of test-convolutions with iteratively adjusted convolution kernels and compare after each step the
stellar colors in apertures for all available filters. This process converges very well and quickly leads
to stable and meaningful colors for stars and should also provide reasonable colors for the galaxies.
Fig. 5.4 shows the remaining color deviations on the example of the W1p2p3 pointing.
After convolution of all images to matching PSF patterns the multicolor catalogs can be cre-
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ated. For this we run the SExtractor software6 (see Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual-image mode.
Being the deepest exposure we choose the unconvolved i′-band as our detection band and extract the
fluxes and flux errors from the convolved u∗g′r′i′z′-bands. We detect objects with a threshold of 2σ
above the background on at least four contiguous pixels. We make use of the SExtractor option
of convolving the data with a FWHM of 0.4 arcsec before detection on the unconvolved i′-band to
suppress correlated noise on scales shorter than the PSF. After detection and flux extraction we need
to adjust the flux errors. The flux error in SExtractor is estimated by
∆F =
√
Aσ2 +
F
g
, (5.2)
with A being the area over which the flux is summed, σ the standard background deviation estimated
from the image background, F the object flux and g the effective detector gain (see Bertin & Arnouts
1996). Therefore the flux error estimates strongly depend on the background root mean square
(rms). The convolution of the frames smooths the background, seriously reducing the rms and lead-
ing to a significant underestimation of the photometric errors. In order to correct for this we rerun
SExtractor measuring the rms on the unconvolved u∗g′r′i′z′-bands, set them into relation with the
values of the convolved images and recalculate the flux errors. The morphological information as
FWHM and SExtractor stellar classification are extracted from the unconconvoled i′-band. As
the final step we paste the individual filter catalogs for each field and assign the image masks to
identify regions with doubtable photometry, creating color catalogs for all pointings, comprising all
fluxes, magnitudes, bad area masks and photometric flags. In Fig. 5.5 we show the number counts and
magnitude errors of the W1p2p3 as example for our CFHTLS Wide catalogs.
5.3.2 Calibration of Photometric Zeropoints
In order to evaluate the quality of the photometric redshifts we introduce three quantities:
i) the outlier rate η , defined as the fraction of objects exceeding a rest-frame error of 0.15, i.e.,
η = fraction with
{∣∣zspec− zphot∣∣
1+ zspec
≥ 0.15
}
, (5.3)
ii) the photometric redshift scatter, calculated from the width of the central part of the error distri-
bution
σ∆z/(1+z) = 1.48×median of
{∣∣zspec− zphot∣∣
1+ zspec
}
Non−outliers
, (5.4)
which is insensitive to outliers, and
iii) the mean photometric redshift error
∆z/(1+ z) = 1
Nspec
Nspec
∑
i
∣∣zphot,i− zspec,i∣∣
1+ zspec, i
. (5.5)
6 http://www.astromatic.net/software/sextractor
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Fig. 5.5: The left panel shows the number counts of the W1p2p3 i′-band magnitude, the black line shows
all objects, the red line shows all objects in unmasked areas. On the bright end the number counts of
the unmasked objects rapidly drop down, as all stellar objects are masked and further bright objects are
easily discarded due to saturation effects. The right panel show the magnitude errors in all five filters as a
function of magnitude.
In these equations Nspec stands for the number of spectroscopic redshifts, zspec and zphot are the
spectroscopic and photometric redshifts, respectively.
The accurate estimation of photometric redshifts requires precise color estimates. Matching
the PSF in the different filters is only the first step to achieve this. The next step is a proper absolute
and relative calibration of the photometric magnitude zeropoints of the images. Possible error sources
are inaccurate zeropoint determination during the data reduction and furthermore galactic extinction,
leading to a reddening of the colors as shorter wavelengths are absorbed more strongly by the galactic
dust. Discarding the following steps of zeropoint calibration can lead to increased catastrophic outlier
rates and significantly larger systematic and statistical redshift errors. This is shown very well in
Fig. 5.6, presenting the photometric redshift results without further zeropoint calibration. The results
of the photometric redshift estimates are very inhomogeneous due to differing zeropoint accuracy in
the four major patches. While the photometric redshift estimates for objects with 17.0 ≤ i′ ≤ 22.5
in W1 still look rather descent with an outlier rate of η ∼ 5% and a photometric redshift scatter of
∆z/(1+ z) ∼ 0.06 (1+ z) and ∆∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.06 (1+ z), especially in W4 the photometric redshift
quality is completely unsatisfactory, showing an outlier rate of more than 17% and a high mean
redshift error of ∆z/(1 + z) ∼ 0.11 (1 + z) and ∆∆z/(1+z) ∼ 0.07 (1 + z) with a dramatic scatter
for zphot ≤ 0.5. As we see in the Appendix in Table A.1, for this effect the insufficient zeropoint
determination in the u∗-band is most likely to blame. The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Fig. 5.6: Comparison between photometric redshifts estimated without any zeropoint correction (y-axis)
and spectroscopic redshifts (x-axis) for all galaxies with 17.0≤ i′ ≤ 22.5 in the four large CFHTLS-Wide
pointings. The mean photometric redshift error ∆z/(1+ z) and photometric redshift scatter σ∆z/(1+z),
respectively, are large and the catastrophic outlier rate is very unsatisfactory. Further the large variations
between the four major fields show a certain inhomogeneity in zeropoint estimation. The symbol colors
indicate the SED type of the galaxies, going from red (early type galaxies) over yellow and green to blue
(very strongly star-forming late type galaxies). The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Fig. 5.7: Color-color plots of the observed stellar sequence in W1p2p3 (red symbols) in comparison to the
Pickles star library (Pickles 1998) (blue symbols). The theoretical and observational stellar colors match
well after the zeropoint correction. The only exception is the u∗-band, where we fit the red end of the
stellar sequence to provide a homogeneous base for the complete CFHTLS-Wide. Below the x-axis the
applied zeropoint offsets are shown.
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Fig. 5.8: Same as Fig. 5.6 for photometric redshifts after zeropoint calibration on the stellar sequence
using the Pickles star library (Pickles 1998). Both, photometric redshift scatter and catastrophic outlier
rate decrease significantly, further leading to a much larger homogeneity between the different CFHTLS-
Wide fields. The symbol colors indicate the SED type of the galaxies, going from red (early type galaxies)
over yellow and green to blue (very strongly star-forming late type galaxies). The results are summarized
in Table 5.1.
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Calibration on Stellar Sequences
Being the deepest exposure we assume the zeropoint determination of the i′-band to be the most
accurate and choose it as absolute calibration reference. We assume the galactic extinction to be
approximately constant over the field of view of one pointing (one square degree). We look up the
values for the galactic extinction7 for each pointing and correct the fluxes and magnitudes of the i′-
band. For the zeropoint calibration of the remaining filters we make use of the Pickles star library
(Pickles 1998) and consider the stellar sequences in color-color-diagrams. We compare the sequences
of the stars from the star library with the sequence of stars extracted from the data, thus applying a
relative zeropoint calibration, using the calibrated i′-band zeropoint as reference. For this correction
we select all objects with a SExtractor stellar classification of better than 0.97 and an extraction
flag of 0. We then apply zeropoint shifts in that way, that theoretical and measured stellar sequences
match in color-space. An example for the W1p2p3 is shown in Fig. 5.7. This method corrects the
observed stellar colors very well, with exception of the u∗-band, where the photometric throughput is
not enirely understood. We choose to fit the red end of the stellar sequences for all individual point-
ings in order to receive a homogeneously calibrated base for the complete CFHTLS-Wide.
The zeropoint calibration on the stellar sequences from the color-color-diagrams significantly im-
proves the quality and the homogeneity of the photometric redshift estimates (see Fig. 5.8). For ob-
jects with 17.0 ≤ i ≤ 22.5′ the outlier rate η only varies now between 1.7 and 4.2%, the photometric
redshift scatter only varies between 0.037 and 0.055 (1+z) for ∆z/(1+z) and 0.033 and 0.038 (1+z)
for σ∆z/(1+z). The results are summarized in Table 5.1. The applied stellar calibration offsets for all
investigated CFHTLS-Wide pointings are summarized in the Appendix in Table A.1.
Calibration on Spectroscopic Redshifts
In theory we can start to calculate photometric redshifts from this point, but practice teaches us
that the results without further calibration in most cases are not entirely satisfactory. Firstly we do
not know the photometric throughput to ultimate precision (this especially concerns the u∗-band,
see the stellar sequences in Fig. 5.7). Further we do not optimize our template set to match the
colors of the CFHTLS-Wide. Therefore a further calibration step is recommendable. The PhotoZ
code does not only calculate photometric redshift estimates but is also able to be run with a given
true redshift (obtained from spectroscopic observation), delivering the best-fitting SED model
and the corresponding apparent flux. We can make use of this by calculating the ratio between
optimized and observed apparent flux and apply it as a zeropoint correction to the dataset. In
order to estimate the required zeropoint correction we split our spectroscopic sample and use
one half of it for calibration and the second half for validation. This method can be iterated and
converges quite fast. We derive the correction for all individual fields where spectroscopic data are
available. For these specific pointings we directly apply the determined zeropoint offsets. For fields
without spectroscopic validation we apply a correction calculated from the median of all zeropoint
corrections from the corresponding major CHFTLS-Wide tile (i.e., for all W1-fields the median
of all spectroscopically covered fields in W1). The photometric redshift probability distribution is
shown in Fig. 5.9. The results for this final zeropoint calibration step are shown in Figs. 5.11 and
5.12. The outlier rate drops further down to η = 1.2 to 3.5% and the photometric redshift scatter
reduces to ∆z/(1+ z) = 0.032 to 0.045 (1+ z) and σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.028 to 0.034 (1+ z). The results are
7 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/forms/calculator.html
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summarized in Table 5.1. The applied spectroscopic redshift calibration offsets for all investigated
CFHTLS-Wide pointings are summarized in the Appendix in Table A.1. Given the greater depth of
the spectroscopic surveys VVDS-Deep and DEEP2 we can further inspect our photometric redshifts
for objects with 22.5≤ i′ ≤ 24.0. Due to the lower signal-to-noise in the photometry for these fainter
objects the accuracy suffers. The outlier rate increases to η = 4.8% for W1 and 5.5% for W3, the
redshift scatter increases to ∆z/(1+ z) = 0.039 (1+ z) and σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.053 (1+ z) for W1 and
∆z/(1+ z) = 0.047 (1+ z) and σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.054 (1+ z) for W3. The results are summarized in
Table 5.1. For the deterioration of the photometric redshift accuracy there are two major possible ex-
planations, the increasing photometric noise in flux measurement for faint objects and the increasing
variety of SEDs due to increasing redshift for decreasing apparent fluxes, which might be no longer
fully covered by our template set. We will address this problem in the following, investigating signif-
icant deeper observations. In principal there are two ways to reduce the probability of catastrophic
outliers. The first way is to increase the total integration time in order to reduce the photometric
noise. The second possibility is to extend the investigated wavelength range, e.g., by including
flux information from NIR filters. The influence of NIR filter information is illustrated in Fig. 5.10.
The main uncertainty source for systematic photometric errors as catastrophic outliers is the
mismatch between prominent features as the Lyman break at 1216 A˚ and the Balmer break at 3648 A˚
or the D4000 at roughly 4000 A˚. As we want to evaluate the reason for the decreasing redshift
accuracy in our sample we have a look on significantly deeper images. For this we consider the
CFHTLS-Deep D1 and D3 fields with exposure times of 60-70 hours instead of 1-2 hours. The sig-
nificantly lower photometric noise substantially reduces the photometric redshift scatter. Considering
objects with luminosities i′ ≤ 22.5 we find a catastrophic outlier rate of η = 1.4%, a photometric
redshift scatter of σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.029 and a mean photometric redshift error of ∆z/(1+ z) = 0.031 for
the D1 and a catastrophic outlier rate of η = 1.5%, a photometric redshift scatter of σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.029
and a mean photometric redshift error of ∆z/(1 + z) = 0.031 for the D3. The improvement in
photometric redshift accuracy is more obvious when considering fainter objects with magnitudes of
22.5 ≤ i′ ≤ 24.0. For these objects we obtain a catastrophic outlier rate of η = 4.1%, a photometric
redshift scatter of σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.023 and a mean photometric redshift error of ∆z/(1+ z) = 0.041 for
the D1 and a catastrophic outlier rate of η = 1.9%, a photometric redshift scatter of σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.026
and a mean photometric redshift error of ∆z/(1+ z) = 0.032 for the D3. Looking at the low level of
deterioration of the photometric redshift accuracy for fainter apparent luminosities, our photometric
template set appears to still fit the variety of SEDs at higher redshifts well enough, suggesting that the
main source of decreasing photometric redshift accuracy is given by the accuracy of the investigated
photometry. The results are summarized in Table 5.1. The photometric redshift results for the
CFHTLS-Deep fields are also shown in Fig. 5.13.
We cross-check our photometric redshifts with a further spectroscopic validation set which was not
used for calibration, spectroscopic redshifts from the SDSS (Strauss et al. 2002), partially overlap-
ping with W1, W3 and W4. The spectroscopic sample is limited to a maximal redshift of z ∼ 0.5,
dominated by red SEDs. We obtain an outlier rate of η = 4.6%, a photometric redshift scatter of
σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.052 and a mean photometric redshift error of ∆z/(1+ z) = 0.058 for the W1, an outlier
rate of η = 1.5%, a photometric redshift scatter of σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.058 and a mean photometric redshift
error of ∆z/(1 + z) = 0.048 for the W3 and an outlier rate of η = 0.8%, a photometric redshift
scatter of σ∆z/(1+z) = 0.051 and a mean photometric redshift error of ∆z/(1+ z) = 0.047 for the W4.
These values are worse than for the spectroscopic training set, but given the circumstance, that this
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field Ngal ηuncalib σ∆z/(1+z)uncalib ∆z/(1+ z)uncalib ηstars σ∆z/(1+z)stars ∆z/(1+ z)stars ηspectra σ∆z/(1+z)spec ∆z/(1+ z)spec
W1bright 1 549 4.8 % 0.059 0.060 1.7 % 0.037 0.037 1.2 % 0.032 0.032
W2bright 939 7.0 % 0.059 0.084 4.2 % 0.033 0.055 3.5 % 0.028 0.046
W3bright 3 962 11.8 % 0.061 0.100 2.2 % 0.038 0.043 1.8 % 0.034 0.037
W4bright 3 572 17.1 % 0.072 0.106 2.3 % 0.038 0.037 2.2 % 0.033 0.035
W1faint 2 014 - - - - - - 4.8 % 0.039 0.053
W3faint 4 026 - - - - - - 5.5 % 0.047 0.054
D1bright 1 577 - - - - - - 1.5 % 0.029 0.031
D3bright 2 760 - - - - - - 1.4 % 0.029 0.031
D1faint 1 929 - - - - - - 4.1 % 0.023 0.041
D3faint 2 530 - - - - - - 1.9 % 0.026 0.032
Table 5.1: Photo-z statistics in comparison with spectro-z. For each field the object number, the outlier rate and the photometric redshift scatter
(σ∆z/(1+z) and ∆z/(1+ z)) are given for calculation without any zeropoint calibration (uncalib), calibration on the Pickles star library (stars) and
calibration on spectroscopic redshifts (spec). Field names without index consider spectra with i′ ≤ 22.5, fields with index ‘faint’ consider spectra
with 22.5 < i′ ≤ 24.0.
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Fig. 5.9: The upper panel shows the photometric redshift probability distribution for an object in the
CFHTLS-Wide with available flux information in u∗, g′, r′, i′, z′. The solid lines show the distribution
for the best-fitting galaxy templates, the dashed line shows the cumulative distribution. The lower panel
shows the SED for the best-fitting template in blue, the second-best-fitting template in red and the best-
fitting template for the fixed spectroscopic redshift in green. As can be seen the photometric redshift agrees
very well with the spectroscopic one.
is a cross-check for a blind validation set with very low redshifts (i.e., (1+ z) ∼ 1) the results are
acceptable. The results also are shown in Fig. 5.14.
5.3.3 Star/Galaxy Separation
We use two approaches to separate stars and galaxies, a morphological and a SED-based one. The
morphological approach bases on the SExtractor star classification using an artificial neural
network, requiring an accurate measurement of the seeing (FWHM). We extract this value from
SExtractor FWHM IMAGE parameter, measuring the image size of the objects located in the
stellar sequence in the magnitude-FWHM IMAGE diagram. We classify all objects with a star clas-
sifier of higher than 0.96 as a star. Further the PhotoZ redshift code does not only fit galaxy SEDs
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Fig. 5.10: Impact of NIR filters on the photometric redshifts. The upper panel shows the result without NIR
information, the lower panel shows the result for the same object including J and Ks filter information. As
can be seen without NIR flux information the proper redshift only provides the second-best fit. However,
the additional information helps to break the degeneracy and leads to a proper redshift estimate.
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Fig. 5.11: Comparison between photometric (y-axis) and spectroscopic redshifts (x-axis) after cal-
ibration on spectroscopic redshifts. The accuracy further improves in regards of redshift scatter
∆z/(1+ z)/σ∆z/(1+z) and catastrophic outlier rate η . The symbol colors indicate the SED type of the
galaxies, going from red (early type galaxies) over yellow and green to blue (very strongly star-forming
late type galaxies). The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Fig. 5.12: Photometric redshifts (y-axis) vs. spectroscopic redshifts (x-axis) for 22.5 ≤ i′ ≤ 24.0 due to
higher limiting magnitude of the corresponding spectroscopic surveys overlapping with W1 and W3. The
larger noise leads to an increases of both redshift scatter and outlier rate. The symbol colors indicate the
SED type of the galaxies, going from red (early type galaxies) over yellow and green to blue (very strongly
star-forming late type galaxies). The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
but also runs a set of stellar templates based on the Pickles star library (Pickles 1998). We require for
objects to be classified as galaxy a best-fitting χ2-value which is better then the corresponding best-
fitting stellar value. This might be a rather strict criterion, but for the later performed gravitational
lensing analysis we prefer to discard a small number of possible galaxies to contaminating our galaxy
sample with a small number of possible stars.
5.3.4 Calculation of Photometric Redshifts
After the final zeropoint calibration step the photometric redshift estimation can be done straight-
forwardly. We obtain the best-fitting photometric redshifts zphot, the photometric redshift uncertainty
dzphot, the χ2-value, indicating the quality of the template fit to the observational data, the correspond-
ing best-fitting templates and absolute rest-frame magnitudes. We denote the photometric redshifts
with several flag values in order to quantify their reliability. The first flag value is assigned to objects
smaller than the PSF FWHM. For that we have a look at all objects in FWHM-CLASS STAR-diagram
and connect the smallest objects with a star classifier of 1 with the smallest objects with a star clas-
sifier of 0 (see Fig. 5.15). All objects smaller than objects on this line receive a flag value of 1. This
especially concerns objects with SExtractor star classification of ∼ 0.5, as for this class of ob-
jects, due to low signal-to-noise ratio, a reliable analysis of the light profile is very difficult. This
further could have influence on the photometric flux and flux error measurements, which might be
underestimated due to the small object size, thus affecting the photometric redshift accuracy. A more
direct criterion is used for the next flag value. A flag value of 2 is assigned to objects with relatively
large redshift uncertainty ∆zphot > 0.25 (1+ zphot) in the template-fitting procedure. Further objects
which are saturated on at least one pixel in the extraction with SExtractor (extraction flag 4, see
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Fig. 5.13: Photometric redshifts (y-axis) vs. spectroscopic redshifts (x-axis) for the CFHTLS-D D1
and D3, which are overlapping with W1 and W3. The upper panels show high signal-to-noise objects
(17.0≤ i′ ≤ 22.5) the lower panel low signal-to-noise objects (22.5≤ i′ ≤ 24.0). The greater depth of the
Deep fields leads to improved photometric redshift scatter and outlier rates especially for faint objects. The
symbol colors indicate the SED type of the galaxies, going from red (early type galaxies) over yellow and
green to blue (very strongly star-forming late type galaxies). The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Fig. 5.14: Comparison of our photometric redshifts with spectroscopic redshifts from the SDSS
(Strauss et al. 2002). We only consider spectroscopic redshifts with a confidence ≥ 0.99. The colors
indicate the best-fitting SED types. Red denotes early type galaxies, yellow, green and blue symbols de-
note star-forming galaxies, increasing in star-formation rate from yellow to blue. The outlier rate is in
general low. Being a pure validation set which was used at no point for zeropoint calibration, the photo-
metric redshift scatter is higher than in for the spectroscopic training sets. Especially considering objects
with zspec > 0.3 we observe a slight tendency to overestimate the actual redshift.
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Fig. 5.15: SExtractor FWHM IMAGE parameter vs. SExtractor star classifier. This diagram is
used to define the first photometric redshift flag value. We draw a red line, linking the smallest high signal-
to-noise stars (CLASS STAR=1) with the smallest hight signal-to-noise galaxies (CLASS STAR=0), and
assign to all objects left from this line a photometric redshift flag value of 1.
Fig. 5.16: Photometric redshift distribution for the CFHTLS-Wide. The left panel shows the total photo-
metric redshift histogram for all fields, the black solid line shows all objects, the red dashed line shows all
objects with i′ ≤ 24.0 and the green dotted line all objects with i′ ≤ 22.5. The right panel the distribution
of objects in photometric redshift and absolute magnitude space.
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Bertin & Arnouts 1996) receive a photometric redshift flag of 4. Even larger flags are assigned to
objects with are classified as stars or do no return a photometric redshifts, but for our analyses this
objects do not play a role. All individual flags are summed up. Objects with flags larger than 3 are dis-
carded for any further investigation, for shape analyses all objects with flags larger than 0 are rejected.
The distribution of our complete high quality photometric redshift sample is shown in Fig. 5.16.
5.4 Estimation of Object Shapes and Shears
This subsection describes the practical proceeding in the estimation of the object shapes. The
method is discussed in Section 3.3.3. We use the KSB+-implementation (see Kaiser et al. 1995 and
Hoekstra et al. 1998), adapted from the TS-pipeline (Schrabback et al. 2007), which was kindly pro-
vided by Thomas Erben and Tim Schrabback, mostly based on code from Erben et al. (2001), itself
using code from Kaiser’s original IMCAT tools.8 The first step in measuring the object ellipticities is
the dectection of the objects themselves. For this purpose we run SExtractor with a threshold of
3σ on at least four contiguous pixels, using an error frame (weighted map). As saturated objects are
not valid shape tracers, we discard objects with at least one saturated pixel. For this we make use of a
flag image created during the data reduction, indicating saturated pixels and additionally apply a satu-
ration level of 90. We suppress correlated noise smaller than the PSF making use of the SExtractor
option to convolve the data with a Gaussian before detection (see also in Section 5.3.1). The PSF pat-
terns vary over the whole field of view, showing discontinuities at the chip boarders. We therefore
mask and ignore regions on all fields with data stacked from different chips, as the superposition of
several independent PSF patterns cannot be corrected with the required accuracy. This leaves us with
9×4 = 36 distinct patches per one square degree pointing (see upper panels of Figs. 5.18 and 5.19),
where the vertical gaps are quite narrow and hard to see. In the following, we investigate all extracted
objects in a magnitude-size diagram, selecting stellar objects for the PSF anisotropy correction and
suitable galaxy candidates for further analysis. We choose all objects from the stellar sequence (the
exact values for the flux radii depend on the seeing of the observation) with a SExtractor star
classification CLASS STAR>0.96, magnitudes of 18 ≤ i′ ≤ 24 and a signal-to-noise ratio of at least
S/Nmin = 50. The signal-to-noise limit leads to an effective magnitude cut at i′ ∼ 22 (see left upper
panel of Fig. 5.17). This selection leaves us with roughly 1500-2000 stars per pointing in the W1 and
W3 and roughly 3500-4500 stars per pointing in the W2 and W4 fields.
First we use these stars to estimate the stellar PSF anisotropy q∗ (see equation 3.33). We use a two-
dimensional fifth order polynomial to fit the complete one square degree field of view, flexible enough
to describe the complex PSF variations. We ignore the masked inter-gap regions. We also have exper-
imented with the application of third order polynomial fits to the distinct subtiles of the one-square-
degree-pointings, but discarded this approach because of larger systematic errors in terms of PSF
anisotropy model residuals and B-modes in the two-point shear correlation function (for definition
and measurement of B-modes in the two-point shear correlation function see, e.g., Van Waerbeke et al.
2000, 2001 or Fu et al. 2008). A sophisticated analysis that provides an objective measure whether to
use lower or higher order polynomials in the PSF anisotropy correction is described in Rowe (2010).
The residuals for the anisotropy pattern correction for two different CFHTLS pointings are shown in
Figs. 5.18 and 5.19, before the lensflip9 (W1p2p3, see Fig. 5.18) at the MegaCam camera optics and
8 http://www.ifa.hawaii.edu/˜kaiser/imcat/
9 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHTLS-DATA/cfhtlsgeneralnews.html#0007
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Fig. 5.17: The upper panel panel shows the distribution of the i′-band magnitudes vs. the SExtractor
flux radius for shape measurement in the W1m1m0. The red symbols show stars which have been selected
for PSF anisotropy correction, the green symbols show galaxies, which have been selected for shape cata-
log.
The lower panel shows the FWHM distribution of stars and galaxies. Red shows the stars selected
for the PSF anisotropy correction, black the complete galaxy sample and green the cleaned galaxy
sample (S/N > 5 and zphot ≤ 2) which is used for the weak lensing analysis. Most galaxies have a
size of > 1.4 ·FWHMstar, allowing a bias-free shear estimate according to GREAT08 (see Bridle et al.
2010).
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Fig. 5.18: PSF anisotropy pattern for an early (pre-lensflip) CFHTLS field (W1p2p3), see also Fig. 5.19
for a later observation. The upper left panel shows the observed uncorrected anisotropy pattern before
anisotropy correction, the upper right panel shows the remaining PSF anisotropy pattern after correction
with a two-dimensional PSF anisotropy model, fitted with a fifth order polynomial over the whole field of
view of one square degree. The amplitude of the anisotropy is indicated by showing the length of 10%
anisotropy in the upper left of the upper two panels.
The lower panels show the ellipticity distribution of stellar objects before (left) and after (right) the PSF
anisotropy correction. The mean stellar ellipticities, the ellipticity dispersion and the number of fitted stars
are shown in the panels.
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Fig. 5.19: PSF anisotropy pattern for a later (post-lensflip) CFHTLS field (W1m1m2), see also Fig. 5.18
for an early observation. The lensflip significantly changed the observed PSF anisotropy patterns of all
CFHTLS observations. While the mean values for e1 and e2 shifted to slightly negative values, the disper-
sion and therefore the scatter in ellipticities significantly decreased (see the values in the lower left panel).
The less irregular PSF pattern (visible in the left panels) therefore made it significantly easier to find a
satisfying anisotropy correction (see the corrected ellipticities in the upper and lower right panel).
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after it (W1m1m2, see Fig. 5.19). The upper panels of Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 show the positions, the
amplitude and the orientations of the major axes of the ellipicities for the stellar objects with lines
of defined length and orientation (a so-called whisker plot). The lengths of lines indicate the ampli-
tude of the ellipticity, the angular orientation marks the orientation of the major axis. As reference a
line indicating the 10% anisotropy level is drawn in the upper left. In the lower panels the number
of the fitted stars is shown (1603 for the W1p2p3 and 1521 for the W1m1m2), as well as the mean
stellar ellipticities and their dispersion. The lens flip significantly changed the image characteristics
of CFHTLS observations. The anisotropy patterns for observations after the lens flip are much more
regular and show a smaller amplitude in terms of ellipticity dispersion. The larger and more irregu-
lar anisotropy patterns of the pre-lensflip observations are more difficult to properly correct than the
less complex patterns of later observations. Therefore, after visual inspections of every single field
we decided to discard 35 fields with unsatisfactory PSF correction, keeping 89 pointings for further
analysis. After modeling of the PSF anisotropy pattern, the stellar anisotropy quantities are calcu-
lated. As isotropic weight function Wrg (see equation 3.32) a Gaussian with a width of rg adjusted
to the object size is chosen. As the lower panel of Fig. 5.17 shows, most galaxies follow the rela-
tion FWHMgal > 1.4 ·FWHMstar. According to the results of the GREAT08-challenge (Bridle et al.
2010) this is the limit to which no bias has been observed in the KSB-implementation of Heymans.
Additionally the merging with photometric redshifts and elimination of low S/N (S/N<5) and high
redshifts objects (zphot > 2) remove most of the remaining galaxies with small FWHM. Tests of the
TS-pipeline in the Shear TEsting Programme (STEP, see Heymans et al. 2006) showed a significant
multiplicative bias in the analysis of the first set of simulated images (STEP1, Heymans et al. 2006).
This bias could be almost eliminated by multiplication with a shear calibration factor ccal = 1/0.91,
leading to
γ = ccal · 〈εcorr〉 . (5.6)
According to the analysis of STEP2 (Massey et al. 2007) this bias calibration appears to be correct
to ∼ 3%. However, the GRavitational lEnsing Accuracy Testing 2008 (GREAT08, Bridle et al. 2010)
found, that the multiplicative shear bias can still be of the order of 5% (shown on the Heymans-KSB-
implementation), present for low S/N objects with S/NGREAT08 ∼ 10, more likely corresponding to
S/NGREAT08−true ∼ 6. This means despite the shear calibration correction from equation (5.6), there
might be a bias in the order of 5% left for objects with S/N ∼ 5. We will address this problem later,
investigating and comparing the observed signal for background objects with high and low S/N-ratio,
for bright and faint background sources and for large and small flux radii, respectively, with respect
to the same foreground objects.
The objects remaining in the galaxy catalog after cuts in signal-to-noise, photometric redshifts and the
KSB pipeline are called the ‘shape catalog’. Due to the stricter requirements during detection for the
shape catalogs, in general the photometric redshift catalogs are much larger than the corresponding
shape catalogs. Therefore most shape catalog objects obtain a photometric redshift, but not vice versa.
Thus the merged photometric redshift shape catalog consists of almost the same number of objects as
the pure shape catalog.
The distributions of ellipticity components and absolute ellipticities are shown in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21,
respectively. The red solid lines indicate the distribution of objects from the original shape catalog,
the green dashed lines show the distribution of objects from the merged photo-z and shape catalog.
As expected the quantities from pure shape and merged photo-z-shape catalog hardly differ. The dis-
persions of the ellipticity components are in all cases σε1 = σε2 = 0.29. These values are used for the
analyses later on. The distributions themselves look similar to Gaussian profiles, but showing broader
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Fig. 5.20: Distribution of the ellipticity components e1 (left panel) and e2 (right panel) for galaxies in the
shape catalog. The red solid lines shows the ellipticities in the original shape catalog, the green dashed
lines shows objects from the merged shape and photo-z catalog. As can be seen the merging process hardly
affects the total number. The rms-widths in all cases are equal to σe1 = σe2 = 0.29.
Fig. 5.21: Distribution of absolute PSF-corrected ellipticities |e| for galaxies in the shape catalog. The red
solid line shows the objects from the entire shape catalog, the green dashed line shows the galaxies from
the merged photo-z and shape catalog. The median of the absolute ellipticity is in both cases 0.31 (see the
vertical line).
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Fig. 5.22: Distribution of object sizes rh (left panel) and S/N-ratio (right panel) for galaxies in the shape
catalog. The red solid line shows the objects in the complete catalog, the green dashed line shows the
objects from the merged photo-z and shape catalog. The vertical lines indicate the median for the distribu-
tions (rh,med = 0.6 arcsec, S/Nmed = 11.9).
wings than an analytic Gaussian. The median of the absolute ellipticity distribution is |ε |med = 0.31.
Fig. 5.22 shows the distribution of flux radii (left panel) and S/N-ratios (right panel) for pure shape
catalogs with red solid lines and for the merged photo-z-shape catalog with dashed green lines. The
median of the flux radius distribution is rh,med = 0.6 arcsec, the median for the S/N-ratio for all re-
maining objects (we excluded objects with S/N≤5) is 11.9.
5.5 Properties of the Galaxies in the Photometric and in the Shape Cat-
alogs
In total our photometric catalogs consist of 17 445 504 objects, of which 11 912 636 are galaxies
outside masked regions. Only considering the 89 pointings for which we obtained accurate shape
catalogs, this leaves us with 8 315 162 galaxies for the foreground lens sample. The shear catalogs
consist in total of 2 960 048 objects, from which 2 416 426 are in areas which are not masked, en-
tering our background source catalog. The magnitude distribution (i′-band) of our foreground and
background samples is shown in Fig. 5.23. In Fig 5.24 we show the photometric redshift distribution
of our lens and source samples and compare them to the photometric redshift of Fu et al. (2008). Due
to stricter requirements in lens-source building our source sample is fainter, leading to a earlier decline
in number counts. Apart from that the distributions in general look similar.
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Fig. 5.23: Histogram of the i′-band magnitude for all 8 315 162 objects in our cleaned photometric redshift
catalog (red solid line) and for those in the photometric redshift catalog which are not eliminated in the
shape estimation procedure (green dashed line), i.e., for all 2 416 426 objects which enter our background
catalog. Objects that are large and bright and those which have a low signal-to-noise ratio do not enter the
shape catalog.
Fig. 5.24: Photometric redshift histogram for our lens sample. The red solid line shows the foreground
lens sample, the dashed green line shows the background source sample. The gap and the bump at redshift
∼ 1.7 is an artifact from photometric redshift calculation for objects with i′ > 24.5. However it does not
affect the lens and source samples as all sources are brighter than i′ = 24 and we are only considering
lenses with z≤ 1.
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5.5.1 Definition of Lens and Source Galaxy Samples
As the first step we need to assign objects from our photometric catalogs to our foreground lens
sample. As we intend to analyze the mass distribution of galaxies as a function of redshift, rest-
frame luminosity and SED-type, photometric redshift information for the foreground lens galaxies is
required. Among those galaxies from the photometric catalog sample we make the following selection
for the lens sample:
Mr′ <−17 and zlens ≤ 1 . (5.7)
This defines our maximum lens sample. Provided we have enough galaxies with shape estimates
behind the considered lens sample, we can investigate the properties of any lens subsamples of interest.
Next we need to assign our background source sample. For this we consider all galaxies with reliable
shape estimates and photometric redshifts, assigned during the merging process with the photometric
catalogs. Objects with photometric redshift zphot > 2 are discarded due to several reasons. Firstly,
the number of ignored objects with zphot > 2 is rather small, as the number counts strongly drop for
objects with z > 1.5. A second reason for this decision is the decreasing photometric redshift accuracy
for redshifts 2 < zphot < 3 for observations at the depth of CFHTLS-Wide, due to the lack of of NIR
information. The fraction of objects at zphot > 3, where u-band dropouts improve the redshift accuracy,
is negligible. Further objects with large photometric redshift uncertainties are ignored. This leads to
the following requirement for a maximum source sample:
∆zphot,source < 0.25 (1+ zphot,source) and zphot,source ≤ 2.0 . (5.8)
After these additional restrictions 4 942 433 galaxies remain in the maximum lens sample and
1 684 290 galaxies in the maximum source sample.
For the weak lensing analyses we investigate, for all considered foreground samples, the shapes of
background sources within a defined radius in angular and physical scale around the lenses. As min-
imum and maximum angular scale we choose radii of 5 arcsec and 15 arcmin, respectively. These
values correspond to physical radii of 3.3 h−1 kpc and 600 h−1 kpc at z = 0.05, 20 h−1 kpc and
3.8 h−1 Mpc at z = 0.5, and 28 h−1 kpc and 5.0 h−1 Mpc at z = 1. The outer angular cutoff radius of
15 arcmin, corresponding to a physical projected distance of 2.7 h−1 Mpc at z = 0.3, is chosen purely
for computational reasons as we only evaluate the lensing signal out to a distance of 2 h−1 Mpc.
In order to disentangle foreground and background and to avoid a confusion between foreground
lens and background source we require a minimal separation in redshift between lens and source
of zs− zd ≥
√
4∆ 2zd +4∆ 2zs ≈
√
8∆z, roughly translating into zs− zd ≥ 0.1, given our photometric un-
certainties of ∆z ≈ 0.04. In addition the weak lensing analysis of the ultimate background is not
recommendable as the weak signal contribution from these foreground-background pairs is strongly
suppressed due to the geometrical constellation. Considering, e.g., an SIS, the shear signal scales with
Dds/Ds, the ratio of angular diameter distances between deflector and source and observer and source,
respectively. For zs ≈ zd it approaches zero, steeply rising for increasing source redshift, eventually
converging against 1 for zs −→ ∞. In order to exclude the contribution of very low signal-to noise
pairs we further reject lens-source pairs with Dds/Ds < 0.1 (cf. Fig. 5.29). Finally we want to exclude
areas with large errors in the estimation of the critical surface mass density Σc, as the fractional error
in mass density, converted from the measured shear signal, is directly proportional to the fractional
error in surface mass density δΣc/Σc. Assuming Gaussian photometric redshift errors with a width of
∆z = 0.05 (1+ z) the fractional error in Σc does not exceed a value of 0.3 for zs > 1.1 · zd +0.15 and
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Fig. 5.25: Flowchart for our lens and background definition.
zd > 0.05 (see Fig. 5.30), representing a stricter condition for the pair selection. In total our selection
criteria summarize as follows (see also Fig. 5.25):
0.05 < zlens ≤ 1.0, zsource ≤ 2.0 and zsource ≥ 1.1 · zlens +0.15 , (5.9)
ensuring the disentanglement of foreground and background, the validity of Dds/Ds > 0.1 and the
fractional surface mass density error δΣc/Σc not exceeding a value of 0.3. This leaves us with maxi-
mum number of Npairs = 601 245 059 lens-source pair combinations.
5.5.2 Definition of Lens Subsamples
We want to analyze the properties of our lens sample as a function of several quantities, such as
rest-frame luminosity, SED type, redshift or the environment, where the considered lens resides. We
therefore firstly split our main lens sample into absolute magnitude intervals with a width of one
magnitude in the range −17≥Mr′ ≥−24 and additionally into half magnitude intervals from −21≥
Mr′ ≥ −24. Further we consider four redshift intervals 0.05 < zlens ≤ 0.3, 0.3 < zlens ≤ 0.5, 0.5 <
zlens ≤ 0.7 and 0.7 < zlens ≤ 1.0. Further, as we want to investigate the properties of all lenses as a
function of their SED type or morphology, we need to split them into individual subsamples of red and
blue galaxies. For this we follow the approach of Dahlen et al. (2005), using the (B−V ) rest-frame
colors in AB-system for the galaxy classification, defining all galaxies with (B−V )> 0.7 as red and
all galaxies with (B−V )≤ 0.7 as blue galaxies. We estimate the rest-frame colors using the absolute
magnitude estimates derived from the best-fitting template in the photometric calculation with the
PhotoZ-code. We cross-check this selection by considering the classification for the spectroscopic
Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) sample from SDSS (see Eisenstein et al. 2001), confirming that this
classification excellently works for the LRG sample (see also Fig. 5.26). Additionally we verify our
galaxy classification by considering the absolute r′-band magnitude and the apparent (g′− r′)- and
(r′− i′)-colors for all galaxies. This is in agreement with Loveday et al. (2012), who used the absolute
(g′− r′)-color as a function of the absolute r′-band magnitude to distinguish red from blue galaxies.
For lack of individual absolute colors for all galaxies we consider the apparent (g′− r′)-color. At least
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Fig. 5.26: (B-V) restframe color histogram for the SDSS LRG sample (Eisenstein et al. 2001) in the AB-
system. The (B−V )-colors are taken from our SED template that best match the SDSS photometry at the
spectroscopic redshift of the LRG. For almost all objects the assumption (B−V ) > 0.7 holds, justifying
the chosen galaxy classification for red and blue galaxies (see Dahlen et al. 2005).
looking at low redshift objects this represents a justifiable approximation, but as we will see also for
higher redshifts meaningful conclusions can be extracted. Fig. 5.27 shows that red and blues galaxies
populate distinct regions in the Mr′− (g′− r) space, indicating an at most small contamination rate for
our galaxy subsamples, especially considering the higher redshift bins. Only for low redshifts there
is a small overlap between red and blue galaxies. Further we plot the (g′− r)- and the (r′− i′)-colors
(see Tojeiro et al. 2012 for moderate redshift galaxies with 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 0.7). Taking into account the
results from Fig. 5.28, showing the good separation of red and blue galaxies in (g′− r′)- vs. (r′− i′)-
color-space, this approves our chosen classification criterion.
As we do not only want to investigate the properties of our lens galaxies with respect to luminosity
and morphology but also as a function of the environment, the galaxies populate, we need to define
an estimator for the local lens environment density. For the estimation of this density we consider
the relative galaxy density within a certain redshift range and projected angular separation around the
investigated lens. First we consider all galaxies with ∆z = ±0.2 in front and behind the investigated
lens galaxy within a maximum angular separation of 30 arcsec from the lens and then compare the
number of galaxies in this region with the total number of galaxies within this redshift bin all over the
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entire one square degree pointing. By calculating the ratio of these two quantities we obtain a relative
local environment density. We use this density to assign the following lens subsamples. We define:
i) a very dense environment lens sample (10% of galaxies populating the densest environments),
ii) a dense environment lens sample (50% of galaxies populating denser environments),
iii) a low density environment lens sample (50% of galaxies populating lower density environ-
ments)
iv) and a very low density environment lens sample (10% of galaxies populating the lowest density
environments).
5.6 Lens Mass Errors from Photometric Redshifts and Shape Measure-
ment Errors
In order to estimate the excess surface mass density ∆Σ (see equation 3.20) we use the foreground-
background pair average
∆ ˆΣ(R) =
〈
ˆΣc γˆt(R)
〉
fg−bg−pair , (5.10)
where the ‘hat’ indicates the estimates. We obtain the critical surface mass density estimate ˆΣc from
the photometric redshift estimates of the background-foreground pair and the shear estimate γˆt(R)
from the background shapes, translating the angular scale θ into a physical length scale with ˆR= θ ˆDd.
The relation between the true gravitational shear γt(R) at projected distance R and its estimate γˆt(R)
is given by
γˆt(R) = γt(R)+
[
γt( ˆR)− γt(R)
]
+δγshape ≡ γt(R)+∆γt( ˆR,R)+δγshape . (5.11)
We introduce a distance-independent shear estimation error δγshear, coming from the shape measure-
ment error, the intrinsic shape noise and a potential shape estimation bias, where we further introduce
the ‘profile error’
∆γt( ˆR,R) = γt( ˆR)− γt(R) = γt(θ ˆDd)− γt(θDd) , (5.12)
originating from the mixing of physical scales when translating angles into length scales. The profile
error vanishes if a spectroscopic lens sample is used. The size of the profile error in general depends
on the profile steepness. E.g., for a power law with γt(R) ∝ R−α it is given by
∆γt( ˆR,R) = γt
(
Rα − ˆRα
ˆRα
)
. (5.13)
Thus we see that the profile error increases with the steepness of the profile. Assuming an isothermal
profile with α = 1, equation (5.13) becomes
∆γSISt ( ˆR,R) = γt
(
Dd− ˆDd
ˆDd
)
. (5.14)
This means that for small redshift errors the profile error becomes(
∆γSISt ( ˆR,R)
γt(R)
)
zd≈0
=
zd− zˆd
zˆd
=
∆zd
zd
. (5.15)
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Fig. 5.27: Density contours, showing the absolute r′-band rest-frame magnitude vs. the apparent (g′− r′)-
color for different redshift intervals. The black solid lines show the distribution of all galaxies, the red
dashed lines the distribution of red galaxies and the green dotted lines the distribution of blue galaxies.
As we can see, red and blue galaxies populate distinct regions in the color-magnitude space, especially
for higher redshifts. For lower redshifts there is a small overlap between red and blue galaxies in the
color-magnitude plane.
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Fig. 5.28: Density contours showing the apparent (g′−r)-color vs. the apparent (r′− i′)-color for different
redshift intervals. The black solid lines show the distribution of all galaxies, the red dashed lines the
distribution of red galaxies and the green dotted lines the distribution of blue galaxies. In color-space
our defined red and blue galaxy samples populate distinct regions, when considering redshifts z ≥ 0.4 in
agreement with Tojeiro et al. (2012). For lower redshifts our (g′− r′) vs. (r′− i−) colors of red and blue
galaxies overlap.
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We see that already photometric redshift errors without a bias can impose a bias on the shear profile
estimates. To obtain a better understanding for this we consider foreground-background pairs with a
projected separation estimate ˆR in the lens plane and a redshift estimate zˆd. If the redshift estimate
is too low (zˆd < zd) the projected separation between lens and source is also underestimated ( ˆR < R),
i.e., sources are scattered from larger too shorter projected separations. In this case the gravitational
shear will be underestimated. Analogously an overestimate of the lens redshift (zˆd > zd) will lead to an
overestimate of the gravitational shear signal, i.e., a possible bias depends on the redshift distribution
of the analyzed lens sample. If the lens redshift distribution is flat, about the same number of galaxies
are scattered down from higher redshift and scattered up from lower redshifts and the mean projected
separation within a ring of diameter ˆR equals the true distance R. If the lens distribution has a positive
slope, i.e., the lens number increases as a function of redshift, a higher number of galaxies can be
scattered down to lower redshifts than scattered up. In this case the mean redshift zˆd and the mean
projected separation ˆR and thus the gravitational shear signal are underestimated. In order to estimate
the maximal bias in the measurement of the velocity distribution we performed a lensing signal sim-
ulation, scattering our photometric redshift by adding a Gaussian redshift distribution of 0.03 (1+z).
Even in the most extreme scenario (lowest redshift lenses, i.e., steep rise in the redshifts counts and
asymmetric redshift scattering, as there are no lower redshift lenses which can be scattered up), we
observe a bias of smaller than 4%, for larger lens redshifts the bias rapidly decreases. The number of
low redshift lenses is low compared to the total number of lenses. We therefore make no attempt to
correct for this bias. For a given foreground-background distance distribution the bias increases with
photometric redshift scatter. In linear order the ratio of the estimator and true contribution for each
pair is given by
ˆΣc γˆt(R)
Σc γt(R)
= 1+
δΣc
Σc
+
∆γt( ˆR,R)
γt(R)
+
δγshape
γt(R)
. (5.16)
If we define ∆ ˆΣ = ∆Σ +δ∆Σ and ˆΣc = Σc +δΣc and insert equation (5.16) into equation (5.10) we
obtain in linear order for the error of the estimator:
δ∆Σ(R) =
〈
γt(R) Σc
[
δΣc
Σc +
∆γt( ˆR,R)
γt(R) +
δγshape
γt(R)
]〉
fg−bg−pair
=
〈
γt(R) δΣc +∆γt( ˆR,R) Σc +δγshape Σc
〉
fg−bg−pair .
(5.17)
The error of the estimator of ∆Σ can be used to obtain the error estimates in presence of scatter in
the photometric redshifts and shape estimates. Equations (5.13)-(5.15) together with equation (5.17)
explain why lens redshift errors have more severe consequences on the GGL analysis than source red-
shift errors. This in particular is true when considering very small lens redshifts, as for ∆zd ≈ 0.03 and
zd ≈ 0.1 the fractional error in Σc can easily approach an order of 30%. As for larger redshift the de-
pendence of the lens distance Dd on the redshift flattens, the effect on the profile error also diminishes.
The independent shear estimation error δshape includes intrinsic shape noise, the shape measurement
error and potential systematics. As the value of δγshape/γt is of the order of 0.3/0.002 ≈ 150 per
foreground-background pair, the relative shape error exceeds the relative profile error by more than a
factor of 500.
We now calculate the errors due to shape noise and photometric redshifts errors in more detail. In
order to estimate the statistical error in γt(R) and ∆Σ(R) the tangential shear relative to a random fore-
ground can be used. This is shown in more detail in Section 6.3.1. For any given galaxy lens sample
the background is specified by the selection criterion defined in equation (5.9). The analysis of esti-
mating γt and ∆Σ is repeated, replacing the true tangential ellipticity by the shape of the background
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Fig. 5.29: Fractional systematic and statistical error δDd/Dd in the estimation of the angular distance
of the lens Dd in presence of photometric redshift errors. The dashed line shows the statistical and the
solid line the systematic error for a Gaussian redshift error distribution with a scatter of 0.05 (1+ z). The
systematic error in Dd is below 10% for z≥ 0.05 and well below 5% for z≥ 0.1.
galaxy with a randomized phase or by the shape of another object in the background galaxy catalog.
In order to estimate the errors introduced by the photometric redshift uncertainties we investigate the
propagated systematic errors in the angular diameter distance of the deflector δDd/Dd and the critical
surface mass density δΣc/Σc. The simulation is built in such way, to rather overestimate than under-
estimate the errors. This is especially true when considering very low redshifts, where scattering the
photometric redshifts could easily lead do negative lens redshift values which are not realized in the
observational data. The total errors can be written as the sum of the systematic error and the statistical
error, e.g., for the error of the critical surface mass density Σc:
δΣc =
√
δΣc2syst +
δΣc2stat
n
. (5.18)
In order to disentangle systematic and statistical error we investigate two different sample sizes of
100 000 and 1 000 objects (see also Gruen et al. 2010) and solve the resulting system of equation.
In both cases, the systematic error is significantly smaller than the corresponding statistical error.
For a lens redshift of z = 0.05, we obtain a fractional error of δDd/Dd smaller than 10% for the lens
distance, further dropping below 5% when considering higher redshifts (see also Fig. 5.29). Regarding
the critical excess surface mass density, the fractional error δΣc/Σc is larger than in the case of the
angular diameter distance of the lens Dd, caused by the multiple dependence of Σc on the redshift (Dd,
Ds and Dds). However, by applying the selection criterion defined in equation (5.9), we can ensure
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that the systematic errors do not exceed the 30% level (see Fig. 5.30).
We now further estimate the systematic errors for more extreme cases. Considering Σc, in the case
of a 20% redshift bias for lens-source pairs close in redshift, we expect for lenses with z ∼ 0.7 and
a fraction of 25% in the close-redshift space a systematic error of 0.75 · 1+ 0.25 · 1.2 = 1.05. This
corresponds to an overestimation of δΣc/Σc ∼ 5%. Considering the other extreme at the low redshift
end, the fraction of lens-source pairs is only about 5%, leading to a fractional systematic error of
0.95 · 1+ 0.05 · 1.2 = 1.01, i.e., δΣc/Σc = 1%. If we consider the complete lens-source sample we
obtain 0.88 · 1+ 0.12 · 1.2 = 1.02, this means we do not expect a systematic bias of δΣc/Σc of more
than 2% due to photometric redshift inaccuracies. We therefore conclude that the expected systematic
errors due to photometric redshift uncertainties are small enough to be neglected.
5.7 Systematic Errors from Intrinsic Alignment
This section is directly taken from Section 3.8, Brimioulle et al. (2013).
Galaxies which are in the same structure and thus physically connected are not randomly dis-
tributed in orientation but rather intrinsically aligned (Hirata et al. 2004), for instance satellite
galaxies tend to be radially aligned relative to their central galaxies. This is why intrinsic alignment
(IA) is a major issue in the interpretation of cosmic shear data (see e.g. Mandelbaum et al. 2006b
or Bridle & King 2007). The observed two-point correlation function for the ellipticity of galaxy
pairs is 〈εiε∗j 〉= 〈γiγ∗j 〉+ 〈εSi εS∗j 〉+ 〈γiεS∗j 〉+ 〈εSi γ∗j 〉, where εS and ε are the unlensed and lensed
ellipticities and γi is the cosmic shear at redshift zi (see e.g. Joachimi & Schneider 2008). The first
term on the right hand side is the desired cosmic shear signal, the second term (called II) describes the
intrinsic alignment of two galaxies. Unless the two galaxies are physically associated (i.e. they are
required to be at same redshift) this term is zero. The third term describes (for zi ≤ z j) the correlation
of a foreground gravitational shear with the intrinsic ellipticity of a background galaxy and is zero.
The fourth term (called GI) describes the correlation between the intrinsic ellipticity of a foreground
galaxy and the gravitational shear acting on a background galaxy.
In GGL, however, one measures the tangential alignment, i.e. the cross-correlation of a background
galaxy shape and the foreground lens position. Therefore intrinsic alignment theoretically should
not be an issue at all. This situation is different in case of a foreground-background mismatch due
to photometric redshift errors, where the photometric redshift of the assumed background object is
overestimated and the galaxy actually is embedded in the foreground structure. If the falsely assumed
background galaxy is randomly oriented relative to the foreground galaxy considered, then the shear
signal is just diluted and our error considerations from Section 5.6 apply. If however the background
galaxy has a preferred direction to the foreground an additional source of systematic error arises. If
these false ‘background’ galaxies are fainter than the foreground galaxies, they will likely be their
satellites (if associated to the foreground structure) and thus will on average be radially aligned (see
Agustsson & Brainerd 2006). This then leads to a false detection of the GI-signal.
The separation of GGL and intrinsic alignment is investigated in detail by Blazek et al. (2012). To
isolate IA from the lensing signal, they exploited the fact, that the contamination of the background
galaxy sample with foreground galaxies should decrease if a more distant background slice is
considered. They measured the excess surface mass density ∆Σ associated with SDSS-LRGs using
two source subsamples in two redshift slices behind the lens.
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Fig. 5.30: Fractional error of the critical surface density, δΣc/Σc, in the presence of photometric redshift
errors, as a function of the lens and source redshift. The upper panel shows the statistical error, the
lower panel the systematic error. The photometric redshift errors in this simulation are Gaussian with a
scatter of 0.05 (1+ z). The magenta and the red contours show δΣc/Σc = 0.5 and δΣc/Σc = 0.3 levels,
respectively. Blue and green contours show the δΣc/Σc = 0.1 and δΣc/Σc = 0.05 levels. The fractional
systematic error is below 0.3 if zsource = 1.1 · zlens + 0.15 (dashed black line) and zlens > 0.05, which is
the source-lens redshift requirement set in equation (5.9). The errors are in general rather overestimated
than underestimated. This is especially true for very low redshift sources, where the scattering during
randomization can lead to negative lens redshifts, which are not realized in the observational data.
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They conclude that the size of IA for their lens sample is small (and consistent with zero, see their
Figure 3). Their Figure 2 shows that for all scales larger than 100 h−1 kpc the signal extracted for two
redshift subsets agrees which implies that the imprint of IA on ∆Σ can be neglected.
In our case we can infer the potential error due to IA from Figure 6.24 in Section 6.3. The magenta
and green points show the ∆Σ values obtained for foreground lenses with 0.05 < z ≤ 0.5 using
the shear signal from galaxies in the redshift slices of 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 0.73 and 1.01 ≤ z ≤ 2. Since the
contamination of the z = 1−2 sample should be zero, the difference between the green and magenta
points quantifies the maximal error due to IA in the low z background sample with 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 0.73.
All values agree within 2σ . We therefore conclude that systematic errors due to IA are small enough
to be neglected.
Chapter 6
Weak Lensing Analysis
This chapter describes analyses and results which have been submitted (Brimioulle et al. 2013).
6.1 Measurement of the Tangential Shear
The simplest and most direct measurement in a galaxy-galaxy lensing (GGL) analysis is the mea-
surement of the tangential shear or tangential alignment (see equation 3.29), describing the mean
orientation of the major axes of considered background source galaxies. This measurement does in
principle not require the knowledge of photometric redshifts, the selection of foreground and back-
ground sample can also be done with, e.g., the application of magnitude cuts for lenses and sources
(see, e.g., Hoekstra et al. 2003, 2004 or Parker et al. 2007). However, without photometric redshift
information the observable angular separations between lens and source cannot be converted into
projected separations in physical units for individual sources, but only on average by estimating the
effective redshift of the lens sample. Therefore, the observed tangential shear signal obtained in this
way, represents a mixing of various physical scales, as our lens sample covers a large redshift range
of 0.05 < zphot ≤ 1.0. For this reason we choose to make use of the photometric redshift knowledge,
measuring γt and directly mapping it to the physical projected distance
∆x = Dd ·θ (6.1)
and calculate a weighted mean for the tangential shear values from each individual lens-source pair.
As weights we use the definition introduced by Hoekstra et al. (2000),
w =
(Pg)2
(Pg)2σ2ε + 〈∆ε2〉
, (6.2)
with σε being the scatter of the intrinsic galaxy ellipticites and
√
〈∆ε2〉 the Gaussian uncertainty of
the observed ellipticity measurement. The major motivation for our tangential shear analysis is the
visual investigation of the main lens contribution to the tangential shear and its limitations, i.e., to
which distance the shear γt is dominated by the considered central lens, and when the signal starts to
be dominated by halos of nearby galaxies or by a parent group or cluster halo.
Weak lensing provides a very simple and comfortable opportunity to check for obvious systematics.
The rotation of the source major axis by 45 degrees transforms the tangential shear γt into the
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so-called cross-shear γc, also called B-mode. Gravity being a conservative force, i.e., not producing
curls, the cross-shear signal is supposed to vanish. This can easily be checked. Vanishing of the
cross-shear does not absolutely guarantee the absence of systematics, but on the other hand its
presence is a strong indicator for remaining systematic effects.
Fig. 6.1 shows the tangential shear γt(R) as a function of the projected distance R between lens and
source, averaging over all galaxies and over red and blue galaxies separately. For this analysis we only
consider lenses with −20≤Mr′ ≤−24. As we can see the B-modes of all three lens samples are well
consistent with zero. We estimate the velocity dispersion for the three galaxy lens samples assuming
an SIS profile, only considering data points representing smaller separations than R = 200 h−1 kpc
for two reasons. Firstly, an SIS profile is not a reasonable physical assumption for larger distances
as the integrated mass does not converge and secondly, by rejecting larger separations we reduce the
contamination by shear contributions induced by secondary halos. In order to convert the tangential
shear signal amplitude into a velocity dispersion we need to define the effective distance ratio Dds/Ds
for the individual lens subsamples. We estimate this quantity by calculating the weighted mean of the
individual distance ratios of all lens-source pairs, using the weight defined in equation (6.2). For the
inner regions the fits follow very well the profile of an SIS out to a scale of R∼ 200 h−1 kpc, showing
different amplitudes for the three lens samples. For the combined sample we find a velocity dispersion
of σ = 117±1 km s−1, the red galaxy sample shows a velocity dispersion of σred = 148± 2 km s−1
and the blue galaxy sample a value of σblue = 99±2 km s−1. The higher value for the red and the
lower value for the blue sample are partially explained by different mean rest-frame luminosities as
the combined sample has an effective luminosity of 〈Mr′〉=−21.0 while the red galaxy sample has
〈Mr′〉=−21.3 and the blue lens sample 〈Mr′〉=−20.9. However, the more important reason for the
observed amplitude difference is given by the higher mass of elliptical galaxies compared to spiral
galaxies with same luminosity. Looking at larger scales, the tangential shear profile for the complete
and for the blue lens sample are still consistent within the predictions of an SIS, while the shear
profile for the red galaxy sample clearly exceeds the expectation of the SIS profile. This deviation
is assumed to be most likely induced by secondary halos, more strongly affecting the red galaxies’
shear profile. This mirrors that the red (mainly early type) galaxies are more strongly correlated
with each other and in general more often populate denser regions as galaxy groups or clusters
than galaxies wither bluer colors. In order to estimate the expected signal strength, we compare the
observational data to the predictions of a simulated lensing survey. The details of the simulations are
described in Section 3.4.4. Fig. 6.2, shows that the tangential shear expectations γt, assuming a BBS
profile and assuming an NFW profile, respectively. Both describe observational tangential fairly well.
Extracting the theoretical values for the velocity dispersion from the simulated shear profiles, we
obtain σ = 114 km s−1 for the BBS combined sample and σ = 115 km s−1 for the NFW combined
sample (the observational value was σ = 117±1 km s−1), σred = 152 km s−1 for the BBS red sample
and σred = 151 km s−1 for the NFW red sample (the observational value was σred = 148±2 km s−1)
and finally a value of σblue = 92 km s−1 for the blue BBS sample and σblue = 94 km s−1 for the blue
NFW sample, with σblue = 99±2 km s−1 being the observational value. A summary is shown in
Table 6.1. In particular we confirm the results of Brainerd (2010), that multiple deflection effects lead
to an excess in the measured shear signal, observing that especially the simulated red galaxy shear
signal significantly exceeds the predictions of an SIS on larger scales. In contrast, looking at small
separations, where the ‘main’ lens still dominates the signal and for spiral galaxies also for larger
separations, a shear excess is not observed. We will further discuss the dependence of the shear signal
with respect to the environment in the later sections, then also investigating the excess surface mass
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Mr′ 〈Mr′〉 σtrue [km s−1] σsim,BBS [km s−1] σsim,NFW [km s−1]
Main Lens Sample
−24≤Mr′ ≤−20 -21.0 117±1 114 115
−24≤Mr′ ≤−23 -23.3 240±4 219 239
−23≤Mr′ ≤−22 -22.4 164±4 166 175
−22≤Mr′ ≤−21 -21.4 124±2 123 123
−21≤Mr′ ≤−20 -20.5 93±2 91 87
Red Lens Sample
−24≤Mr′ ≤−20 -21.3 148±2 152 151
−24≤Mr′ ≤−23 -23.3 255±5 237 259
−23≤Mr′ ≤−22 -22.4 182±7 186 195
−22≤Mr′ ≤−21 -21.5 147±3 150 147
−21≤Mr′ ≤−20 -20.5 116±4 125 113
Blue Lens Sample
−24≤Mr′ ≤−20 -20.9 99±2 92 94
−24≤Mr′ ≤−23 -23.3 205±10 175 190
−23≤Mr′ ≤−22 -22.4 138±4 135 144
−22≤Mr′ ≤−21 -21.4 109±4 103 106
−21≤Mr′ ≤−20 -20.4 87±3 80 80
Table 6.1: Fit values for the velocity dispersion σ considering several luminosity bins, for observational
data and BBS and NFW simulations, respectively.
density ∆Σ .
We further investigate the tangential shear for different luminosities, splitting all three consid-
ered lens samples into four magnitude intervals for Mr′ between -24 and -20 of one magnitude width.
Also in this case the observed B-modes are consistent with zero. Measuring the velocity dispersions
of each individual luminosity bin, the observed decrease in velocity dispersion for fainter and
therefore less massive lenses agrees well with the results of Faber & Jackson (1976) or Tully & Fisher
(1977). The values for the fitted velocity dispersion σ in the considered combined lens luminosity
bins are shown in Table 6.1. Further, considering the subsamples of different galaxy types but same
luminosity, the conclusion of red galaxies being more massive than average or blue galaxies of
the same luminosity is confirmed, as the velocity dispersions of red galaxies in all luminosity bins
significantly exceed the values of their blue counterparts. Considering the combined lens sample
the values for the velocity dispersions are, as expected, lower than for red galaxies, but higher than
for the blue ones. The tangential shear profiles, discriminating the individual luminosity bins for all
galaxies are shown in Fig. 6.3, for the red lens sample in Fig. 6.5 and finally for the blue lens sample
in Fig. 6.7. We append the corresponding tangential shear plots based on BBS and NFW simulations
for the individual luminosity bins for comparison in Figs. 6.4 (combined lens sample), 6.6 (red lens
sample) and 6.8 (blue lens sample). The values for the shear amplitudes in the simulations mostly
agree fairly well with the observational data, see Table 6.1.
Finally, we also consider the characteristics of the tangential shear profile for lenses populating
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Fig. 6.1: Tangential shear γt for a lens sample with −24 ≤ i′ ≤ −20, fitting an SIS profile for the inner
part out to a scale of R ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, considering all galaxy types (black circles and solid fit-line),
red (red triangles and dashed fit-line) and blue galaxies (blue squares and dotted fit-line) individually.
The green dashed line indicates the 1-σ -level for remaining systematics. The signal amplitude is highest
for red galaxies, exceeding the expectation for an SIS at scales larger than R = 200 h−1 kpc. The blue
galaxy sample shows the lowest tangential shear amplitude, not deviating from an SIS profile for larger
separations, as spiral are mostly found in environments of lower density than cluster environment. The
combined galaxy sample shows a shear profile lying between elliptical and spiral sample. The values for
the velocity dispersion σ , derived by fitting an SIS out to a distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in
Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.2: Simulated tangential shear profile (see Section 3.4.4) for lenses with −24≤ i′ ≤−20. The upper
panel shows the results based on the BBS simulation, the lower panel shows the results based on the NFW
simulation. The tangential shear signals, based on either of both simulations, agree well with the actually
observed profile (see Fig. 6.1). The values for the velocity dispersion σ , derived by fitting an SIS out to a
distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.3: Tangential shear profiles for the complete lens sample, discriminating four luminosity bins for
−24 ≤ i′ ≤ −23 in magenta (crosses, dashed-dotted fit-line), −23 ≤ i′ ≤ −22 in red (triangles, dashed
fit-line), −22 ≤ i′ ≤ −21 in blue (squares, dotted fit-line) and finally −21 ≤ i′ ≤ −20 in green (circles,
solid fit-line). The estimated values for the velocity dispersions decrease with decreasing luminosity, as
predicted by the Faber-Jackson or Tully-Fisher relation. The values for the velocity dispersion σ , derived
by fitting an SIS out to a distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.4: Simulated tangential shear γt for all lenses, showing the profiles for individual luminosity bins
with −24 ≤ i′ ≤ −20. The upper panel shows the results of the BBS simulation, the lower panel of the
NFW simulation. The simulations are widely consistent with the observational data. The values for the
velocity dispersion σ , derived by fitting an SIS out to a distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.5: Tangential shear profiles for the red lens sample, discriminating four luminosity bins for −24 ≤
i′ ≤ −23 in magenta (crosses, dashed-dotted fit-line), −23 ≤ i′ ≤ −22 in red (triangles, dashed fit-line),
−22 ≤ i′ ≤ −21 in blue (squares, dotted fit-line) and finally −21 ≤ i′ ≤ −20 in green (circles, solid fit-
line). The estimated values for the velocity dispersions decrease with decreasing luminosity, as predicted
by the Faber-Jackson. All values for σ are higher than for the combined lens sample. The values for the
velocity dispersion σ , derived by fitting an SIS out to a distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.6: Simulated tangential shear γt for red lenses, showing the profiles for individual luminosity bins
with −24 ≤ i′ ≤ −20. The upper panel shows the results of the BBS simulation, the lower panel of the
NFW simulation. The simulations are widely consistent with the observational data. The values for the
velocity dispersion σ , derived by fitting an SIS out to a distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.7: Tangential shear profiles for the blue lens sample, discriminating four luminosity bins for −24≤
i′ ≤ −23 in magenta (crosses, dashed-dotted fit-line), −23 ≤ i′ ≤ −22 in red (triangles, dashed fit-line),
−22 ≤ i′ ≤ −21 in blue (squares, dotted fit-line) and finally −21 ≤ i′ ≤ −20 in green (circles, solid fit-
line). The estimated values for the velocity dispersions decrease with decreasing luminosity, as predicted
by the Tully-Fisher relation. All values for σ are lower than for the combined lens sample. The values
for the velocity dispersion σ , derived by fitting an SIS out to a distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in
Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.8: Simulated tangential shear γt for blue lenses, showing the profiles for individual luminosity bins
with −24 ≤ i′ ≤ −20. The upper panel shows the results of the BBS simulation, the lower panel of the
NFW simulation. The simulations are widely consistent with the observational data. The values for the
velocity dispersion σ , derived by fitting an SIS out to a distance of ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, are shown in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.9: Tangential shear profile for the combined lens sample with −24 ≤ i′ ≤ −17, distinguishing be-
tween environment of different density (see Section 5.5.2 for the exact definition). The SIS fits are obtained
within a projected separation of R = 200 h−1 kpc. The combined lens sample, consisting of all lenses in
all environments, is shown with black circles and black solid fit-line as reference (see also Fig. 6.1). Blue
(squares, dashed-dotted fit-line) and green (diamonds, solid fit-line) show lenses in environment with low
and very low density, red (triangles, dashed fit-line) and magenta (crosses, dotted fit-line) show lenses in
high and very high density environment. We see that the amplitude increases with environment density.
Further the contribution of the secondary halos significantly increases with environment density. This is
negligible for low density samples, but strongly enhances the shear signal on large scales in high density
environments, even leading to an almost constant signal in the very high density environment.
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environments of different density. Following the definition in Section 5.5.2 we distinguish between
lenses in high, low, very high and very low density environments. As Fig. 6.9 shows, the observed
tangential profiles in the different environments significantly differ in amplitude and in large scale
behavior. The lowest signal is observed for lenses populating the very low density environment, not
only showing the lowest amplitude, but dropping to zero very soon and even showing a constantly
negative E-mode for scales R > 400 h−1 kpc. This indicates that the average convergence at the
edge of the considered circle is higher than the mean convergence enclosed by this circle (see equa-
tion 3.19). For the low density lens sample we find that the amplitude is higher than for the very low
density case, the profile nicely follows an SIS on shorter scales, then dropping down to zero but not
showing negative values. In both low density cases there is hardly any impact of nearby halos visible
in the signal (as expected when the environment is poor). The mean density lens sample consisting
of all lenses in all environments follows nicely an SIS out to a scale of R = 200−300 h−1 kpc, even
showing a small excess in γt. This effect is even stronger considering the high density lens sample,
which shows a further increase in shear amplitude, exceeding the predictions of an SIS already for
projected separations R > 150−200 h−1 kpc at a higher level. The very high density sample finally
hardly shows any dependence of shear on projected separation. On one hand the profile shows the
highest amplitude of all considered environment subsamples and on the other hand the amplitude
remains approximately constant on all considered scale out to a distance of R = 700 h−1 kpc. This
flat behavior is also confirmed in our 3D-LOS-projected lensing signal simulations (see Fig. 6.43 in
Section 6.5), where we see that this flatness originates in the multiple gravitational deflections on
brighter nearby galaxies in the close environment.
6.2 Measurement of the Excess Surface Mass Density
6.2.1 Measurement of ∆Σ for Several Luminosity Intervals
Now we ultimately make use of photometric redshift information and multiply the tangential shear
with the critical surface mass density Σc, which depends on the geometrical constellation, i.e., the
angular diameter distances and therefore the redshifts. This converts γt(R) into the excess surface mass
density ∆Σ(R) (see equation 3.20), directly mapping the investigated projected surface mass densities.
Also for the estimation of ∆Σ we use the weighted mean (see equation 6.2) of all considered lens-
source pairs. For all investigated lens samples, on scales out to 1 h−1 Mpc, we fit the excess surface
mass density for illustrative reasons with a power law,
∆Σ(R) = A [R/1Mpc]−α . (6.3)
In this fit an exponent of α = 1 corresponds to an isothermal profile. In Fig. 6.10 the excess surface
mass density is shown for all lenses in black, red lenses in red and blue lenses in blue. The drawn
picture perfectly mirrors the results from Fig. 6.1, confirming the higher masses for elliptical galaxies
in comparison to spiral galaxies, the combined sample lying in between. In the following we analyze
the magnitude dependence of the excess surface mass density ∆Σ for four luminosity intervals of
half a magnitude width with −21 ≥ i′ ≥ −23 and five luminosity bins of one magnitude width with
−23≥ i′ ≥−24 and −17≥ i′ ≥−21, respectively.
We show the ∆Σ−profiles in Fig. 6.11, confirming the results from the tangential shear measurement.
As expected, also the amplitude of ∆Σ strongly depends on the luminosity (and thus on the mass) of
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Fig. 6.10: Excess surface mass density ∆Σ for the complete luminosity sample with −24 ≤ i′ ≤ −17 for
all lenses (black circles), red (red triangles) and blue lenses (blue squares). The profiles are self-similar,
showing a significantly higher amplitude considering red galaxies (red dashed line) than blue galaxies
(blue dotted lines), the overall sample lying in between (black solid line).
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Fig. 6.11: Excess surface mass density for individual luminosity bins. The combined galaxy type sample
is shown with black circles and solid fit-line, the red galaxy lens sample is shown with red triangles and
dashed fit-line and the blue lens sample is shown with blue squares and dotted fit-line. In every single
luminosity bin the red galaxy amplitudes of the surface mass profiles exceed the values of the blue ones.
As can be seen in the upper row the lensing signal in the fainter luminosity bins is dominated by blue
lenses, outnumbering their red counterparts. The fraction of red lenses increases with luminosity leading to
a rapprochement between the combined lens and the red lens profile. This trend continues until, regarding
the brightest luminosity bins, the signal is red SED dominated.
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the considered lenses, increasing with luminosity, as the tangential shear already did before. Investi-
gating the combined galaxy sample we further find that the profile slope increases from α ∼ 0.3 for
luminosities −17 > Mr′ >−18 to α ∼ 0.9 for galaxies with −24 > Mr′ >−23. Consisting of higher
masses for same luminosity, the amplitude of the excess surface mass density ∆Σ is higher for red
than for blue galaxies in every single investigated luminosity bin. We see that for high luminosities
the total lens signal is dominated by red galaxies, outnumbering their blue counterparts. This relation
turns into its opposite when considering intervals with decreasing luminosity, as the fraction of blue
galaxies significantly increases. Therefore in the faintest considered luminosity bins finally, the ∆Σ
profiles are dominated by blue lenses. However, the increasing difference between red and blue lens
profiles is remarkable. While in the brightest luminosity bins the amplitude of ∆Σ for both galaxy
types are similar, regarding the faintest luminosity bins the red galaxy signal is significantly higher
than for blue lenses. This indicates a combination of significantly higher mass of red low luminosity
galaxies than of blue ones of same luminosity and a more strongly pronounced preference of red low
mass galaxies to reside in denser environments. Further addressing the question about observable
evolution in our lens sample, we repeat our measurement of ∆Σ in all luminosity bins, restricting our
lens sample to a redshift range of zphot ≤ 0.3. As Fig. 6.12 shows, we do not observe a significant
difference in the lensing signal for lenses with 0.05 < zphot ≤ 0.3 and 0.05 < zphot ≤ 1.0.
We compare the results for the excess surface mass density ∆Σ with the literature. Mandelbaum et al.
(2006c) analyzed ∆Σ from SDSS-data and investigated individual luminosity bins with
−22.5 ≤ Mr’,SDSS ≤ −17.0. For the foreground sample Mandelbaum et al. (2006c) used spec-
troscopic redshift information, for the background sample photometric redshifts were applied for
bright galaxies (r′SDSS < 21) and a statistical redshift distribution for fainter sources. In comparison
to Mandelbaum et al. (2006c) this work covers a much smaller area, but consists of a significantly
deeper dataset. In the following we consider and compare the corresponding luminosity bins. As in
contrast to Mandelbaum et al. (2006c) our rest-frame magnitudes are, firstly, not given in AB but in
the Vega system and, secondly, not calculated with a Hubble parameter of H0 = 100 km s−1 Mpc−1
but with H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1, in order to adjust for these differences we need to apply a mag-
nitude offset of roughly ∆mag=−0.55 to our rest-frame magnitudes for the comparison of the results.
Considering the blue galaxy sample, the results agree rather well, yet fairly noisy. This is not
the case when considering the red lens sample. For the luminosities bins up to Mr′ ∼ −21 we
constantly measure a higher amplitude. Decreasing with increasing luminosity, the measured excess
finally vanishes for magnitudes of Mr′ ∼ −21.5. Considering brighter red lens samples this trend
continues, leading to lower measured amplitudes for the remaining luminosity bins. However, in their
later work Mandelbaum et al. (2008) (see also Dutton et al. 2010) do find a higher signal for faint
galaxies, which agrees with our results.
As a further reference we have a look at the results of van Uitert et al. 2011, who investigated the GGL
signal for data based on the Red Sequence Cluster Survey (RCS) 2, making use of data overlapping
with the SDSS-DR7. In the work of van Uitert et al. 2011 for the lens sample spectroscopic redshift
information from the SDSS was used, while the shear estimates were extracted from the significantly
deeper CFHT r′-band data in the RCS2. The comparison of the corresponding luminosity bins
shows that our measurements for the excess surface mass density agree well with the results of
van Uitert et al. (2011).
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Fig. 6.12: Excess surface mass density ∆Σ for individual luminosity bins (see also Fig. 6.11), restricting
the lens sample to zphot ≤ 0.3. We do not observe significant differences to the results for the complete
lens sample considering lenses with redshifts up to zphot = 1.
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6.2.2 Investigation of Halo Parameter Scaling Relations
L-σ -Scaling Based on Fits to ∆Σ
The amplitude of the observed excess surface mass density provides a very simple estimate for
the mean values of the halo profile parameter for the investigated lens sample. The SIS being the
simplest halo profile, the corresponding measurement of the velocity dispersion gives the most direct
estimate of the halo mass magnitude. Recalling equation (3.50), we see that ∆ΣSIS only depends
on the velocity dispersion and the projected distance from the lens. As we want to derive σ for
the single galaxy halo, we only take radial bins into account, where the contribution of nearby
galaxies can be ignored. We therefore restrict our σ -fits to maximum distances of R ∼ 100 h−1 kpc.
Thus only considering the inner part of the galactic halos, the assumption of an SIS as the galaxy
halo profile appears to be a justifiable simplification. For the fits we consider all luminosity bins
with −24 ≤ Mr′ ≤ −17 and fit the velocity dispersions for the combined lens sample, but also for
the red and blue lens samples separately. First we address the influence of the local environment
density on the scaling relation of the velocity dispersion. As we see in Fig. 6.13 for massive
lenses at the bright end of our lens sample, the environment density does not play a major role,
since the central halo signal is too dominating, completely covering the contribution of secondary
halos. However, approaching the faint luminosity end we see a slightly growing weak dependency,
fainter lenses in denser environments show slightly enhanced values for σ compared to lenses in
less dense environments. This might indicate that the assumption of an undisturbed halo profile is
not entirely true anymore, when considering ∆Σ in projected distances of R ∼ 100 h−1 kpc from
low-mass lenses in denser environments. More likely this effect is due to the change of the fraction
of red and blue galaxies, as in dense environments the red galaxies are relatively more abundant
and thus increase the ∆Σ -amplitude of the combined sample. Though, the scaling relation is only
mildly affected. Compared to the combined lens sample relation of σ ∝ L0.29±0.02
r′ we measure a
scaling of σ ∝ L0.31±0.03
r′ for the low density density sample and a scaling of σ ∝ L
0.27±0.02
r′ for the
high density sample. Using these scaling relations for galaxies in average environments (meaning
that all galaxies, independent of local environment density are considered) we find for a L∗-galaxy
(L∗ = 1.6× 1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙, corresponding to Mr′ ∼ −21.7 in Vega system) a velocity dispersion of
σ∗ = 135± 2 km s−1 when looking at all galaxies, σ∗ = 141±2 km s−1 for all galaxies in high
density environments and a value of σ∗ = 132±2 km s−1 for galaxies in low density environments.
Analyzing the velocity dispersions for the different SED types (see left panel of Fig. 6.14), we find
that red and blue galaxies show the same scaling behavior, σred ∝ L0.24±0.03r′ and σblue ∝ L
0.23±0.03
r′ ,
respectively, agreeing well with the predictions of the Faber-Jackson (Faber & Jackson 1976) and
Tully-Fisher relation (Tully & Fisher 1977). However, given the higher mass of red galaxies for
galaxies of same luminosities, the red galaxy sample shows a significantly higher amplitude. As
bright galaxies are red SED dominated and for decreasing luminosity the fraction of blue galaxies
significantly increases, we see a transition between both straight lines, leading to the steeper
σ − L−scaling relation of σ ∝ L0.29±0.02
r′ , when not explicitly considering the galaxy type and
treating all galaxies of the combined lens sample (representing a mix of both galaxy types) equally.
For a L∗-galaxy we find a velocity dispersion of σ∗red = 162± 2 km s−1 for red and a value of
σ∗blue = 115±3 km s−1 for blue galaxies.
Until now we investigated the velocity dispersion as a function of the rest-frame luminosity, ignoring
that luminosity evolves with look-back time and thus redshift. We now account for the evolution of
luminosity, assuming that L ∝ (1+ z). While this is correct for passively evolving red galaxies (see,
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Fig. 6.13: Velocity dispersion σ as function of the absolute luminosity. We determine the velocity dis-
persion by fitting an SIS out to a scale of 100 h−1 kpc to the excess surface mass density ∆Σ in separate
luminosity bins (see Fig. 6.11). We show the combined morphology samples in different environments,
magenta triangles (dashed fit-line) in dense environments, green squares (dotted fit-line) in environments
of low density and black circles (solid fit-line) in all environments. The results for bright galaxies are in
perfect agreement, but for faint, i.e., low mass galaxies we see a mass excess increasing with environment
density as already observed before (see Fig. 6.9).
e.g., Saglia et al. 2010 or Bernardi et al. 2010), blue galaxies evolve more rapidly. As for an accurate
estimate a star formation history is needed, which cannot be extracted sufficiently well from u∗g′r′i′z′
photometry, we use also the evolution L ∝ (1+ z) for blue galaxies as a lower limit. As we see in the
right panel of Fig. 6.14, the amplitudes of the scaling increase to values of σ∗ = 150±2 km s−1 for
the combined lens sample, σ∗red = 173±2 km s−1 for the red lens sample and σ∗blue = 123±3 km s−1
for the blue galaxies. However the slope of the Lr′ −σ -relation remains hardly changed. We find
for both SED types a scaling behavior corresponding to the Faber-Jackson or Tully-Fisher relation,
σred ∝ L0.25±0.03 for red and σblue ∝ L0.24±0.03 for blue galaxies, while the galaxy type transition for
the combined lens sample leads to the steeper scaling relation of σ ∝ L0.29±0.02. The values for the
scaling relations also are shown in Table 6.2. A closer inspection of red and blue data points in both
panels of Fig. 6.14 reveals that for a luminosity of L ∼ 6− 7× 1010 h−2 L⊙ two red data points are
decreased relative to the red SED linear fit and that one blue data point is increased relative to the
blue SED linear fit. This could point to a problem in contamination of the red and blue samples with
blue and red galaxies at this luminosity.
Assuming an SIS profile (see equation 3.43), the velocity dispersion σhalo obtained from the
weak lensing analysis (out to 100 h−1 kpc) describes the circular velocity vcirc,halo = σhalo ·
√
2 of the
dark matter halo. The impact of baryons that might change the profile is negligible for the value of
σhalo since baryonic effects happen on smaller scales only.
Gerhard et al. (2001) (see their fig. 2) studied the circular velocity curves of local ellipticals with
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Fig. 6.14: Velocity dispersion σ as function of the absolute luminosity, without (left panel) and with
luminosity evolution according to L ∝ (1+ z) (right panel). The σ values are obtained by SIS-fits out to a
scale of 100 h−1 kpc to ∆Σ in separate luminosity bins (see Fig. 6.11). The complete lens sample is shown
in black (circles and solid fit-line), the red galaxy sample in red (triangles and dashed fit-line) and the blue
galaxy sample in blue (squares and dotted fit-line). The luminosity evolution only changes the amplitude
but not the scaling behavior.
stellar dynamics out to a few (≤ 3) effective radii. They constrained the anisotropy profiles β (r) (see
Binney & Tremaine 1987) of the stellar orbits and obtained that the mean values for β are typically
between 0.2 and 0.4. The detailed dynamical models yield a relation between the central stellar
velocity dispersion and the maximal rotation velocity profile of
σstar = 0.66 vdynmax . (6.4)
The radii where these maximal velocities are reached are of order 0.5 times the effective radii. The
rotation velocities for larger radii (> Re) are flat and have values of ≈ 0.9 vdynmax.
If one sets these ‘asymptotic values’ equal to the halo circular velocity we obtain
vcirc,halo =
√
2 σWLhalo = 0.9 vdynmax = 0.9 ·1/0.66 σstar
or
σWLhalo = 0.96 σstar . (6.5)
If one sets the maximal circular velocity equal to the halo circular velocity one obtains
σWLhalo = 1.07 σstar . (6.6)
In Fig. 6.15 we compare how the measured velocity dispersion σstar of LRGs compare with predictions
from our WL-analysis for red galaxies, based on Eisenstein et al. (2001) and Gallazzi et al. (2006),
i.e., we add the best-fitting lines for the σWLhalo-luminosity relation, rescaled with 1/0.96 (in magenta)
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Fig. 6.15: Velocity dispersion σ for red galaxies as a function of absolute magnitude. The red circles
and fit-line show our weak lensing result, divided by 1.07, taking into account that velocity dispersions
derived by stellar motions are about 7% lower than halo velocity dispersions. We compare our result with
a spectroscopic LRG sample based on Eisenstein et al. (2001), only considering LRGs with redshifts of
0.05 < z < 0.3 and uncertainties in σ of 0.03 < dσstar/σstar < 0.1 (black circles and contours), and with
the results from Gallazzi et al. (2006) (green dashed fit-line).
and 1/1.07 (in red). We have added the relation between the σstar and evolution corrected luminosities
of SDSS-LRGs (Eisenstein et al. 2001) obtained from Gallazzi et al. (2006) as green dashed line.
This relation is however obtained from fitting a linear relation of velocity dispersions vs. absolute
magnitude to the overall LRG sample. In the lensing analysis we first average the signal within some
(small) luminosity bin and then study the signal. To treat the LRG-galaxies in a similar way we have
obtained the σstar-values from the SDSS data base and estimated the luminosity evolved redshift zero
absolute magnitudes in the r-band (from SED-fits and a luminosity evolution proportional to 1+z) and
obtained the mean stellar velocity dispersion within equidistant luminosity intervals. For this we only
include galaxies with redshifts between 0.05 and 0.3 and with secure velocity dispersion estimates
0.03< dσstar/σstar < 0.1. The results are plotted with filled black circles, whereas the density contours
for all considered galaxies are shown in black. We see that 0.96 σstar ≤ σWLhalo ≤ 1.07 σstar holds at least
for luminosities above 1010 h−2 L⊙. Therefore the halo velocity is between the maximal circular
velocity found around 0.5 Re and 90 per cent of this value which equals the velocity of galaxies at a
few effective radii. This indicates that at least for galaxies above this luminosity threshold the halo
indeed is isothermal on scales out to 100 h−1 kpc.
L-r200- and L-M200-Scaling Based on Fits to ∆Σ
We now investigate halo parameters based on the NFW profile, firstly considering the virial radius
r200. We calculate the values for r200 from a one-dimensional fit, assuming the mass-concentration
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relation c ∝ M−0.084 of Duffy et al. (2008) (see also equation 3.81). Also in this case we only use
scales up to a distance of 100 h−1 kpc from the the ∆Σ -profile. The result is shown in Fig. 6.16.
We see that apparently a simple power law is no longer able to fit r200 over the whole luminosity
range, as, regarding data points with L < 1010 h−2 L⊙, the scaling behavior of r200 becomes clearly
shallower. Possible explanations are a contamination in the faint luminosity region by neighboring
galaxy halos, a change in the scaling of the virial radius (see, e.g., Kormendy & Bender 2012 due
to transition between different red galaxy populations, leading to an almost luminosity independent
mass) or a modification of the concentration-mass relation in this regime. The circumstance that
the velocity dispersion σ does not show this ‘broken’ scaling behavior indicates that contamination
by secondary galaxy halos should not be the reason for this observation. Assuming that the mass
concentration relation of Duffy et al. (2008) is correct implies that the r200 − L relation cannot be
described by a single-power law anymore, but instead with double-power laws and a break at around
L = 1010 h−2 L⊙, i.e., the mean mass-to-light ratio of galaxies within a luminosity interval would
indeed be minimal at this break luminosity. This is in agreement with results from abundance
matching (AM) techniques and some satellite kinematic results (see fig. 1 Dutton et al. 2010), in
particular with the results of More et al. (2011) (see their fig. 5) who also obtained a change of slope
for the red galaxies’ M200−L relation at a luminosity of about 1010 h−2 L⊙. However this result in
Fig. 6.16 only holds if the concentration is only weakly changing with virial mass. On the other hand,
instead, an approximate single-power law r200-luminosity relation could be reconciled, requiring the
concentration to steeply rise for luminosities smaller than 1010 h−2 L⊙. We will investigate these
two alternatives in more detail in Section 6.4.3. Because of the apparently broken r200-luminosity
scaling relation we measure the power law slope only for galaxies brighter than 1010 h−2 L⊙. For the
virial radius we obtain power laws of rred200 ∝ L0.33±0.04 for red and rblue200 ∝ L0.36±0.07 for blue galaxies
without luminosity evolution and of rred200 ∝ L0.38±0.04 and rblue200 ∝ L0.40±0.08 for luminosities evolving
with (1+ z). If galaxies are not separated into blue and red SED types we obtain (for the combined
sample) r200 ∝ L0.39±0.03, ignoring luminosity evolution, and r200 ∝ L0.37±0.04, assuming a (1+ z)
scaling. As before the steeper scaling is due to the fact that the amplitudes for the r200−L scalings
are different for red and blue galaxies and the fractional mix of red and blue galaxies changes as a
function of absolute luminosity.
We translate the result for r200 to the virial velocity v200 in Fig. 6.17 using equation (3.67).
The right panel of Fig. 6.17 shows v200 versus luminosity for our blue galaxy sample (blue data
points) and the power law fit for L > 1010 h−2 L⊙ (blue dotted line). Reyes et al. (2011) have
measured v200 for SDSS disk (and thus blue SED-type dominated) galaxies as a function of stellar
mass. In order to compare their result to ours we translate their stellar mass estimate (back) to
luminosity. For local disk galaxies (the Reyes et al. 2011 disk galaxies have redshifts between 0.02
and 0.1) an average mass-to-light ratio of M∗/Lr = 1 M⊙/L⊙ appears to be a good description. On
one hand this can be seen in fig. 1 of van Uitert et al. (2011) by comparing their blue histograms on
the vertical to the horizontal axis showing the luminosity distribution and stellar mass distribution
of blue SDSS-galaxies. This is in agreement with Bell et al. (2003), if one takes into account that
our local (see Fig. 5.27) galaxies have a (g− r)-color of approximately 0.3− 0.4 at the bright
end (which are the galaxies in common with Reyes et al. 2011). The same result is obtained from
Kauffmann et al. (2003), fig. 14, upper right panel, taking into account that our local blue galaxies
are dominated by absolute magnitudes fainter than Mr′ = −21. For the three luminosity intervals
provided by Reyes et al. (2011) their data points (translated to luminosity) agree well with ours (see
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Fig. 6.16: r200 as a function of absolute luminosity. The left panel shows the result without, the right panel
with luminosity evolution L ∝ (1+ z). The red triangles and dashed fit-lines denote red galaxies, the blue
squares and dotted fit-lines blue galaxies and the black circles and solid fit-lines all galaxies. We see that
a single-power law apparently is no longer able to fit the scaling relation. Therefore only data points with
L > 1010 h−2 L⊙ are used for the determination of the scaling relation. For the combined lens sample, r200
scales with L0.39±0.04 ignoring and L0.43±0.04 including luminosity evolution.
Fig. 6.17, right panel). We have a larger dynamic range and can extend our analysis down to to a
few times 109 L⊙. In an analogous way we have translated the Dutton et al. (2010) model for the
v200-stellar mass relation to the v200-luminosity relation, agreeing well with our result, but possibly
showing a slightly shallower slope.
Confident that for the considered absolute magnitude and redshift range we can prop-
erly translate our absolute luminosities into stellar mass estimates for red galaxies, we use
log10(M∗) = 1.093 log10 Lr−0.573 (which was used by Dutton et al. 2010 and derived from
Gallazzi et al. 2006), inserting luminosity evolution corrected luminosities. Our results for v200
are shown in red in Fig. 6.17, together with the model of Dutton et al. (2010), being the same to a
remarkable level. Only the results for the second and third brightest luminosity interval lie below
for reasons we already speculated about. On top we have added the result for vopt as obtained from
the Gallazzi et al. (2006) σ −L relation, using the prefactors of Dutton et al. (2010) for the relation
between velocity dispersion and rotation velocity. We conclude that for luminosities between 1010
and 6×1010 h−2 L⊙, the mass density profile of ellipticals is not only isothermal out to 100 h−1 kpc
(as shown before), but also out to the virial radius. For higher luminosities, the virial velocity exceeds
the optical velocity.
Finally translating our virial radii into virial masses we show results with and without lumi-
nosity evolution correction in the left and right panels of Fig. 6.18. We continue using only galaxies
with L > 1010 h−2 L⊙ for the power law fits (added as red dashed and blue dotted lines). For the
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Fig. 6.17: Circular velocity v200 as a function of absolute luminosity for our blue galaxy sample (blue filled
squares, blue dotted fit-line). Analogously to the fit of r200 we only use data points with L > 1010 h−2 L⊙
for the determination of the scaling relation fit. Our measurements agree quite well with the results
of Reyes et al. (2011) (green empty squares, green long-dashed line) and Dutton et al. (2010) (magenta
dashed-dotted line).
In the left panel we show the circular velocity for our red galaxy sample in red. On top we add the model
from Dutton et al. (2010) as a solid line and the result for vopt of Gallazzi et al. (2006) as a dashed line.
combined sample we obtain M200 ∝ L1.21±0.10 and M200 ∝ L1.12±0.11 for the case without and with
luminosity evolution correction. This scaling agrees with the results of Guzik & Seljak (2002) within
their larger uncertainties (M ∝ L1.34±0.17
r′ ). We have further included the results of Hoekstra et al.
(2005) as magenta points, also well agreeing with our blue sample. This agreement appears reason-
able since the Hoekstra et al. (2005) sample contains isolated galaxies, thus mostly consisting of blue
galaxies. In addition we have considered the excess surface mass density profiles of van Uitert et al.
(2011) (see their fig. 8), and translated them into virial mass estimates in the same way as we did for
our work. These estimates are shown as green points. They agree well with our red sample results,
again being reasonable since the van Uitert et al. (2011) sample is dominated by red galaxies. All
results obtained for r200 and M200 are summarized in Table 2.
At last we translate our M200 − L relation from the right panel of Fig. 6.18 into the M200 versus
stellar mass relation (MSR), again using the relation log10(M∗) = 1.093 log10 Lr − 0.573 as above.
The result is shown in Fig. 6.19. The virial-to-stellar mass ratio (shown as red points) is almost
constant (at ∼ 100) for a decade in stellar mass (1010 to 1011 h−2 M⊙) and increases for lower
stellar masses. This result precisely agrees with the Dutton et al. (2010) model shown as the black
solid curve. At the high stellar mass end the MSR appears to only slightly increase (if at all) with
stellar mass. This saturation is in agreement with the results of van Uitert et al. (2011) (green points,
taken from their fig. 14, and converting their stellar masses to H0 = 100 km s−1 Mpc−1, as in this
Figure the stellar masses are given for H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 and the virial masses are given for
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Fig. 6.18: M200 as a function of luminosity. The left panel shows the result without, the right panel with
luminosity evolution L ∝ (1+ z). Red triangles and dashed fit-lines denote red galaxies, blue squares
and dotted fit-lines blue galaxies and black circles and solid fit-lines all galaxies. We see as expected the
same scaling behavior as for r200 (see Fig. 6.16). Only data points with L > 1010 h−2 L⊙ are used for the
determination of the scaling relation. For the complete lens sample the M200 scales with L1.21±0.10 ignoring
and L1.31±0.13 including luminosity evolution. We included the results from van Uitert et al. (2011) in the
right panel (green crosses), observing good agreement, given that their analysis describes a red SED-type
dominated lens sample.
Fig. 6.19: Stellar Mass versus M200/Mstar-ratio for red galaxies converted to z = 0. The red trian-
gles denote our red galaxies. We have added the results of Mandelbaum et al. (2006c) (open triangles),
Mandelbaum et al. (2008) (open squares) and Dutton et al. (2010) (black solid line), see also fig. 1 in
Dutton et al. (2010). We further include the results of van Uitert et al. (2011) from their fig. 14 as green
open circles.
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Without luminosity evolution, L∗r′ = 1.6×1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙
Sample σ∗ [km s−1] ησ r∗200 [h−1 kpc] ηr200 M∗200 [1011 h−1 M⊙] ηM200
All 135±2 0.29±0.02 146±2 0.39±0.03 11.1±0.4 1.21±0.10
Red 162±2 0.24±0.03 177±3 0.33±0.04 18.6±0.8 1.05±0.12
Blue 115±3 0.23±0.03 120±2 0.36±0.07 5.8±0.5 1.14±0.20
With luminosity evolution, L∗r′ = 1.6×1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙
Sample σ∗ [km s−1] ησ r∗200 [h−1 kpc] ηr200 M∗200 [1011 h−1 M⊙] ηM200
All 150±2 0.29±0.02 170±2 0.37±0.04 17.0±0.6 1.12±0.11
Red 173±2 0.25±0.03 198±3 0.38±0.04 26.1±1.1 1.17±0.13
Blue 123±3 0.24±0.03 133±3 0.40±0.08 8.7±0.6 1.37±0.25
Table 6.2: Best fits for the scaling relations of the velocity dispersion σ , assuming an SIS and for the
r200 and M200, assuming an NFW profile without and with luminosity evolution. The SIS fits have been
extracted from all all luminosity bins, the fits for the NFW profiles only include luminosities brighter than
L = 1010 h−1 L⊙.
H0 = 100 km s−1 Mpc−1 according to van Uitert, private communication) which also saturates at a
value of about 100 to 150. The points of van Uitert et al. (2011) for low stellar masses seem however
very low, even being below the early results of Mandelbaum et al. (2006c). However, since the
van Uitert et al. (2011) M200 versus luminosity relation derived by us from their ∆Σ results agree
well with ours, the difference can only be due to a different relation for the stellar masses (especially
considering that van Uitert et al. 2011 aim to add up the total stellar mass, i.e., not only that of the
central galaxy but also that of its satellites).
6.3 Checks for Systematic Errors from γt and ∆Σ Measurements
In order in to verify the integrity of our lensing sample and to confirm that our lensing results are
devoid of significant systematic errors, we perform several systematic tests. These tests also include
measurement of the tangential shear γt and the excess surface mass density ∆Σ for specific subsamples
of lenses and sources. We demonstrate that there is no weak lensing signal if we replace foreground
galaxies by stellar objects or random points and that our measured lensing signal amplitudes do not
show a significant dependence on source magnitude, S/N-ratio or size. We also show, that misassign-
ment of foreground objects to the background does not introduce a bias of more than ∼ 1 to 2% to the
measurements of velocity dispersions. The contribution of faint not detected galaxies in the neigh-
borhood of more massive galaxies does not significantly affect the shear measurement of the massive
galaxies and can be neglected.
6.3.1 Shear Estimates Relative to Stars and Random Points
In our first test we measure the tangential shear γt (see equation 3.29 and also Section 6.1 for the data
analysis itself), with respect to stellar foreground samples and randomized lens-source-samples. As
these objects cannot act as gravitational lenses, in absence of systematics any measured tangential
shear and cross-shear are supposed to vanish, when averaging the lensing signals, measured with
respect to these positions. First we analyze the tangential shear γt with respect to stellar foreground
samples. As foreground catalog we choose all stars, selected for the PSF anisotropy correction
performed with the KSB-pipeline. This leaves us with a total number of 247 589 stars, with
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Fig. 6.20: Measured tangential shear γt, with respect to stellar foreground. The left panel shows the result
for a stellar foreground sample with magnitudes of 18 < i′ < 22, S/N ≥ 50 and a SExtractor star
classification > 0.96, as used for the KSB shear correction. The right panel shows a foreground sample,
consisting of stars with 18 < i′ < 22 and a SExtractor stars classifier > 0.96, without S/N-cut. The
tangential shear is shown with filled black circles, the cross-shear with empty grey squares. All measured
values are consistent with zero.
magnitudes of 18 . i′ . 22 (the exact values depend on the S/N-ratio) and a SExtractor star
classification of greater than 0.96. As we see in the left panel of Fig. 6.20, both the tangential
shear γt displayed as filled black circles and the cross-shear γc displayed as empty grey squares are
well consistent with zero. As a further test we assign a second, larger stellar sample, selecting all
stars with magnitudes of 18 < i′ < 22 and a SExtractor star classification of greater of 0.96,
without S/N-cuts or restrictions by the KSB-pipeline. This leaves us with a stellar foreground sample
consisting of a higher total number of 471 066 objects. The result is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 6.20. Also in this case all measured values are consistent with zero.
As a further test, examining the tangential shear, we measure the alignment with respect to a
random foreground sample. As random points are not related to physically existing objects and thus
cannot act as gravitational lenses, the signal obviously has to vanish in the same way, as already
observed for the stellar foreground sample. In order to create this random catalog, we dice random
points all over the area of the CFHTLS-Wide, only considering objects in areas, which have not been
masked out. In this way we ensure, that we are tracing the same area as the original (photometric)
foreground sample in the actual scientific analysis. The left panel of Fig. 6.21 shows that the
measured values for γt and γc are perfectly consistent with zero. As a final test we keep our original
foreground lens sample and modify our background source sample. For the background sources we
keep the original positions, but randomize the shape values for all objects by permutation. In this way
we conserve the originally observed ellipticity distribution, but erase any gravitational imprint by the
foreground lenses. We see in the right panel of Fig. 6.21 that the E- and B-modes vanish as expected.
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Fig. 6.21: Measured tangential shear for randomized lens-source pairs with γt as filled black circles and γc
as open grey squares. The left panel shows the result, analyzing the random position foreground sample,
the right panel shows the analysis for the background with randomly permuted shape values. All signals
are consistent with zero.
6.3.2 Signal Dilution from Contamination of the Background Sample
A contamination of the background sample with objects from the foreground can lead to a significant
dilution of the observed gravitational signal. An estimate of the contamination rate can be done,
by investigating the number of objects around photometric foreground objects as a function of the
projected separation. For this analysis we measure the background density of all objects around
galaxies from our foreground catalog within a radius of ∼ 2 h−1 Mpc (see Mandelbaum et al. 2005).
Only background objects fulfilling our selection criterion shown in equation (5.9) are considered.
The result is shown in Fig. 6.22. We see that on short scales the density is only slightly enhanced,
showing an excess of below 3% on very short scales. This value drops below 2% on a scale of roughly
200 h−1 kpc and below 1% for scales larger than ∼ 450 h−1 kpc. As already mentioned a possible
explanation is the accidental assignment of foreground galaxies to the background. The assignment
of foreground objects to the background can significantly dilute the observed lensing lensing, as no
gravitational imprint is carried by this class of objects. The situation even can get worse, when objects
physically associated to the considered gravitational lens are assigned as source, introducing a false
gravitational shear signature.
This means that in the worst case the velocity dispersions can be systematically underestimated by
∼ 1 to 2% on very short scales and less than ∼ 1% for larger scales due to by background contam-
ination by foreground objects. Besides contamination of the background sample a further possible
explanation for galaxy excess around the foreground galaxies is provided by the magnification bias,
lowering the detection threshold for galaxies situated at close projected distances from the foreground
lens.
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Fig. 6.22: Relative background density around galaxies from the foreground sample (normalized by back-
ground density around random foreground points). Being between 2 and 3% for very short projected
separations the excess density falls below 2% for distances larger than ∼ 200 h−1 kpc and below 1% for
distances larger than ∼ 450 h−1 kpc.
6.3.3 Signal Contribution of Undetected Low Mass Nearby Galaxies
A further effect which can lead to an overestimated lensing signal for the foreground sample is the
presence of undetected low-mass galaxies in the direct vicinity of massive lens galaxies. While for
lower redshifts low mass galaxies in general can be resolved quite well, for larger redshifts they might
not be detectable as individual galaxies anymore. This can lead to an assignment of the galaxy’s
mass to the only observable main lens, which might result in an overestimate of the halo mass for
the observed galaxy. In order to estimate the increase in the gravitational signal, we analyze the
theoretical expectable excess surface mass densities ∆Σ , predicted by simulations (see Section 3.4.4
for the details of the simulations and Section 6.2 for details to the analysis of ∆Σ ). For the simulations
we choose two different foreground lens sample setups and compare the outcome. First we estimate
the unbiased gravitational lensing signal by the central galaxy halos. For this we only consider lenses
with rest-frame luminosities brighter than Mr′ ∼−21 and ignore the contribution of fainter galaxies in
the simulations. In a second step we include fainter low mass nearby galaxies in the simulations and
measure their contribution to ∆Σ . As a cross-check the individual signals of the low mass galaxies are
investigated separately for the fainter luminosity bins. However, the main intention is to measure the
contamination of the brighter luminosity bins by faint unresolved companions. For this we consider
the luminosity bins with−21>Mr′ >−24, measuring the excess surface mass density ∆Σ for isolated
central lenses and for central lenses including faint nearby galaxies with Mr′ > −21. As we see in
Fig. 6.23 the contribution of unresolved nearby galaxies to the main central galaxy halo signals is
negligible.
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Fig. 6.23: Estimate of the contamination of the lensing signal by unresolved nearby galaxies. The left panel
shows the BBS simulation, the right panel the NFW simulation. The red triangles show the excess surface
mass density ∆Σ for the uncontaminated pure central galaxy sample for lenses brighter than Mr′ ∼ −21,
the black circles include the signal contribution for fainter nearby galaxies. As we see, the contribution
of low mass nearby galaxies to the excess surface mass density of massive galaxies is negligible. For
comparison we also show simulations for the fainter luminosity bins only consisting of the faint galaxy
sample, but excluding the brighter ones (blue squares). As the simulations already showed only on short
scales the lensing signal is described by the considered central lens while on larger scales it is dominated
by the environment.
6.3.4 Systematic Checks by Analyzing the Shear Signal on Subsamples
As a further test we analyze the shear signal for specific source subsamples, checking the results
for consistency. For this we divide our source sample and analyze the individual source subsamples
with respect to the same foreground. Splitting the foreground in principle would also provide a
possible systematic check, but unfortunately, as a cause for differing analysis results, systematics and
evolutionary effects are hard to disentangle.
As a first test we want to investigate the proper scaling of the lensing signal with photometric
redshifts. In order to avoid systematic side effects by the dynamical lens-source assignment, due to
asymmetric sample properties, we redefine our lens and source samples for this analysis. We restrict
our foreground lens sample to a photometric redshift of 0.05 < zphot ≤ 0.5 and our background source
sample to a redshift of 0.6 ≤ zphot ≤ 2.0. The intention is to ensure that all source samples ‘see’ the
same lens sample. We split the source sample into four different redshift bins (see Table 6.3) and
calculate the tangential alignment γt and the excess surface mass density ∆Σ for all subsamples. The
result for the tangential shear γt is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6.24. The amplitude of the tangential
alignment does not provide a direct answer to the equality of the four source samples, as the signal
amplitude still depends on the distance ratio Dds/Dds. But as we see from the best-fitting values
for the velocity dispersion σ , assuming an SIS profile within 200 h−1 kpc (σ = 121±5 km s−1
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Fig. 6.24: Redshift scaling, obtained from the tangential shear analysis (left panel) and from the excess
surface mass density (right panel). We observe background galaxies in different photometric redshift bins
(0.60 ≤ zphot ≤ 0.73 with magenta crosses and solid fit-line, 0.73 ≤ zphot ≤ 0.85 with red triangles and
dashed fit-line, 0.85≤ zphot ≤ 1.01 with blue squares and dotted fit-line and 1.01≤ zphot ≤ 2.00 with green
circles and dashed-dotted fit-line). The γt-profiles are not directly comparable, due to different Dd/Dds-
ratios for the different redshift bins. The velocity dispersions can be estimated assuming effective values
for the distance ratios for an SIS-fit. The best-fitting values are shown in Table 6.3. If directly calculating
∆Σ , the distance ratios are already implicitly accounted for, due to the dependence on the critical surface
mass density Σc (see equation 3.8). The obtained velocity dispersions and ∆Σ -profiles agree well within
the uncertainties.
for 0.60≤ zphot ≤ 0.73, σ = 124±4 km s−1 for 0.73≤ zphot ≤ 0.85, σ = 118±3 km s−1 for
0.85≤ zphot ≤ 1.01 and σ = 124±3 km s−1 for 1.01≤ zphot ≤ 2.00) the results agree well within
the uncertainties. In contrast, the amplitude of the excess surface mass density ∆Σ provides a direct
visual possibility for comparison, as ∆Σ already includes the distance ratio Dds/Dds. As we see in
the right panel of Fig. 6.24 the signals of the four considered background samples are consistent with
each other.
As a second systematic test, concerning the tangential shear and the excess surface mass den-
sity, we analyze the influence of apparent source luminosity. For this we return to the original
photometric foreground lens sample, consisting of all objects with 0.05 < zphot ≤ 1.0. We divide the
background source sample into two subsamples with higher and lower source luminosities, creating
two lens-source subsamples with equal pair numbers. The tangential shear γt is shown in the left
panel of Fig. 6.25, the corresponding fit-values for the velocity dispersion, σ = 115± 2 km s−1 for
the bright source sample and σ = 119±1 km s−1 derived from the SIS-fit on the inner 200 h−1 kpc,
are added to Table 6.3. The excess surface mass density ∆Σ is shown in the right panel of Fig. 6.25,
confirming very good agreement for ∆Σ , comparing the surface mass profiles for both luminosity
subsamples.
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Fig. 6.25: Systematic check, comparing the tangential shear γt (left panel) and the excess surface mass
density ∆Σ for sources of different luminosities. The red triangles and dashed fit-lines show the results
for the brighter source sample, the blue squares and dotted fit-lines show the results for the fainter sources.
The fitted values for σ are shown in Table 6.3. As the right panel directly shows, the mass density profiles
for both subsamples are in very good agreement.
Fig. 6.26: Systematic check, comparing the tangential shear γt (left panel) and the excess surface mass
density ∆Σ for sources of different signal-to-noise ratios. The red triangles and dashed fit-lines show the
results for the higher S/N sample, the blue squares and dotted fit-lines show the results for the lower S/N
sources. The fitted values for σ are shown in Table 6.3. As the right panel directly shows, the mass density
profiles for both subsamples are in very good agreement. The results directly reflect the measurements for
the brighter and fainter source samples.
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sample zfg Background selection 〈Mr′〉
〈
zfg
〉
pair
〈
zbg
〉
pair Nfg Nbg Npair σ [km s
−1]
Lbg1 0.05 < zfg ≤ 0.5 0.60≤ zbg ≤ 0.73 −21.0 0.29 0.67 277 219 292 900 17 230 313 121±5
Lbg2 0.05 < zfg ≤ 0.5 0.73≤ zbg ≤ 0.85 −21.0 0.32 0.78 277 577 283 754 19 174 161 124±4
Lbg3 0.05 < zfg ≤ 0.5 0.85≤ zbg ≤ 1.01 −21.0 0.32 0.92 277 513 273 113 18 325 822 118±3
Lbg4 0.05 < zfg ≤ 0.5 1.01≤ zbg ≤ 2.00 −21.0 0.32 1.20 277 598 260 978 17 531 415 124±3
Lbg,bright 0.05 < zfg ≤ 1.0 r′ ≤ 23.06 −21.0 0.38 0.81 1 711 502 1 035 270 67 033 496 115±2
Lbg,faint 0.05 < zfg ≤ 1.0 r′ > 23.06 −21.0 0.48 1.04 1 811 810 626 348 67 025 398 119±1
Lrh,big 0.05 < zfg ≤ 1.0 rh ≤ 3.17 −21.0 0.40 0.87 1 772 769 890 184 67 031 724 117±2
Lrh,small 0.05 < zfg ≤ 1.0 rh > 3.17 −21.0 0.42 0.92 1 791 460 771 434 67 027 170 116±2
Lsn,high 0.05 < zfg ≤ 1.0 S/N≥ 9.34 −21.0 0.37 0.80 1 695 097 1 037 322 67 029 067 115±2
Lsn,low 0.05 < zfg ≤ 1.0 S/N < 9.34 −21.0 0.48 1.04 1 819 346 624 296 67 029 827 119±1
Table 6.3: Results for the systematics check by splitting the background sample (redshift, apparent luminosity, object size and S/N-ratio) and
analyzing the subsamples with respect to the same foreground sample. The table shows effective lens luminosities and foreground/background-
redshifts, number of lenses, sources and lens-source pairs and the velocity dispersions σ from the SIS-fit to the inner region (R≤ 200 h−1 kpc.)
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Fig. 6.27: Systematic check, comparing the tangential shear γt (left panel) and the excess surface mass
density ∆Σ for sources of different half-light radii. The red triangles and dashed fit-lines show the results
for the larger background object sample, the blue squares and dotted fit-lines show the results for the
smaller source sample. The fitted values for σ are shown in Table 6.3. The results are in good agreement.
We further investigate γt and ∆Σ as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio of our background
sources. We therefore split our background sample analogously to the previous test, concerning
the luminosities. The sample properties, including σ -fit (σ = 115± 2 km s−1 for the high S/N-
background and σ = 119± 1 km s−1 for the low S/N-background), are added to Table 6.3. The
results are shown in Fig. 6.26. The fact, that luminosities and signal-to-noise ratios are related in a
direct way, is reflected by the sample properties, as, e.g., effective lens and source redshifts
〈
zfg
〉
pair
and
〈
zbg
〉
pair and further by the best-fitting values for the velocity dispersion σ . Looking at the
∆Σ -profiles the results for both subsamples are in good agreement.
Finally, we take the influence of the background object sizes into consideration, dividing our
sources in to two samples with higher larger and smaller half-light radius rh. The tangential shear
and excess surface density profiles are shown in Fig. 6.27. The measured values for the velocity
dispersions of σ = 117±2 km s−1 for the larger source sample analysis and σ = 116±2 km s−1 for
the smaller sources (see also Table 6.3), as well as the observed ∆Σ -profiles for both subsamples are
in good agreement.
6.4 Maximum Likelihood Analysis
The previous analyses of the gravitational lensing signal, the measurement of the tangential shear γt
and the measurement of the excess surface mass density ∆Σ , ignored the impact of additional galaxy
halos and thus described the observable cumulative galaxy halo profiles, composed of the central
galaxy halo, neighboring secondary galaxy halos, and potentially parent group or cluster halo. In this
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section we want to quantify the properties of the single galaxy halos, measuring the lensing signal
out to a scale of 2 h−1 Mpc in case of BBS. Since the integrated mass for the NFW profile diverges
for infinite radii and the integrated mass value within a radius of 1 h−1 Mpc already exceeds the total
BBS mass, assuming reference halo parameters of σ∗ ∼ 130 km s−1, s∗ ∼ 200 h−1 kpc, c∗ ∼ 6 and
r∗200 ∼ 130 h−1 kpc, we limit the NFW maximum likelihood analysis to a maximum separation of
400 h−1 kpc. This distance corresponds to ≈ 1 r200 for bright and ≈ 5 r200 for faint galaxies. Since
at these scales the original NFW profile hardly differs from a truncated NFW profile (see Baltz et al.
2009), the not-finite total NFW masses do not affect our results. At scales of 400 h−1 kpc the lensing
signal of the neighboring halos becomes comparable to the signal of the investigated one. I.e., we
need to model all the halos simultaneously. For this we follow the approach of Schneider & Rix
(1997), and perform a maximum likelihood analysis, assuming analytic two-parametric profiles for the
galaxy halos. We apply scaling relations for the halo parameters with respect to the luminosity of our
fiducial galaxy and derive the best-fitting parameters for each profile by comparison of the predicted
shear values with the observed ones (see Section 3.4.3). Thus we fully treat multiple deflections and
reproduce the observable cumulative lensing signal from the independent single galaxy deflections.
For the luminosity of the fiducial galaxy we choose L∗r′ = 1.6×1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙.
6.4.1 Truncated Isothermal Sphere (BBS)
For the maximum likelihood analysis we first consider the profile of a truncated isothermal sphere
(Brainerd et al. 1996, see also Section 3.4.1), representing a slightly more sophisticated profile
than the singular isothermal sphere (see Section 3.4.1). It consists of an additional parameter, the
truncation radius s, enabling a finite estimate of the total galaxy halo mass. A maximum likelihood
means the complete and proper treatment of every single lens, dealing with lenses spanning a wide
range of luminosities and therefore masses. Therefore it is indispensable to make some assumptions
about the scaling relations of the profile parameters with luminosity, in this way tracing the considered
lenses back to a fiducial lens with luminosity L∗. We apply the scaling relations as already discussed
in Section 3.4.2 in equations (3.76) and (3.77).
The analysis in Section 6.2.2 suggests a scaling parameter of 0.29±0.02 for the σ -luminosity-scaling
relation. We cross-check this value and run a maximum likelihood analysis, assuming an SIS
and only considering lens-source pairs with a maximal projected distance of 200 h−1 kpc. As the
fit variable we use the velocity dispersion σ and its scaling parameter ησ with luminosity. The
contamination by secondary galaxy halos is significantly reduced as each galaxy halo is treated
separately in this investigation. The maximum likelihood analysis leaves us with a best-fitting value
of ησ = 0.31± 0.02 (see black contours in Fig. 6.28). Assuming luminosity evolution with (1+z)
increases the values for the fiducial velocity dispersion σ∗ but does not affect the scaling relation.
Combining this value with our previous results from the ∆Σ measurement we thus adopt a value
of ησ = 0.3 for the BBS maximum likelihood analysis. In order to choose an appropriate scaling
relation for the truncation radius s we follow our result from Section 6.2.2 of M ∝ L1.2±0.02
r′ for the
virial masses. Although NFW and BBS masses are not identical, we assume similar luminosity
scalings to hold and apply M ∝ L1.2 in agreement with Hoekstra et al. (2004). Given that MBBS ∝ σ2s
(see equation 3.60) this leads to a scaling parameter of ηs = 0.6 for the truncation radius s. This
scaling behavior corresponds to a scaling relation of s ∝ σ2.
On the other hand, recalling the result shown in Fig. 6.14, the scaling parameter depended on the
considered SED type. To be more specific the value of ησ = 0.29 only was valid for a combined lens
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Fig. 6.28: Maximum likelihood result for the scaling relation of the velocity dispersion σ without lu-
minosity evolution (68.3%, 95.5% and 99.7% confidence levels), for the combined sample in black and
discriminating between blue galaxies in blue and red galaxies in red. The values for the red and blue sam-
ples are lower than for the combined, confirming the result from Fig. 6.14. The filled triangles indicate the
best-fitting values, assuming a luminosity evolution with (1+z).
sample, while for red and blue galaxies separately the value was significantly lower, following much
closer the predictions of the Faber-Jackson or Tully-Fisher relation (L ∝ σ4). We therefore investigate
ησ for both galaxy types separately in maximum likelihood analyses. For these analyses the
parameters of one galaxy type are examined at one time, while for the other galaxy type fixed values
for the fiducial parameters at L∗ are used and scaled with luminosity. This means we assume fixed
values σ∗ and ησ for the blue galaxies and run a maximum likelihood to constrain the corresponding
values for red galaxies and vice versa. The obtained parameters then are refed into a further iteration
of the maximum likelihood analysis, repeating the procedure until the calculations converge. In this
way we obtain values of ησ = 0.27+0.03−0.04 for the red galaxies and ησ = 0.27+0.03−0.02 for the blue galaxies,
also shown in Fig. 6.28.
We investigate the BBS profile for several lens samples, first giving the mean properties of the
combined lens sample, subsequently discriminating the lenses into red and blue galaxies and finally
also investigating the galaxy properties as a function of the environment the galaxies reside in. First
of all we consider the combined galaxy type lens sample, populating all environments, and assume no
evolution of luminosities with redshift. The applied scaling assumptions for this analysis are σ ∝ L0.3
and s ∝ L0.6. For anL∗-galaxy we measure a velocity dispersion of σ∗ = 131+2−2 km s−1 and a trunca-
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tion radius of s∗ = 184+17−14 h−1 kpc, leading to a total mass of M∗total,BBS = 2.4
+0.3
−0.2×1012 h−1 M⊙.
Next we address the general properties of the red and blue lens samples independently. The
scaling parameter ησ = 0.3, used in the maximum likelihood analysis for the combined lens sample,
implicitly takes into account that red and blue galaxy masses for the same luminosity significantly
differ and that bright and faint galaxies in our lens sample are dominated by different SED types.
As the independent analysis of both SED types explicitly includes this mass difference and the
transition, a value of ησ = 0.3 would lead to an overcorrection in the scaling behavior. Combining
the results from Section 6.2.2 as seen in Figs. 6.14 and 6.28 with the maximum likelihood results,
we therefore apply a scaling parameter of ησ = 0.25 for red and for blue galaxies in the independent
analyses. The observed transition from red to blue SED-type domination for decreasing masses also
is supposed to affect the truncation radius s. Given that the original approach corresponds to s ∝ σ2
we therefore apply a value of ηs = 0.5 for both galaxy types in all separate investigations. According
to equation (3.73), this corresponds to a mass-independent M/L-ratio. In order to analyze red and
blue galaxies separately, we apply the same iteration algorithm as before, when calculating the
maximum likelihood for the scaling relation for the velocity dispersion σ , assuming an SIS profile.
The red lens sample exceeds the values of the combined sample for both profile parameters, yielding
a velocity dispersion of σ∗red = 149
+3
−3 km s−1 and truncation radius of s∗,red = 337
+43
−37 h−1 kpc.
This leads to a significantly larger total mass of M∗,redtotal,BBS = 5.5
+0.9
−0.8 × 1012 h−1 M⊙. For the blue
lens sample we obtain much lower values of σ∗blue = 118
+4
−5 km s−1 for the velocity dispersion and
s∗,blue = 84+13−14 h−1 kpc for the truncation radius, corresponding to an expected significantly lower
total galaxy halo mass of M∗,bluetotal,BBS = 8.6
+1.9
−2.2×1011 h−1 kpc. These results also are visualized in the
upper left panel of Fig. 6.29.
As we have seen in Section 6.5.2, the lens environment is not a variable without influence on
the galaxy properties. We therefore repeat the BBS maximum likelihood analysis, considering a
combined, a red and a blue lens sample in low density and high density environment, and compare
the best-fitting values to the corresponding results from the ‘all densities’ analysis. For the lens
samples in different environments we use the definitions from Section 5.5.2. For the lens samples of
same SED type, but populating different environments, the environment density hardly influences the
velocity dispersion of the galaxies. In other words this means that the central galaxy matter density
mainly depends on their luminosity but not on their environment. Considering the truncation radii
the opposite is the case. In denser environments s significantly increases and therefore the total mass
significantly grows with density. This observation is valid for all SED types. These results are also
shown in the lower panels of Fig. 6.29. In particular in dense structures parent group or cluster halos
might exist in addition to plenty of secondary overlapping galaxy halos. As we do not account for
individual group or cluster halos their mass is assigned to the corresponding galaxies. Further the
parent halo might smear out the observable change in slope at the truncation radius. Both effects
can lead an overestimation of the truncation radius and therefore the total mass does not appear im-
possible. The best-fitting values for all BBS maximum likelihood results are summarized in Table 6.4.
In the following we additionally take passive evolution of our lens galaxies into account, assuming
an evolution of the luminosity with redshift corresponding to L ∝ (1+ z). Under this assumption the
velocity dispersion of our L∗-galaxy significantly increases to a value of σ∗ = 144+3−2 km s−1 for all
lens galaxies and a truncation radius of s∗ = 253+23−20 h−1 kpc. This corresponds to an increased total
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Fig. 6.29: Maximum likelihood analysis for the BBS profile. The solid, the long-dashed and the short-
dashed contours show the 68.3%, the 95.4% and the 99.7% confidence levels. We select the lens samples
with respect to galaxy SED and environment density. The crosses indicate the best-fitting parameters.
In the upper row the different galaxy SEDs are compared to each other in the corresponding environments
(all densities in the upper left panel, high density in the upper middle panel and low density in the upper
right panel). We see that for all environments red galaxies (in red) exceed blue galaxies (in blue) in both,
velocity dispersion σ∗ and truncation radius s∗. The combined lens sample (in black) lies in between.
In the lower row we compare the influence of the environment on each of the galaxy types (all densities
in black, high density in magenta and low density in green), the combined lens sample shown in the lower
left panel, the red lens sample in the lower middle panel and the blue lens sample shown in the lower right
panel. As we see the velocity dispersion is hardly influenced by the environment density. This indicates
that the central galaxy matter density mainly depends on the luminosity and not the environment. In
contrast the truncation radii significantly increase with environment density.
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mass of M∗total,BBS = 3.9
+0.5
−0.4× 1012 h−1 M⊙. Regarding red and blue galaxies separately we obtain
a velocity dispersion of σ∗red = 161
+3
−3 km s−1 and a truncation radius of s∗,red = 414
+49
−48 h−1 kpc,
corresponding to a total mass of M∗,redtotal,BBS = 7.9
+1.2
−1.2×1012 h−1 M⊙ for a red L∗-galaxy and a velocity
dispersion of σ∗blue = 126
+5
−5 km s−1 and a truncation radius of s∗,blue = 108
+19
−17 h−1 kpc, corresponding
to a total mass of M∗,bluetotal,BBS = 1.3
+0.3
−0.3 × 1012 h−1 M⊙ for a blue L∗-galaxy. The results assuming
luminosity evolution are added to Table 6.4.
6.4.2 Universal Density Profile (NFW)
As a further discussed possible galaxy halo profile, we now consider the universal density profile (see
also Section 3.4.1), better known as NFW profile, which was introduced by Navarro et al. (1996).
The NFW profile also consists of two independent parameters, the concentration parameter c and the
virial radius r200. As already for the BBS profile we have to think about the scaling relations to be
applied. Recalling the results of Guzik & Seljak (2002), but also our result from Section 6.2.2 that
M ∝ L1.2, combined with equation (3.65) for the M200, we obtain a scaling relation of r200 ∝ L0.4 (see
equation 3.79 in Section 3.4.2). In order to properly scale the concentration parameter c, we follow
the results of Duffy et al. (2008) (see equation 3.81).
In the NFW likelihood analysis we again first investigate the complete lens sample, ignoring
any possible evolution of the galaxy luminosities with redshift. For these conditions we obtain for
the L∗-galaxy a concentration parameter of c∗ = 6.4+0.9−0.7 and a virial radius of r∗200 = 133
+3
−2 h−1 kpc.
These values correspond to a virial mass of M∗200 = 7.6+0.5−0.3×1011 h−1 M⊙.
In order to disentangle the contribution of red and blue galaxies we also run likelihood analyses for
both SED types separately, in the same manner as described for the BBS profile. Recalling that the
assumed scaling parameters for BBS analyses for the different SED types separately corresponded to
a mass-independent M/L-ratio, we adjust the value of ηr200 for all separate-SED analyses to a value of
ηr200 = 1/3. These scaling parameters also perfectly reflect the values we obtained in Section 6.2.2.
We find that the concentrations of red and blue galaxies do not strongly differ, at least considering
galaxies around the fiducial luminosity. However, this can not be generalized for all luminosity
or mass ranges, respectively, as we will see in Section 6.4.3. In contrast to the observation of the
concentration parameter, the virial radii of red and blue galaxies significantly differ, confirming the
large difference in halo mass, as observed in the BBS analyses. For red galaxies we measure a con-
centration parameter of c∗,red = 6.4+0.7−0.8 and a virial radius of r
∗,red
200 = 160
+3
−4 h−1 kpc, corresponding to
a virial mass M∗,red200 = 1.2
+0.1
−0.1× 1012 h−1 M⊙. Complementary, we obtain a concentration parameter
of c∗,blue = 7.0+1.9−1.6 and virial radius of r
∗,blue
200 = 115
+4
−5 h−1 kpc for the blue galaxies. This translate
into a virial mass of M∗,blue200 = 5.0
+0.5
−0.6×1011 h−1 M⊙. The results are also shown in the upper row of
Fig. 6.30.
If we now investigate the evolution of the NFW profile parameters with the density of the en-
vironment, we do not observe a strong dependency of the concentration parameter c, which only
slightly increases with decreasing density. While the concentration of galaxies appears slightly
enhanced in low density environments, the concentration hardly differs between mean and high
density environments. The opposite is the case, however, when considering the viral radii. The virial
radii strongly increase with environment density. This corresponds to a significant increase in the
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Fig. 6.30: Maximum likelihood analysis for the NFW profile. The solid, the long-dashed and the short-
dashed contours show the 68.3%, the 95.4% and the 99.7% confidence levels. We select the lens samples
with respect to galaxy SED and environment density. The crosses indicate the best-fitting parameters.
In the upper row the different galaxy SEDs are compared to each other in the corresponding environments
(all densities in the upper left panel, high density in the upper middle panel and low density in the upper
right panel). We see that for all environments all galaxy types show very similar concentration c in the
same environment for the L∗-galaxy, while the virial radii r200 for red galaxies (in red) are significantly
higher than for blue galaxies (in blue). The combined lens sample (in black) consistently lies in between.
In the lower row we compare the influence of the environment on each of the galaxy types (all densities
in black, high density in magenta and low density in green), the combined type lens sample shown in the
lower left panel, the red lens sample in the lower middle panel and the blue lens sample shown in the lower
right panel. As we see the concentration parameter is hardly influenced by the environment density, being
almost identical in all densities and high density, but slightly enhanced in low density environment. The
increase of the halo mass with environment density is also observed for the NFW profile, indicated by the
increase of r200.
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virial masses, reflecting the results from the BBS analyses. The environment density dependencies
also are shown in the lower row of Fig. 6.30. The best-fitting parameter for the NFW likelihood
analyses are added to Table 6.4.
Now we also assume that the galaxy luminosities evolve with L ∝ (1+ z). This slightly reduces the
concentration parameter to a value of c∗ = 5.4+0.8−0.6, but strongly enhances the value of the virial radius
to r∗200 = 158+3−2 h−1 kpc, corresponding to a larger virial mass of M∗200 = 1.2
+0.1
−0.1 × 1012 h−1 M⊙
for the complete lens sample. Investigating red galaxies separately, we measure a concentration
parameter of c∗,red = 6.2+0.8−0.7 and a virial radius of r
∗,red
200 = 183
+4
−4 h−1 kpc. This corresponds to a
virial mass of M∗,red200 = 1.9
+0.1
−0.1 × 1012 h−1 M⊙. Looking at our blue galaxy sample, we obtain a
concentration parameter of c∗,blue = 6.2+1.7−1.4 and a virial radius of r
∗,blue
200 = 135
+4
−6 h−1 kpc, leading to
a virial mass of M∗,blue200 = 8.0
+0.7
−1.1×1011 h−1 M⊙.
As we investigated two different halo profiles, we want to check the consistency of the results
from our BBS and NFW likelihood analyses. For this purpose we compare the corresponding
masses from the BBS and from the NFW analyses, enclosed by the same radius. We choose
this radius to be the virial radius, as obtained in the NFW analysis. The corresponding mass
in the NFW case is M∗200, see equation (3.65). The corresponding mass for the BBS profile is
calculated according to equation (3.59). Assuming a BBS profile, for the combined galaxy lens
sample we obtain a mass of M∗BBS(r∗200) = 9.2+1.1−0.9 × 1011 h−1 M⊙, representing a slightly higher
value than the NFW value of M∗200 = 7.6+0.5−0.3 × 1011 h−1 M⊙. For the combined lens sample in
lower and higher density environments, the characteristic behavior is the same. This results in
M∗BBS(r∗200) = 10.1+1.4−1.4×1011 h−1M⊙ compared to M∗200 = 8.3+0.5−0.5×1011 h−1 M⊙ for the high density
case and MBBS = 10.1+1.4−1.4×1011 h−1M⊙ for the low density case. Considering the masses of red and
blue galaxies independently, we also see for red lenses that the BBS masses inside r200 are slightly
enhanced, while looking at the blue lenses the corresponding two mass values hardly differ anymore.
However, considering the uncertainties, the results agree within 1σ .
If we now further compare the BBS and NFW masses, including luminosity evolution with
redshift, L ∝ (1 + z), we obtain a BBS-mass of M∗BBS(r∗200) = 1.4+0.1−0.1 × 1012 h−1M⊙ com-
pared to an NFW-mass of M∗200 = 1.3+0.1−0.1 × 1012 h−1 M⊙ for all lens galaxies, a BBS-mass of
M∗,redBBS (r
∗,red
200 ) = 2.1
+0.3
−0.2×1012 h−1M⊙ compared to an NFW-mass of M∗,red200 = 1.9+0.1−0.1×1012 h−1 M⊙
for red galaxies and a BBS-mass of M∗,blueBBS (r
∗,blue
200 ) = 7.2
+1.8
−1.5× 1011 h−1M⊙ compared to an NFW-
mass of M∗,blue200 = 8.0
+0.7
−1.1× 1011 h−1 M⊙ for blue galaxies. All measured values for the masses and
halo parameters are summarized in Table 6.4.
Taking the results of Wright & Brainerd (2000) into account, which show that isothermal profiles
indeed have a tendency in yielding higher masses than NFW profiles for the same given gravitational
shear within the virial radius, a consistent picture is drawn.
6.4.3 Extraction of Scaling Relations from Maximum Likelihood Analyses
Mass-to-Light-Ratio
In the analyses based on the BBS profile in the previous sections, we assumed a mass-luminosity-
scaling relation with M ∝ L1.2, being equivalent to a scaling of the mass-to-light ratio of M/L ∝ L0.2.
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Without luminosity evolution, L∗r′ = 1.6×1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙
type density σ∗ s∗ c∗ r∗200 M∗total,BBS M∗200 M∗BBS(r∗200) M∗total,BBS/L∗r′
[km s−1] [h−1 kpc] [h−1 kpc] [1011 h−1 M⊙] [1011 h−1 M⊙] [1011 h−1 M⊙] [h M⊙/Lr′,⊙]
all all 131+2−2 184
+17
−14 6.4
+0.9
−0.7 133
+3
−2 23.2
+2.8
−2.5 7.6
+0.5
−0.3 9.2
+1.1
−0.9 178
+22
−19
all high 131+3−3 256
+24
−26 6.4
+1.0
−1.0 137
+3
−3 32.2
+4.5
−4.8 8.3
+0.5
−0.5 10.1
+1.4
−1.4 248
+35
−37
all low 131+4−5 96
+15
−15 9.4
+2.4
−1.7 118
+4
−4 12.1
+2.6
−2.8 5.3
+0.5
−0.5 6.8
+1.4
−1.5 93
+20
−22
red all 149+3−3 337
+43
−37 6.4
+0.7
−0.8 160
+3
−4 54.9
+9.2
−8.2 12.4
+0.7
−0.9 15.5
+2.6
−1.7 422
+71
−63
red high 150+3−4 464
+75
−68 6.0
+1.0
−0.9 167
+4
−5 76.6
+15.4
−15.3 14.1
+1.0
−1.3 16.8
+3.4
−2.4 589
+119
−118
red low 144+5−6 245
+64
−52 7.8
+1.6
−1.7 146
+5
−6 37.3
+12.3
−10.5 9.4
+1.0
−1.2 12.8
+4.0
−2.9 287
+95
−85
blue all 118+4−5 84
+13
−14 7.0
+1.9
−1.6 115
+4
−5 8.6
+1.9
−2.2 5.0
+0.5
−0.6 5.1
+1.1
−1.3 66
+15
−17
blue high 114+5−6 107
+22
−23 7.0
+3.1
−2.3 112
+6
−6 10.2
+3.0
−3.3 4.6
+0.7
−0.7 5.3
+1.5
−1.7 78
+23
−25
blue low 126+8−9 40
+11
−8 11.5
+6.5
−3.9 105
+6
−6 4.7
+1.9
−1.6 3.8
+0.6
−0.6 3.6
+1.4
−1.3 36
+14
−12
With luminosity evolution, L∗r′ = 1.6×1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙
type density σ∗ s∗ c∗ r∗200 M∗total,BBS M∗200 M∗BBS(r∗200) M∗total,BBS/L∗r′
[km s−1] [h−1 kpc] [h−1 kpc] [1011 h−1 M⊙] [1011 h−1 M⊙] [1011 h−1 M⊙] [h M⊙/Lr’,⊙]
all all 144+3−2 253
+23
−20 5.4
+0.8
−0.6 158
+3
−2 38.5
+5.1
−4.1 12.7
+0.7
−0.5 13.7
+1.8
−1.1 296
+39
−32
red all 161+3−3 414
+49
−48 6.2
+0.8
−0.7 183
+4
−4 78.7
+12.3
−12.1 18.6
+1.2
−1.2 20.9
+3.2
−2.1 605
+95
−93
blue all 126+5−5 108
+19
−17 6.2
+1.7
−1.4 135
+4
−6 12.6
+3.2
−3.0 8.0
+0.7
−1.1 7.2
+1.8
−1.5 97
+25
−23
Table 6.4: Best-fitting values from the likelihood analyses, velocity dispersion σ , truncation radius s and total halo mass Mtotal,BBS from the BBS
analysis, concentration parameter c, virial radius r200 and virial mass M200 from the NFW analysis, completed by the BBS mass at the NFW-r200 and
the total mass-to-light-ratio Mtotal,BBS/Lr′,⊙. The upper table shows the values without luminosity evolution, the lower table with luminosity evolution
according to L ∝ (1+ z).
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Fig. 6.31: Maximum likelihood results for the scaling relation of the BBS truncation radius s, investigating
blue (left) and red galaxies (right) separately. The solid lines show the 68.3%, the long-dashed lines
the 95.4% and the short-dashed line the 99.7% confidence levels, the crosses indicates the best-fitting
parameters. For the combined sample (black contours) we find a best-fitting scaling parameter of ηs =
0.52+0.09−0.10 for s, which corresponds to a best-fitting scaling parameter of ηM/L = 0.12+0.10−0.11, for blue galaxies
(blue contours) we find ηblues = 0.42+0.11−0.10 and for red galaxies (red galaxies) we obtain η reds =−0.12+0.11−0.13.
Given the stability of the scaling relation of the velocity dispersion σ with luminosity, we now fix the
velocity dispersion to the observed value of σ∗ = 131 km s−1 from the BBS likelihood analysis for a
L∗-galaxy and use the scaling factor ηs of the truncation radius with luminosity as a free parameter.
I.e., we now run a likelihood analysis with the truncation s and the scaling factor ηs as fit parameters.
Recalling that the total BBS mass scales as M ∝ σ2s (see equation 3.60), this leads to a scaling factor
for the mass-to-light ratio of
ηM/L = 2 ·ησ +ηs−1 . (6.7)
As the black contours in Fig. 6.31 show, the likelihood analysis for the complete lens sample yields
a scaling factor of ηs = 0.52+0.09−0.10 with unchanged truncation radius s. Therefore the total halo mass
remains unaffected. Combining this result with the assumed scaling factor ησ = 0.30±0.02 we obtain
a scaling relation of M/L ∝ LηM/L with ηM/L = 0.12+0.10−0.11. The estimation of the scaling relation for the
individual galaxy types is challenging, as the transition point, where the profile turns from a decrease
with second order to a decrease with forth order in distance, is smeared out by the contribution of
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Fig. 6.32: Maximum likelihood results for the scaling relation of the BBS truncation radius s, investigating
blue (blue contours) and red (red contours), bright (upper panel) and faint galaxies (lower panel) separately.
The solid, the long-dashed and the short-dashed contours show the 68.3%, the 95.4% and the 99.7%
confidence levels. As we see in the upper panel, the truncation radii s of all galaxies brighter than Mr′ =
−21, independent from the SED-type, show a scaling behavior which agrees well with the assumptions
(ηs = 0.5), while for galaxies fainter than Mr′ =−21 this is only the case for blue galaxies. Red galaxies
show an inverted scaling behavior. This implies increasing radii with decreasing luminosity, corresponding
to an almost luminosity independent total mass. This phenomenon could be explained by assuming a
transition from a further red galaxy population with higher mass for same luminosity, which dominates for
faint galaxies, but dies out with increasing luminosity.
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Fig. 6.33: Same as Fig. 6.32, but for lenses in low density environments. As we see the deviating scaling
behavior of fainter red galaxies is not an environmental phenomenon. The truncation radii of bright red
and blue but also of faint red galaxies show a scaling behavior widely consistent to s ∝ L0.5, while the faint
red lenses agree with a luminosity independent mass.
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Fig. 6.34: Truncation radius s (left panel) and M/L-ratio (right panel), calculated for red (in red) and
blue galaxies (in blue) according the scaling relation of Fig. 6.32. The solid lines denote the best fit, the
dashed lines denote the 68.3%-confidence levels. We observe a negative s-slope for faint red galaxies and
a positive s-slope for bright red and all blue galaxies. This leads to a strong increase in the M/L-ratio
for faint red galaxies, while the universally positive s-slope for blue galaxies leads to an approximately
luminosity independent M/L-ratio. The discontinuities at L = 1010 h−1 L⊙ are numerical artifacts, due
to assuming a sudden change in the scaling relation and not exactly knowing where this change occurs.
However, both sides of the fits still agree within 1 σ . We included for comparison the single-power scaling
for the combined sample in both panels in black (s ∝ L0.52, M/L ∝ L1.12, see Figure 6.31).
many neighboring galaxy halos and occasionally group or cluster halos. While a reasonable estima-
tion for the truncation radii of massive galaxies is still possible, the measurements in the low-mass
regime become very difficult. This becomes obvious when investigating the scaling behavior of the
truncation radius s for blue and red galaxies separately (see Fig. 6.31). While for blue galaxies the
observed scaling behavior (ηblues = 0.42+0.10−0.11) is consistent with our expectations, for red galaxies the
scaling relation is at first look surprising, indicating a growth in the truncation radii for decreasing
luminosities (η reds = −0.12+0.11−0.13). In order to determine the origin of this feature, we further divide
our lens samples into brighter and fainter galaxies and repeat the maximum likelihood analysis for
the scaling behavior of s. First investigating the scaling relation for massive galaxies we only con-
sider lenses with magnitudes Mr′ < −21 in the fitting loop, while for fainter galaxies we assume the
standard scaling behavior with ηs = 0.5. As we see in the upper panel of Fig. 6.32, in this case, for
both, red and blue galaxies, the results for the scaling relation agree well with the expectations from
the analysis of the ‘all luminosities’ samples (η red,brights = 0.38+0.19−0.21 for red and ηblue,brights = 0.50+0.41−0.42
for blue galaxies). However, this result is not confirmed when considering the fainter part of the lens
sample, fitting galaxies with Mr′ > −21 and running the brighter lenses with the standard value of
ηs = 0.5 (see lower panel of Fig. 6.32). While for the blue galaxies the scaling relation is still con-
sistent with the previous assumptions and results (ηblue,faints = 0.45+0.12−0.10), the result for the red sample
is surprising and irritating. For that specific sample we measure a value of η red,faints = −0.38+0.14−0.13.
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Thus implies an inverted scaling relation, leading to increasing galaxy radii for decreasing luminosity.
Since the velocity dispersion is decreasing with decreasing luminosity this implies that the masses are
only slowly decreasing with luminosity. This is in agreement with the halo mass vs. stellar mass rela-
tion from Guo et al. (2010) (based on abundance matching). Their fig. 2 (upper panel) shows that the
halo mass decreases only slowly with stellar mass for stellar masses ≤ 1010 h−2 L⊙. To exclude that
environment structures are the cause of this rise of the truncation radius with decreasing luminosity,
we repeat the analyses on a more restricted lens sample, only consisting of galaxies in environments
with low local density. However, this approach indeed confirms the previous results. While for bright
galaxies in low density environments the observed scaling behavior is in agreement with our expec-
tations (η red,bright,lows = 0.95+0.34−0.34 for red and ηblue,bright,lows = 0.64+0.50−0.62 for blue galaxies, see upper
panel of Fig. 6.33), regarding the faint lens sample this is in principle only true for blue galaxies
(ηblue,faint,lows = 0.88+0.28−0.19, see lower panel of Fig. 6.33). Also in low density environments faint red
galaxies appear to scale inversely (η red,faint,lows =−0.50+0.35−0.29). In summary our results indicate that the
M/L-ratio for red galaxies steeply decreases for increasing luminosities considering galaxies fainter
than L∼ 1010 h−1 L⊙ and then turns into a further, but shallower decrease for more massive galaxies,
while for blue galaxies the M/L-ratio is approximately constant (see Fig. 6.34).
Concentration-Mass-Relation
A further scaling relation of interest is represented by the scaling of the concentration parameter c
of the NFW profile with luminosity and consequently with mass. In order to constrain the scaling
behavior we fix the expected virial radius r200 and its scaling (ηr200 = 0.4 for the combined and
ηr200 = 1/3 for the separate SED samples) and perform an NFW maximum likelihood analysis, fitting
the scaling exponent ηc of the concentration parameter with luminosity. For the combined lens sample
we obtain a value of ηc = −0.07+0.11−0.11. This is also shown in Fig.6.35 (black contours). Assuming a
scaling of the mass-to-light ratio according to M200/L ∝ L0.2 this leads to a scaling relation between
concentration and mass of c ∝ M0.06
+0.09
−0.09
200 , for M200/L ∝ L0.12 this leads to c ∝ M
0.06+0.10−0.10
200 , both being
consistent with the results of Duffy et al. (2008) (ηc,Duffy = 0.084±0.06). Further we also investigate
possible differences in the scaling behavior of the concentration parameter for the different SED
types. The analysis of the red lens sample results in a very similar, but slightly shallower scaling
relation of c ∝ L−0.04+0.10−0.13 . In contrast, the scaling relation for the blue lens sample turns out to
be steeper, although with only marginal significance, following a relation of c ∝ L−0.34+0.24−0.26 . The
concentration-luminosity relation can be easily translated into a concentration-mass relation, assum-
ing a certain M200/L-ratio, but as we see the difference between M200/L ∝ L0.2 and M200/L ∝ L0.12
hardly changes the result. If we apply the scaling relations for the SED types independently, we
see that the almost identical concentrations of red and blue galaxies cannot be generalized, but only
happen to be valid for luminosities close to L∗. While due to the very shallow scaling relation for red
galaxies the concentration remains approximately constant with mass, the concentration parameter
for massive blue galaxies is rather low, strongly increasing with decreasing mass. Therefore in the
massive regime red galaxies exceed their blue counterparts in concentration, while the relation turns
into its opposite when moving to the low mass regime. In Fig. 6.37 the concentration parameter is
illustrated as a function of the virial mass.
The measurements of the virial radii r200 in the ∆Σ analyses showed indications for a modi-
fied scaling behavior of the M/L-ratio (see Section 6.4.3) and thus the r200 or of the concentration
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Fig. 6.35: Maximum likelihood result for the concentration-luminosity relation, for combined (in black),
red (in red) and blue galaxies (in blue) separately. The solid, the long-dashed and the short-dashed contours
show the 68.3%, the 95.4% and the 99.7% confidence levels. The scaling for the red lens galaxies is very
flat, being quite similar to the combined sample, leading to an almost constant concentration parameter
over the investigated luminosity range. In contrast, the scaling relation for the blue lens sample is steeper,
although with only marginal significance.
parameter, when considering galaxies at the faint luminosity end of our lens sample. First we
investigate the possibility, that the M200/L-scaling does not change. We therefore run NFW maximum
likelihood analyses, allowing independent concentration parameter scaling relations for galaxies
brighter and fainter than L = 1010 h−2 L⊙. Indeed the best-fitting values for both luminosity
regimes clearly differ as can be seen in the upper panel of Fig. 6.36. Looking at the brighter
galaxy samples, we find values of ηc which are similar (η red,brightc = 0.02+0.06−0.06 for red galaxies and
ηblue,brightc =−0.28+0.15−0.17) to those obtained in the analysis without discrimination in luminosity. This
picture dramatically changes when considering the faint lens fraction. Taking the large uncertainties
into account the results only are mildly inconsistent with the previous ones. However, considering
the absolute values (η red,faintc = −1.52+1.12−1.36 for red galaxies and ηblue,faintc = −1.14+0.99−1.56), there is a
strong indication for a steeper scaling relation for the concentration parameter c when investigating
luminosities fainter than 1010 h−2 L⊙. In order to assure that we do not observe an environmental or
multi-deflection effect we repeat the maximum likelihood analysis with a low density environment
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All Densities
Low Density
Fig. 6.36: Concentration-luminosity-relation for bright (x-axis) and faint galaxies (y-axis) separately, dis-
tinguishing between galaxies in all environments (upper panels) and galaxies in low density environment
(lower panel). The solid, the long-dashed and the short-dashed contours show the 68.3%, the 95.4% and
the 99.7% confidence levels. The blue contours show blue, the red contours red galaxies. The scaling pa-
rameters ηc for the bright sample are very similar to the obtained values with differentiation in luminosity
(see also Fig. 6.35). However, the analysis of the faint fraction of our lens sample indicates a much steeper
concentration-luminosity-relation (ηc <−1).
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Fig. 6.37: Scaling relations for the concentration parameter with M200, assuming a scaling of M200 with
L1.2. The red solid line and the blue long-dashed line show the best-fitting scaling relation assuming a
universal slope for all luminosities or masses, respectively (see Fig. 6.35). In this case at high masses
red galaxies are more concentrated than blue galaxies of the same mass, while for decreasing masses
the opposite is true. The red short-dashed line and the blue dotted line show the scaling behavior for
the concentration parameter, assuming a significant increase in steepness of the concentration-luminosity-
relation at L = 1010 h−1 L⊙ (see Fig. 6.36).
lens sample. As the lower panel of Fig. 6.36 shows, with values of η red,bright,lowc =−0.06+0.10−0.11 and
η red,faint,lowc =−1.36+1.45−2.12 for brighter and fainter red galaxies and ηblue,bright,lowc = −0.22+0.20−0.21 and
ηblue,faint,lowc = −1.90+1.70−3.11 for brighter and fainter blue galaxies, despite the excessive uncertainties,
the analysis confirms the previous result.
We also investigate the possibility that, due to a change in the M200/L-scaling, the r200 scaling
shows a ‘broken’ power law behavior with different slopes for luminosities brighter and fainter
than Lr′ = 1010 h−2 L⊙. For this we repeat the maximum likelihood analysis, assuming that the
concentration-mass relation of Duffy et al. (2008) holds, and fit r200 and its scaling with luminosity
for red and blue galaxies brighter and fainter than Mr′ = 20.5 separately. The scaling of the r200
indeed appears to change with luminosity. This change is stronger for red than for blue galaxies,
while for blue galaxies it is only modest. We cross-check the results repeating the same likelihood
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analysis for the lens sample in low density environment, obtaining the same result.
6.4.4 Comparison of the Results
Parker et al. (2007) analyzed an area of 22 deg2 CFHTLS i′-band, but without photometric redshift es-
timation, using the i′-band magnitude for lens and source selection. All galaxies with 19< i′< 22 were
defined as lenses and all galaxies with 22.5 < i′ < 24 were defined as sources, applying a photometric
distribution based on Brown et al. (2003) from the COMBO-17 for the lens sample and Ilbert et al.
(2006) from the CFHTLS-Deep for the source sample. Assuming a truncation radius of 185±30 h−1
kpc based on Hoekstra et al. (2004), they found for an L∗r′ = 1.6×1010 h−2 Lr′,⊙-galaxy a velocity dis-
persion of σ∗= 137±11 km s−1 and a rest-frame mass-to-light ratio of M∗/L∗r′ = 173±34 h M⊙/L⊙.
Comparing these values with our results of σ∗ = 131+2−2 km s−1 and M∗total,BBS/L∗r′ = 178
+22
−19 M⊙/L⊙,
we observe good agreement. Analyzing RCS2-data, based on CHFT-r′-band photometry and mainly
consisting of red galaxies, van Uitert et al. (2011) found for a L∗R = 1010 h−1 LR,⊙-galaxy, includ-
ing luminosity evolution, a virial mass of Mvir = 7.2± 1.5× 1011 h−1 M⊙. Converting our re-
sult for the M200 from the red lenses NFW maximum likelihood analysis, we obtain a value of
Mvir = 7.3±0.5×10−11 h−1 M⊙, in good agreement with van Uitert et al. (2011).
6.4.5 Consistency of Maximum Likelihood and ∆Σ -Fit Results
Comparing our investigations of the excess surface mass density ∆Σ in Section 6.2.2 with those from
the maximum likelihood in Section 6.4 analyses, we obtain following results. Assuming an SIS or
BBS profile, respectively, we derived values for velocity dispersion of σ∗ = 135± 2 km s−1 for the
combined lens sample, σ∗red = 162± 2 km s−1 for red galaxies and σ∗blue = 115± 3 km s−1 for blue
galaxies from ∆Σ , while the maximum likelihood analyses delivered values of σ∗ = 131+2−2 km s−1
for the combined galaxy sample, σ∗red = 149
+3
−3 km s−1 for red galaxies and σ∗blue = 118
+4
−5 km s−1 for
blue galaxies. Except for the red lens sample, the results are thus in good agreement. The same
conclusions hold when including the assumption of luminosity evolution with redshift according to
L ∝ (1+ z). In this case we measured velocity dispersions of σ∗ = 150±2 km s−1 for the combined
lens samples, σ∗red = 173± 2 km s−1 for red galaxies and σ∗blue = 123± 3 km s−1 for blue galaxies
from ∆Σ compared to values of σ∗ = 144+3−2 km s−1 for the combined sample, σ∗red = 161
+3
−3 km s−1
for the red galaxy sample and σ∗blue = 123
+3
−3 km s−1 for the blue galaxy sample from the maximum
likelihood analyses.
However the situation looks different when investigating the halo parameters based on an NFW profile,
the virial radius r∗200 and the virial mass M200. While the maximum likelihood analyses yield values
of r∗200 = 133+3−2 h−1 kpc for the combined lens sample, r
∗,red
200 = 160
+3
−4 h−1 kpc for the red lens sample
and r∗,blue200 = 115
+4
−5 h−1 kpc for the blue lens sample, except for blue galaxies the investigation of ∆Σ
delivers systematically higher results, as in that case we obtain values of r∗200 = 146± 2 h−1 kpc for
the combined galaxy sample, r∗,red200 = 177± 3 h−1 kpc for red galaxies and r∗,blue200 = 120±2 h−1 kpc
for the blue galaxies.
In order to understand the systematic difference of ∼ 10% in the measurements, we additionally
run simulations (BBS and NFW), continuously restricting the lens sample. First only considering
lenses with absolute luminosities of Mr′ < −21 and in the following only taking lenses into account
with Mr′ < −23, we further restrict the latter lens sample to those galaxies populating low density
environments by only considering galaxies with less than five neighbors within a projected distance
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Fig. 6.38: Excess surface surface mass density ∆Σ extracted from lens galaxies with −23 < Mr′ ≤ −24
calculated from simulated lens signals. The black dots show simulations including lenses with all magni-
tude, red dots only include lenses with Mr′ ≤ −21, green dots only include lenses with Mr′ < −23, cyan
dots additionally restrict the lens sample to maximum neighbor number of 4 galaxies within a projected
distance of 720 h−1 kpc and finally the magenta plots only show lenses these lenses without any neighbor
within this projected distance. We see that in the case of a BBS profile (left panel) multiple deflection
affect the signal amplitude only on larger scales, while assuming an NFW profile (right panel) the signal
amplitude already at very low scale is biased high about 20%.
of 720 h−1 kpc and finally only isolated galaxies without any other galaxy within the same projected
distance. In this way we incrementally reduce the influence of multiple deflections. After this the
obtained artificial shape catalogs were used to measure the predicted profiles of the excess surface
mass density for all cases. For this investigation we focus in particular on the analysis of lenses
within a magnitude range of −23 > Mr′ ≥ −24. As we can see in Fig. 6.38, independent of the
considered galaxy halo profile, on large scales multiple deflections significantly boost the amplitude
of the measured ∆Σ profile, as expected, due to group/cluster halo and secondary nearby galaxy
halos. However, the result is more surprising when looking at small projected separations. While
the amplitude of the BBS ∆Σ remains almost undisturbed by multiple deflection on small scales,
considering an NFW profile the opposite is the case. In fact, the amplitude of ∆Σ is increased by
∼ 20% in comparison to the undisturbed single galaxy halo. This can be understood, if we take into
account that the BBS and NFW slopes behave differently as a function of luminosity. The NFW
profile slopes become significantly steeper for scales larger than the scale radius rs. As the scale
radius changes as a function of luminosity, so does the profile slope, i.e., we start summing up profile
contributions with different slopes. In contrast, the slopes of isothermal profiles do not change with
luminosity. This implies that we can measure unbiased values for the velocity dispersion σ from the
∆Σ profile, while NFW based parameters, as the virial radius r200, systematically might be biased
high, when not explicitly considering a galaxy lens sample residing in low density environments.
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6.5 Comparison of Observed ∆Σ−Profiles to Expectations from Lens-
ing Simulations
6.5.1 Combined, Red and Blue Lens Samples in Average Environment
In order to check our results for consistency in theoretical aspects, we compare the excess surface
mass density with the predictions of the 3D-LOS-projected lensing signal simulations based on
BBS and NFW profiles as described in Section 3.4.4. We do the complete analysis the same we
way as for the observed data, feeding the synthetic catalogs with original positions, luminosities
and photometric redshifts, but with the analytically simulated, computed shear values γ . However,
the application of single-power law profiles for BBS and NFW profiles leads to underestimated
amplitudes of the simulated excess surface mass densities for the fainter luminosity bins. Therefore
in the simulations we assume a constant truncation radius for red galaxies fainter than Mr =−21 and
change the r200-scaling of the NFW-profile similar to the results from Section 6.4.3 to a double-power
law fit (η redr200,bright = ηbluer200,bright = 1/3, η redr200,faint = 0 and ηbluer200,faint = 0.21) for galaxies brighter and
fainter than Lr′ = 1010 h−2 L⊙. The results are shown in Fig. 6.39. As we can see the measured
∆Σ profiles of the observed data in general agree quite well with the predictions of the simulations,
especially for the brighter luminosity bins. For the faintest luminosity bins, applying single-power
law fits, we find that the profile only agreed well on larger scales, showing higher values for small
separations than the simulations suggest. Especially the NFW predictions, being even lower than the
BBS ones, underestimate the observations for low-mass lenses. This might indicate that the assumed
scaling relations for the profile parameters are not perfectly fine-tuned or that the scaling relations
follow a modified law for less massive galaxies. However, applying double-power-law fits, the
simulated profiles also agree well for the fainter luminosity bins. In order to visually disentangle the
contribution of the considered ‘central’ lens and additional halos from the neighborhood to the lensing
signal, we calculate the theoretical ∆Σ profile for a single galaxy halo (BBS and NFW, respectively),
scaled to the effective luminosity for every single bin, add them in Fig. 6.39 and compare them to
the observed signal. For luminosities Mr′ ≤ −20 we find that the excess surface mass density is
dominated by the central lenses out to distances of R ∼ 100 h−1 kpc. On larger scales the influence
of the secondary galaxy halos begins to rise and the halo profile turns into a cumulative profile,
composed of central halo, neighboring halos and group or cluster halo. For increasing luminosity the
impact of the neighboring galaxy halos shifts to larger distances and the difference between single
and cumulative halo profile continuously diminishes. In general, in the inner profile parts the BBS
profiles appear to fit the observed surface mass profiles better than the NFW profiles, especially
considering the inner parts of the galaxy halos for small projected separations between lens and
source. A possible explanation is provided by the consideration of the baryonic matter in the galaxies
in addition to the NFW dark matter halo, giving a boost in the galaxy core matter distribution.
We extend our analysis, discriminating red and blue lenses, now also investigating the contri-
bution of both galaxy types to the simulated surface excess mass density. For this purpose we further
append the predictions of the BBS and NFW profiles for both lens samples separately. We already
noticed that for the combined galaxy type lens sample observation and simulation agree well. This
conclusion also holds for blue and bright red lens galaxies separately. However, we notice a growing
difference between data and simulation with decreasing luminosity for the red lens sample. Taking
into account that faint red galaxies, in contrast to blue galaxies, most likely have a preference to
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Fig. 6.39: Excess surface mass density ∆Σ for all lenses in luminosity bins. We compare the observed sur-
face mass density profiles (black circles) to the predictions of the double-power law simulations, assuming
BBS (red triangles) and NFW galaxy halos (green squares). The profiles in general agree quite well.
In order to disentangle the central halo from the cumulative halo profile we add BBS (red dashed line)
and NFW (green dotted line) analytic single halos for every single luminosity bin. The profile on large
scales is higher than expected for an isolated galaxy in the fainter luminosity bins, where the central halo
only dominates out to scales of ∼ 100 h−1 kpc before turning into the cumulative profile. The difference
between central and cumulative halo strongly decreases with increasing luminosity.
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Fig. 6.40: Excess surface mass density for the red lens sample. Black circles are the observed data points,
red triangles come from the BBS and green squares from the NFW double-power law simulations. Simula-
tions and observation agree well for brighter lenses (middle and lower row). For fainter elliptical galaxies
the simulations underestimate the observed signal, BBS more strongly than NFW.
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Fig. 6.41: Excess surface mass density for the blue lens sample. Black circles are the observed data points,
red triangles come from the BBS and green squares from the NFW double-power law simulations. The
simulations agree well with the observed mass profiles, especially in the bright lens regime (middle and
lower row). For the faintest lenses the simulation only slightly underestimate the observed mass profile,
however the difference between observation and simulation is clearly smaller than for red lenses.
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Fig. 6.42: Excess surface mass density for the lens sample in high density environments. Black circles are
the observed data points, red triangles come from the BBS and green squares from the NFW double-power
law simulations. Observations and simulations agree very well for all luminosities.
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Fig. 6.43: Excess surface mass density for the lens sample in very high density environments. Black
circles are the observed data points, red triangles come from the BBS and green squares from the NFW
double-power law simulations. Observations and simulations agree very well for all luminosities.
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Fig. 6.44: Excess surface mass density for the lens sample in low density environments. Black circles
are the observed data points, red triangles come from the BBS and green squares from the NFW double-
power law simulations. The profiles are steeper than for high density environment. The observations and
simulation in general agree very well.
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Fig. 6.45: Excess surface mass density for the lens sample in very low density environments. Black
circles are the observed data points, red triangles come from the BBS and green squares from the NFW
double-power law simulations. Simulation and observation agree well, yet fairly noisy.
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reside in group or cluster environments, meaning environments of higher than average density, this
effect becomes understandable. While for blue galaxies the assumption of the cumulative halo being
the composition of many individual galaxy halos appears to be sufficiently accurate, apparently
the observed red galaxy mass profiles include an additional contribution of the parent group or
cluster halo. Another explanation is provided by the assumption that the assumed scaling relations
reasonably describe the behavior of blue galaxies, but the scaling of red galaxies starts to deviate for
lower masses.
6.5.2 Combined Lens Sample in Over- and Underdense Environments
In order to gain a better understanding of galaxy surface mass profiles as a function of environment
density, we further measure the excess surface mass density ∆Σ for the combined lens sample
in environments of different density (as defined in Section 5.5.2). We again directly compare the
observational data with predictions of the simulations based on BBS and NFW profiles. Considering
the galaxy sample composed of galaxies living in high density environments (see Fig. 6.42), we see
that simulations and observations mostly agree fairly well. In general, the profiles are the flatter,
the denser the environment is (see Figs. 6.42 and 6.43 for galaxies in high and very high density
environments). This is evident as on larger scales the signal is dominated by neighboring galaxies
(also from brighter luminosity bins) and the environment, and the denser the environment the higher
the total mass and thus the profile in the outskirt is.
Considering lenses in lower than average density environments, we have to note that the decreasing
signal-to-noise ratio makes the analysis more difficult. This especially becomes relevant when
looking at larger scales around faint galaxies. In general the ∆Σ profiles are steeper than for galaxies
in denser environments. The observed and simulated ∆Σ agree well with each other as can be seen
Fig. 6.44. For larger separations and less massive lenses the simulations now start to overestimate
the observed data. However, due to the low signal-to-noise (the lens density is low by definition
and thus also affects the lens-source pair numbers) the exact value for ∆Σ in these regions is very
hard to tell. It becomes even more difficult for very low environment density galaxy samples (see
Fig. 6.45). While for brighter bins observations and simulations still agree well, for the faintest bins
the observational data are noise-dominated, making it practically impossible to make a statement.
However, the results are not inconsistent on scales < 200 h−1 kpc.
Summarizing the comparisons between observations and simulations in environments of differ-
ent densities, we see fairly good agreement between expectation and observation. Assuming that the
mass-to-light ratio increases for galaxies fainter than Lr′ = 1010 h−2 L⊙, the analyzed system appears
to be well understood. We find that the profile slopes of the excess surface mass density ∆Σ increase
with decreasing environment density and with increasing central lens luminosity. The first effect is
caused by the increased excess surface mass density at larger scales due to the higher total mass in
comparison to the central galaxy mass. The second effect is caused by the increased central galaxy
mass in comparison to the total mass of the environment, thus down-weighting the environmental
influence and acting in the opposite direction. In general, both BBS and NFW profiles almost equally
well describe the observed galaxy halo profiles, which makes it difficult to decide, which profile the
actual dark matter halos follow. Only in the fainter bins the BBS and NFW signal start to differ, due
to differently modeled scaling relations for galaxies fainter than 1010 h−2 L⊙.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
We presented a GGL analysis based on 89 deg2 multi-color data (u∗g′r′i′z′) obtained in the CFHT
Legacy Survey Wide (CFHTLS-Wide), carried out with the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT) in Hawaii.
Based on the downloaded and subsequently reduced imaging data (including creation of sci-
ence and weight frames and image masks to indicate photometrically corrupted or contaminated
photometric image areas), we adapted the PSF properties for all bands of each pointing by applying
a global convolution with a carefully selected Gaussian kernel, thus matching the PSF patterns in
order to ensure meaningful galaxy colors. We subsequently used these PSF-matched frames to
create multi-color catalogs for all 124 pointings, containing the positions and PSF-corrected fluxes
and magnitudes for the u∗g′r′i′z′ photometry, using the SExtractor software with a detection
threshold of 2σ above the background on at least four contiguous pixels. These multi-color catalogs
represent the basis for the calculation and estimation of accurate photometric redshifts, required for
a precise GGL analysis. We applied a two-step calibration procedure for the photometric zeropoint
and offset determination. In the first step we adjusted the zeropoint offset for the detection band
(in all cases chosen to be the i′-band, being the deepest exposure), by determining the galactic
extinction from the Schlegel maps and applying the corresponding extinction value, thus dereddening
the observed i′-band magnitudes and fluxes. The stellar zeropoint calibration of the remaining
photometric images (u∗-,g′-, r′- and z′-band) is performed by comparison with the stellar colors
predicted by the Pickles star library (Pickles 1998), adjusting the offsets of the u∗-, g′-, r′- and
z′-band in such a way that the observed stellar colors from the measured fluxes in the multi-color
catalogs correspond to the predicted ones. This step homogenizes all investigated CFHTLS pointings
in terms of zeropoints and already significantly improves the accuracy of the estimated photometric
redshifts, both in in terms of rms and catastrophic outlier rate. In the second step we improve the
accuracy of the photometric redshift estimation by applying a further zeropoint calibration based
on the comparison with spectroscopic redshifts, obtained from the VVDS-Deep (W1), VVDS-F22
(W4), the DEEP2-survey (W3) and additionally obtained spectra in the W2. We derived the
spectroscopic zeropoint offsets on all spectroscopically covered pointings separately and calculated
the median values of all pointings within one large tile (i.e. W1, W2, W3, W4) in order to apply the
median values to spectroscopically not covered pointings. In this way we obtained a photometric
redshift sample consisting of in total 11 912 636 objects with a photometric redshift accuracy of
∆z/(1+ zspec) = 0.036 or σ∆z/(1+zspec) = 0.033 and a catastrophic outlier rate of η = 2.0% for objects
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with magnitudes i′ ≤ 22.5, calculated with the photometric redshift code PhotoZ of Bender et al.
(2001). As the spectroscopic limiting magnitude in the CFHTLS-Wide fields W1 and W3 allowed
a further verification of objects with magnitudes of 22.5 < i′ ≤ 24, we investigated the origin of
the redshift accuracy deterioration by comparing the accuracy with the results of the significantly
deeper CFHTLS-Deep fields D1 and D3, concluding that the increasing photometric noise is the main
reason for the decreasing accuracy and that a possible increase in the spectral variety of high redshift
galaxies does not appear to play a significant role.
For our subsequent weak lensing analysis we extracted shape catalogs from the CFHTLS-Wide
i′-band images, using the KSB-pipeline (see Kaiser et al. 1995 and Hoekstra et al. 1998). The source
extraction was performed with SExtractor using a detection limit of 3σ above the background
on at least four contiguous pixels. In order to correct the PSF anisotropy, on all i′-band images we
selected not-saturated stars from the stellar sequences with magnitudes 18 < r′ < 24 and a minimum
signal-to-noise ratio of S/N=50. The finally obtained corrected ellipticities from the KSB-pipeline
are in the end multiplied with a shear calibration factor of ccal = 1/0.91 in order to compensate a
bias in this KSB-pipeline, discovered in the Shear TEsting Programme (STEP, see Heymans et al.
2006). After visual inspection we rejected 35 pointings with dissatisfactory shear correction, further
excluding objects with low signal-to-ratio (SN ≤ 5), thus obtaining a total number of 89 pointings
with corrected source shape estimates consisting of a total number of 2 416 426 objects with
photometric redshifts and shape estimates.
We used our photometric redshifts and our shear catalogs to perform a GGL analysis. We as-
signed our shear catalog objects to the background and our photometric redshift catalog objects to
the foreground as for the gravitational lenses shape information is not required. We omitted lens-
source pairs with high probability of significant systematic errors in angular distances and critical
surface density and also pairs with low separation in redshift space due to low lensing strength and
possible mismatch between foreground and background. Therefore we required for the lens sample
0.05 < zd ≤ 1, for the source sample 0.05 < zs ≤ 2 and for a pair assignment zs ≥ 1.1 · zd +0.15. This
left us with maximum lens and source samples of 4 942 433 and 1 684 290 objects, respectively.
In our weak lensing analysis we first investigated the tangential shear signal γt for several spe-
cific lens samples on a projected separation scale of 25 h−1 kpc to 1 h−1 Mpc. As expected we
find that the lensing signal increases with rest-frame luminosity of the considered lenses. Analyzing
individual SED types separately, we find that for given luminosity the mass of a red galaxy is higher
than for a blue galaxy. On first view the considered tangential shear profile appears to be consistent
with the prediction of a singular isothermal sphere (SIS), however this observation strongly depends
on the considered lens sample, or to be more precise, on the environment the considered lens resides
in. Especially the environment density leaves a significant imprint on the tangential shear signal
when considering larger scales. While in low density environments on short scales the central lens
is dominating and on larger scales the signal drops down to values close to zero, with increasing
density the lensing signal value continuously increases, until for very high density lenses the signal
approximately is a constant signal on a scale out to several hundred kpc. This perfectly confirms
the results of Brainerd (2010), analyzing the impact of multiple deflections in GGL. Estimating the
velocity dispersion from the γt-amplitude we obtain that red galaxies show values for σ exceeding
the results for average galaxies with same luminosities by 25% , while σ -values for blue galaxies are
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15-20% below the average.
The combination of photometric redshifts and galaxy shapes allowed us to investigate the ex-
cess surface mass density ∆Σ , having an amplitude which does not explicitly depend on the
geometrical constellation due to the angular diameter distances of lenses and sources. The compari-
son with the literature only shows partial consistence, especially when comparing with the results of
Mandelbaum et al. (2006c). While the results concerning blue galaxies agree very well, we obtained
profiles for ∆Σ for our red galaxies showing higher amplitudes for the faintest lenses and lower
amplitudes for the brightest lenses. However, the later results of Mandelbaum et al. (2008) agree well
with our analysis. Further comparing our analysis with the results of van Uitert et al. (2011) we find
good agreement for most luminosity bins. We used the amplitudes of ∆Σ for several lens luminosity
bins to extract scaling relations for several halo profile parameters as the velocity dispersion σ based
on the SIS or BBS profile and the virial radius and mass r200 and M200 based on the NFW profile. We
find, for red and blue galaxies separately, scaling relation of σ red ∝ L0.23±0.03 and σblue ∝ L0.24±0.03,
in good agreement with the Faber-Jackson relation (σ ∝ L0.25, Faber & Jackson 1976). The extraction
of the scaling relation for a combined SED sample yields a steeper scaling behavior of σ ∝ L0.29±0.02,
caused by the transition from red to blue dominated SEDs when considering decreasing luminosities.
These scaling relations are also confirmed when running a corresponding maximum likelihood
analysis (η redσ = 0.27+0.03−0.02 for red galaxies, ηblueσ = 0.27+0.03−0.04 for blue galaxies and ησ = 0.31+0.02−0.03
for the combined galaxy sample). We compared the results of our red galaxy sample to spectroscopic
results for a LRG sample based on Eisenstein et al. (2001) and to results from Gallazzi et al. (2006).
We observe a remarkable agreement, given the fundamentally different nature of the investigation
methods. Investigating r200 we find η redr200 = 0.33±0.04 for red galaxies, ηbluer200 = 0.36±0.07 for blue
galaxies and, due to the SED transition, a steeper ηr200 = 0.39± 0.04 for the combined lens sample.
The corresponding measurements for M200 yield scaling indices of η redM200 = 1.05±0.12 for red galax-
ies, ηblueM200 = 1.14± 0.20 for blue galaxies and ηM200 = 1.21± 0.10 for the combined sample. This is
in good agreement with the results of Guzik & Seljak (2002) (M ∝ L1.34±0.17r ). However, we find that
a single-power law only properly describes the scaling relations when excluding luminosity bins with
L < 1010 h−1 L⊙, as the amplitude in this range significantly exceeds the predictions of the power
law fit. This either indicates a slower decrease in virial radius and mass (leading to an increasing
mass-to-light ratio for low-mass galaxies) or a significant increase of the concentration parameter c
for low-mass galaxies, thus boosting the lensing signal amplitude. Calculating the circular velocity
v200 from r200 for our blue galaxy sample, we also find good agreement with the results of Reyes et al.
(2011) and Dutton et al. (2010). Further our results for the red galaxy M/L-ratios agree well with the
results of Mandelbaum et al. (2008), Dutton et al. (2010) and van Uitert et al. (2011). We measured
the mass vs. stellar mass ratio for red galaxies over 2.5 decades in stellar mass mass and found a
minimum for this ratio at Mstar ∼ 3− 4× 1010 h−2 M⊙. The existence and location of this minimum
is consistent with results from abundance matching (see Guo et al. 2010 and Dutton et al. 2010). For
lower stellar masses the mass vs. stellar mass ratio strongly increases.
We performed maximum likelihood analyses based on the method described by Schneider & Rix
(1997), assuming a BBS (Brainerd et al. 1996) and an NFW (Navarro et al. 1996) profile and
analyzing our lens galaxy properties as a function of SED type and environment density. We applied
scaling relations according to Guzik & Seljak (2002) and Hoekstra et al. (2004) for the total mass,
Duffy et al. (2008) for the concentration parameter and our own results from ∆Σ for σ and r200. For
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the combined lens sample we find for an NFW profile best-fitting parameters of c∗ = 6.4+0.9−0.7 and
r∗200 = 133+3−2 h−1 kpc, corresponding to a virial mass of M∗200 = 7.6
+0.5
−0.3×1010 h−1 M⊙. Considering
red galaxies the value for r∗200 is about 20% higher while for blue galaxies it is about 15% lower,
corresponding to a 60% higher M200 for red and a 35% lower M200 for blue galaxies. Assuming a BBS
profile for the combined lens sample we obtain a velocity of σ∗ = 131+2−3 km s−1 and a truncation
radius of s∗ = 184+17−14 h−1 kpc, corresponding to a total mass of M∗total,BBS = 2.32
+0.28
−0.25×1012 h−1 M⊙.
Focussing on red galaxies, we find that σ∗ is about 15% and s about 80% higher, leading to a mass
excess of ∼ 130% in comparison to the average galaxy, while for blue galaxies σ is about 10%
and s about 50% lower, leading to a mass deficit of ∼ 60% in comparison to the average galaxy.
Investigating the influence of the environment density on the galaxy properties we find that, assuming
a BBS profile, the velocity dispersion hardly shows any dependence, while the truncation radii
significantly increase with environmental density. This implies that the central galaxy matter density
mainly depends on the galaxy luminosity, but hardly on the environment. Assuming an NFW profile,
we also only see weak dependence of the concentration parameter c on the environment, while r200
rapidly increases with increasing density. The increasing values for s and for r200 with density lead to
significantly higher masses for galaxies in high density environments. As we did not explicitly include
cluster halos in our maximum likelihood analyses, but assumed all clustered structures to be the sum
of galaxy halos, the mass of an additional independent cluster halo would be assigned to the individual
galaxies. This could lead to a mass overestimate for red galaxies or galaxies in dense regions in
general. Further we did not discriminate between central galaxies and satellites in our analysis and
thus are not sensitive to the level that satellite galaxies are stripped and central galaxies grow in mass,
but instead measure the average mass for a given luminosity as a function of environment density. If
we take into account that the total mass-to-light ratio increases from galaxies to groups (and galaxy
clusters) (van Uitert et al. 2011, Sheldon et al. 2009), this increase of average halo masses is expected.
Encouraged by the robustness of the previously obtained scaling relations, we further applied
maximum likelihood analyses to determine the scaling relations for the truncation radius s and the
concentration parameter c. In the first investigation we fixed the values for σ∗ and ησ , thus fitting the
truncation radius s∗ and its scaling index ηs with luminosity. We obtained a value of ηs = 0.52+0.09−0.10,
leading to a scaling of the mass-to-light ratio of M/L ∝ L0.12+0.10−0.11 . Also the obtained scaling index
for s, considering blue galaxies is well consistent with the assumption of a luminosity-independent
M/L-ratio. Investigating our red lens sample, the situation is more complicated. While for brighter
red galaxies (Mr′ < −21) the constant M/L-ratio still fits well, for the fainter red galaxies the radii
appear to increase with decreasing luminosity, implying a luminosity independent mass. This could
be explained by the assumption of an additional different red galaxy population with higher mass for
given luminosity, dominating at the low mass end but fading away with increasing mass.
We investigated the scaling behavior of the concentration parameter c with the absolute lumi-
nosity as a function of SED type by running maximum likelihood analyses with fixed values for r200
and its scaling index ηr200 with luminosity. We assumed that the r200 can universally be described
as a single-power law function of the luminosity. We obtained values of ηc = −0.07+0.11−0.11 for our
lens sample as a whole, consistent with the results of Duffy et al. (2008). Looking at red galaxies
separately, we found a slightly shallower relation with η redc = −0.04+0.10−0.11 while the relation for
blue galaxies is steeper with marginal significance (ηbluec = −0.34+0.24−0.26). This would lead to a
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significant increase of the concentration with decreasing luminosity and thus mass. Translating
the concentration-luminosity-relation into a concentration-mass-relation, we see that massive red
galaxies exceed their blue counterparts in concentration while for lower mass galaxies the relation
turns into its opposite.
As the analysis of the r200-scaling relation indicated a change in the scaling behavior when
considering galaxies with L < 1010 h−2 L⊙, we discussed two possible explanations, a change in
the c−L-relation and the effect on the c−L-relation assuming a modified r200−L relation due to a
change in the M−L-scaling relation. First we assumed a single-power law for the r200−L relation
and applied a maximum likelihood analysis, allowing two independent scaling indices ηcbright and
ηcfaint for the concentration in both luminosity ranges. Indeed the maximum likelihood analyses
confirmed this assumption. While for galaxies with L > 1010 h−1 L⊙ the analysis yields values well
agreeing with the previous results, for the fainter galaxies a significantly stronger increase in the
concentration is suggested (ηc f aint < −1). This is also confirmed by repeating the analysis using a
low density lens sample. Alternatively, we assumed the concentration-mass relation obtained by
Duffy et al. (2008) to hold and independently fitted the slopes of the r200−L-relation for bright and
faint galaxies. Indeed we find that in this case the scaling behaviors differ, more strongly for red
than for blue galaxies, confirming the results for the M/L-scaling derived by the measurements of the
BBS truncation radius s. However, if we use different slopes for the r200−L relation, the maximum
likelihood results yield c− L relations which are much more compatible with single-power law
c−L-relations.
Finally we created two simulated master lens samples, performing simulations based on the
maximum likelihood results from our BBS and our NFW analyses. We repeated the measurements of
the tangential shear γt and for the excess surface mass density ∆Σ as a function of the absolute galaxy
luminosity and SED type. Comparing the results of the observational data with the results based on
simulations, we observe in general good agreement, especially when considering galaxies brighter
than Mr′ =−20. However, for fainter galaxies we obtain lower amplitudes from the simulated results
than suggested by the observational data when assuming single-power law scaling relations. This
indicates a modification in the scaling relations when investigating fainter lens galaxies or insufficient
consideration of high density effects, especially appearing in the low mass regime. We therefore
repeated the simulations, assuming double-power law scaling relations for the truncation radii s
and the virial radii r200 with respect to the absolute galaxy luminosity and reanalyzed the simulated
lensing signals. The newly obtained simulated ∆Σ -profiles now agree well with the observed profiles
for almost all considered luminosity and environment density bins.
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Appendix A
Zeropoint Corrections
In this appendix the zeropoint corrections, derived from calibration on the Pickles star library (Pickles
1998) and from calibration on spectroscopic redshifts, for all filters of all analyzed CFHTLS-WIDE
pointings are listed.
Table A.1: Zeropoint corrections for the all filters of all analyzed CFHTLS pointings.
stellar offsets spectroscopic offsets
pointing u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′ u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′
W1m2m3 -0.20 -0.06 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m2m2 -0.17 0.00 -0.09 0.00 0.02 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m2m1 -0.30 0.01 -0.12 0.00 -0.05 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m2m0 -0.52 -0.13 -0.23 0.00 -0.06 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m2p1 -0.23 0.00 -0.06 0.00 0.02 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m2p2 -0.22 -0.03 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m2p3 -0.23 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.10 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m1m3 -0.21 -0.12 -0.05 0.00 -0.10 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m1m2 -0.22 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m1m1 -0.33 -0.02 -0.21 0.00 -0.09 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m1m0 -0.28 -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m1p1 -0.38 -0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m1p2 -0.20 -0.11 -0.13 0.00 0.03 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m1p3 -0.05 -0.07 -0.14 0.00 0.17 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m0m3 -0.34 -0.07 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m0m2 -0.31 -0.01 -0.42 0.00 0.05 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m0m1 -0.35 -0.14 -0.13 0.00 -0.05 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m0m0 -0.21 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.01 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m0p1 -0.34 -0.13 -0.14 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m0p2 -0.30 -0.13 -0.14 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1m0p3 -0.26 -0.09 -0.10 0.00 -0.02 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p1m3 -0.39 -0.12 -0.14 0.00 -0.03 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p1m2 -0.34 -0.05 -0.02 0.00 0.05 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
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stellar offsets spectroscopic offsets
pointing u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′ u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′
W1p1m1 -0.36 -0.08 -0.04 0.00 0.03 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p1m0 -0.33 -0.06 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p1p1 -0.30 -0.05 -0.06 0.00 0.08 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p1p2 -0.22 -0.01 -0.09 0.00 0.08 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p1p3 -0.19 -0.01 -0.13 0.00 0.09 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p2m3 -0.25 -0.03 -0.07 0.00 -0.44 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p2m2 -0.41 -0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p2m1 -0.53 -0.01 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p2m0 -0.26 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p2p1 -0.20 -0.09 -0.01 0.00 0.12 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p2p2 -0.30 -0.10 -0.06 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00
W1p2p3 -0.22 -0.04 0.04 0.00 0.08 -0.02 0.01 0.03 0.00 -0.01
W1p3m3 -0.43 -0.08 -0.17 0.00 -0.08 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p3m2 -0.40 -0.12 -0.11 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p3m1 -0.38 -0.05 -0.07 0.00 0.09 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p3m0 -0.42 -0.12 -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p3p1 -0.35 -0.13 -0.10 0.00 0.04 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p3p2 -0.42 -0.14 -0.14 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 -0.01 0.00 -0.02
W1p3p3 -0.39 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.03 -0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.01
W1p4m3 -0.39 -0.09 -0.14 0.00 0.06 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p4m2 -0.32 -0.11 -0.10 0.00 0.02 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p4m1 -0.51 -0.14 -0.13 0.00 -0.06 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p4m0 -0.39 -0.14 -0.09 0.00 0.00 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p4p1 -0.41 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 0.09 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p4p2 -0.31 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.11 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W1p4p3 -0.44 -0.11 -0.01 0.00 -0.07 0.015 0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.005
W2m1m1 -0.39 -0.15 -0.02 0.00 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2m1m0 -0.43 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 -0.05 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2m1p1 -0.40 -0.15 -0.14 0.00 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2m1p2 -0.56 -0.16 -0.15 0.00 -0.06 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2m1p3 -0.46 -0.05 -0.05 0.00 -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2m0m1 -0.40 -0.13 -0.14 0.00 -0.08 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2m0m0 -0.29 -0.07 0.05 0.00 0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2m0p1 -0.44 -0.16 -0.03 0.00 -0.01 -0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03
W2m0p2 -0.40 -0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.09 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 0.00
W2m0p3 -0.42 -0.08 -0.14 0.00 -0.02 -0.05 -0.05 0.02 0.00 0.04
W2p1m1 -0.20 -0.07 -0.10 0.00 -0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2p1m0 -0.36 -0.08 -0.05 0.00 0.02 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2p1p1 -0.39 -0.04 -0.08 0.00 0.05 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01
W2p1p2 -0.49 -0.09 -0.05 0.00 0.07 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.02
W2p1p3 -0.31 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.07 -0.11 0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.01
W2p2m1 -0.23 -0.11 -0.04 0.00 0.05 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2p2m0 -0.46 -0.13 -0.11 0.00 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
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stellar offsets spectroscopic offsets
pointing u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′ u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′
W2p2p1 -0.44 -0.07 -0.03 0.00 -0.03 -0.13 -0.07 -0.06 0.00 0.01
W2p2p2 -0.36 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.04
W2p2p3 -0.42 -0.02 -0.05 0.00 0.06 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2p3m1 -0.32 -0.04 -0.04 0.00 0.13 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2p3m0 -0.39 -0.07 -0.05 0.00 -0.01 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W2p3p1 -0.30 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.03 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.03
W2p3p2 -0.39 -0.13 -0.03 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05
W2p3p3 -0.30 -0.08 -0.06 0.00 0.09 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.02
W3m3m3 -0.43 -0.10 -0.12 0.00 0.01 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m3m2 -0.42 -0.07 -0.13 0.00 0.03 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m3m1 -0.33 -0.04 0.00 0.00 0.08 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m3m0 -0.26 -0.09 -0.10 0.00 -0.02 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m3p1 -0.06 0.03 -0.06 0.00 0.08 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m3p2 -0.30 -0.02 -0.12 0.00 0.01 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m2m3 -0.33 -0.07 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m2m2 -0.37 -0.08 0.03 0.00 0.05 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m2m1 -0.31 -0.09 0.08 0.00 0.24 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m2m0 -0.18 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.24 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m2p1 -0.16 -0.01 -0.12 0.00 0.07 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m2p2 -0.26 -0.04 -0.08 0.00 -0.02 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m1m3 -0.48 -0.09 -0.16 0.00 0.07 -0.05 -0.03 0.03 0.00 0.02
W3m1m2 -0.41 -0.01 0.05 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.19
W3m1m1 -0.35 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.03 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m1m0 -0.21 -0.14 -0.02 0.00 -0.28 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m1p1 -0.25 0.02 -0.08 0.00 0.03 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m1p2 -0.29 -0.02 -0.12 0.00 0.05 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m0m3 -0.13 -0.01 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.06
W3m0m2 -0.40 -0.04 -0.06 0.00 0.04 -0.02 0.06 0.04 0.00 -0.07
W3m0m1 -0.32 -0.12 -0.07 0.00 -0.02 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m0m0 -0.39 -0.07 -0.05 0.00 -0.01 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m0p1 -0.31 -0.07 -0.11 0.00 -0.01 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3m0p2 -0.30 -0.02 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3p1m3 -0.30 -0.07 -0.09 0.00 -0.02 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3p1m2 -0.36 -0.01 -0.07 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.04 -0.02 0.00 -0.02
W3p1m1 -0.34 -0.07 -0.06 0.00 -0.07 -0.09 -0.06 -0.04 0.00 -0.03
W3p1m0 -0.18 -0.03 -0.03 0.00 -0.04 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3p1p1 -0.22 -0.04 -0.07 0.00 0.00 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W3p1p2 -0.17 -0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.025 -0.015 0.01 0.00 0.00
W4m3m0 -0.32 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.08 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m3p1 -0.51 -0.16 -0.12 0.00 -0.04 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m3p2 -0.31 -0.05 -0.05 0.00 0.06 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m2m0 -0.19 0.18 0.20 0.00 0.29 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m2p1 -0.35 -0.12 -0.01 0.00 0.02 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
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stellar offsets spectroscopic offsets
pointing u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′ u∗ g′ r′ i′ z′
W4m1m2 -0.68 -0.06 0.02 0.00 0.15 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m1m1 -0.50 -0.12 -0.09 0.00 0.06 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m1m0 -0.28 -0.08 -0.10 0.00 -0.04 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m1p1 -0.29 -0.12 -0.02 0.00 0.07 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4m0m2 -0.63 -0.15 -0.07 0.00 0.09 -0.06 -0.01 0.02 0.00 -0.04
W4m0m1 -0.60 -0.17 -0.14 0.00 0.04 -0.03 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
W4m0m0 -0.51 -0.05 0.03 0.00 0.03 -0.05 0.03 0.03 0.00 -0.02
W4m0p1 -0.33 -0.16 0.00 0.00 0.07 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4p1m2 -0.48 -0.14 -0.02 0.00 0.12 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.03
W4p1m1 -0.64 -0.17 -0.04 0.00 0.05 -0.10 -0.04 -0.02 0.00 -0.03
W4p1m0 -0.60 -0.10 -0.20 0.00 0.03 -0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
W4p1p1 -0.33 -0.07 -0.17 0.00 0.05 -0.06 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.02
W4p2m2 -0.58 -0.12 -0.18 0.00 0.07 -0.09 -0.03 0.01 0.00 -0.04
W4p2m1 -0.62 -0.12 -0.17 0.00 0.06 -0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
W4p2m0 -0.53 -0.06 -0.08 0.00 0.02 -0.06 0.04 0.04 0.00 -0.05
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